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SUMMfARYI

The subject of aircraft ice protection has provoked much controversy
and discourse among theorists, designers, laboratcry and test
engineers, and flight operations people. In view of this diversity
of opinion and variety of approach, some difficulty has been
experienced in applying current standards and in maintaining
uniformity in the substantiation of aircraft ice protection.

This symposium recognized the need to exchange ideas and it

provided a general review of icing criteria, ice protection
standards, methods of compliance, and service experience. It
also served as a general refresher for Federal Aviation Administration
personnel involved in the evaluation of aircraft ice protection.

Technical papers were presented by government research and test
organizations, aircraft engine and aircraft manufacturers, military
services. and airline operators. The symposium presentations were
given by government and industry representatives with particular
expertise in the development, testing, operation, and maintenance
of aircraft ice protection systems.

This report is intended to serve as a reference document to
supplement other information on the subject since it contains
current information on the icing environment and aircraft ice
protection.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Mr. Stephen H. Rolle; Chief, Propulsion Branch, Engineering and
Manufacturing Division, in his capacity as symposium chairman,
extended a welcome to all industry, airline, military and
government representatives participating in the Federal Aviation
Administration symposium on aircraft ice protection. He th.en
introduced Mr. Sliff, Deputy Director, Flight Standards Service.

Mr. Sliff advised the participants in the symposium that they
face a challenge in providing protection for the aircraft so that
it can be operated safely in any icing environment that may be
encountered. He also recommended that this should be accomplished
through the inherent capability of the aircraft design rather than
to rely upon operational restrictions to assure crew and passenger
safety. It was also stated by Mr. Sliff, that development aircraft,
such as the jumbo jets and supersonic transport, also pose a
challenge when it is realized that, in addition to the technical
problems associated with this advance in the state-of-the-art,
they must also have the capability to cope safely with such
advctse weather conditions as freezing rain, hail, icing, and
lightning. Mr. Sliff then emphasized the need for a review of
current design criteria and standards for aircraft ice protection,
and he expressed the hope that the symposium would be productive.
He also extended the support of his office in the accomplishment
of this objective.

Mr. Slaughter, Chief, Engineering and Manufacturing Division,
agreed that the participants in the symposium should accept the
challenge presented to them. He also remarked that this symposium
recognized the need to develop aircraft ice protection criteria
on a sound and technical basis. He briefly reviewed the topics
listed in the planned technical program and expressed the
appreciation of the Federal Aviation Administration for the
presentations. It was noted that the technical papers for this
symposium were prepared by experts in icing phenomena and aircraft
ice protection from industry, the airlines, the military services,
and various government organizations.

Mr. Rolle explained that a document will be published containing
all of the symposium technical papers and the discus-ions following
each presentation. These publications will be made available to
all of the attendees and to all interested parties who did not
have an opportunity to attend.
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REVIEW OF ICTNG CRITERIA

Willa Lewis
NASA Lewis Research Center

Rational design of ice-protection equipment requires a definition of

the atmospheric conditions in which the system is expected to operate.
The primary parameters are liquid water content, effective drop diameter
and temperature. Also of interest are altitude and the horizontal and
vertical extent of the conditions.

The correspondence between an optimum envelope of design conditions and
the actual statistical distributions of the parameters as found in the
atmosphere is complex. Actual conditions in the atmosphere are highly
variable, and the most extreme conditions are cf brief duration and small
extent. The probability of encountering severe conditions is also a
function of flight operating procedures and climatological factors. The
selection of design conditions also require consideration of the tolerance
of the syster to temporary overloading and especially the ability to
recover after short periods in extreme conditions.

The, investigation of icing-cloud parameters began with the development
of heated winjs. Early tests conducted by ACA Langley had established
that if suff,'.cient heat was supplied to produce a surface-temperatire
rise of lOOrF in dry air from the leading edge to 10 percent chord, the
wing wouli remain clean in icing conditions. This empirical criteria waa
used to design experimental systems for military aircraft during the war,
but it was recog.ized that a rational design procedure required a know-
ledge of the range of liquid water content and drop size. Flight inves-
tigatiou of the meteorological parameters was undertaken in 1944 by the
Army and NACA.

Most of the flight measurements of liquid water content and effective
drop diameter were made by means of the rotating-cylinder technique.
This method consisted of exposing a set of four rotating cylindrical
collectors of different diameter with axis normal to the air scream for
a measured time interval. The apparatus was then disassembled and the
samples stored and weighed separately. Theoretical relations involving
drop diameter, cylinder diameter, collection efficiency and airspeed were
used to derive average liquid water content and effective drop diameter.
Values of drop size obtained in this way are believed to represent the
volume median; half the water is in largekr drops, half in s!mallr. The
method also yields a rough measure of the spread in the size distribution.
More dependable information on the distribution is obtained from actual
counts of drops captured in oil, bit few such determinations have been
made. My own opinion, based on both cylinder data and sample counts is
that in a typical cloud about 50 percent of the water is in drops
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between 80 percent and 130 percent of the affeA vi dAlmeter.

Measuraments it, icing clouds were made in the upper Mississippi Valley
by the Air Force, AIRL, in the Great Lakes area by NACA Lewis; and in
western U.S. by MACA Ames.

By 1948, these investigations had led to an accumulation of about 1000
individual measurements of water content and effective drop size
obtained in 240 encounters with icing conditions. At the request of
the NACA subcou.-ittee OTL icing problems, the Ames Laboratory prepared
a tentative table of design conditions for presentation to the sub-
comittee in Octrber 1948. After review and discussion, the subcomnittee
directed publication of this table of recommended design conditions as
a technical note (ref. 1). The aim was to provide the industry with
tentative standards to fill an immediate need. It was expected that
revisions would be required as more data became available and operating
experience was accumulated.

The recommended design conditions included envelopes of maximum-severity
conditions applicable to cumulus clouds and stratiform clouds in winter,
These envelopes, called "maximum intermittent" and "maximum continuous"
icing conditions were adopted by the Civil Aeronautics Administration
and became the basis of standards for certification. These same standards,
with only minor additions, are in effect today.

These design envelopes are shown in figure (1) in the form of curves
showing combinations of liquid water content and temperature for selected
values of drop diameter. Separate envelopeswere proposed for cumulus and
layer-type clouds because it was recognized that cumulus clouds were limited
in horizontal extent but could extend over a large range of altitude,
whereas supercooled stratiform clouds were extensive in a horizontal
direction but definitely limited in vertical thickness.

I want to make it prefectly clear that these curves do not represent
physical relations among the variables. Instead, they represent combina-
tions of the three variables believed to have a sufficient frequency of
occurrence to warrant consideration in design. Although physical models
were useful in defining the variation of water content with temperature,
the relation with drop size was primarily statistical. Drop size was
found to be only weakly correlated with either water content or temperature.
Lower values of liquid water content were recommended in combinatioui with
larger drops simply because the larger values of effective diameter occur
less frequently. In layer clouds (continuous icing) the occurrence of an
effective diameter exceeding 40 microns is already a rare evenL and,
therefore, should be considered in combination with a typical, rather than an
unusually high, value of water content.

The basic difference between the two envelopes is the horizontal extent of
the conditions. Meteorologically, they represent different cloud types.
Cumulus clouds give rise to intermittent icing whereas continuous icing
is er -4anced in stratiform cloud types.
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The selection of design conditions for each category was based on the
. concept that the anti-icing system should provide full protection in

roughly 99 percent of icing encounters and that slight, temporary
impairment of performance could be accepted. It was realized that on
rare occasions icing of exceptional severity might require evasive
action. In defining the envelope of combinations of W, d and T, we
tried to select combinations having an equal probability of occurrence.
By an examination of statistical distributions of the parameters,
singly and in combination, it was determined that the condition that 9
percent of cases lie within the envelope was roughly equivalent to a
probability of 1/1000 that all three variables represented by a single
point would be exceeded simltaneously. Considering the fact that we
had data from 167 encounters in layer clouds and 73 in cumulus'
statistical extrapolation to a probability of 1/1000 was more than
daring, it was downright foolhardy. We also relied on a physical
understanding of the meteorological processes of cloud formation andon engineering experience with existing thermal systems.

On reviewing these design requirements after twenty years, two questions
arise:

(1) Do the specified envelopen actually represent the 99th percentile?,
and,

(2) So what? (Is it really necessary to know the probability level?)

It is suggested that operating experience with systems designed to current
specifications provides the best and most pertinent source of information
as to whether these specifications are marginal or overconservative. There-
fore, changes should be based on experience rather than on meteorological
dat a.

Nevertheless, it is of interest to reexamine the original design envelope
in the light of additional data. Only a small number of measurements of
cloud-drop size have come to my attention in the last 20 years and these
are consistent with frequency distributions from the earlier data. In
the case of liquid water content, three rather extensive collections of
data have been completed.

(1) NACA Lewis Laboratory collected icing-rate data using automatic
instruments installed on comercial and military transport aircraft in
scheduled service on domatic and overseas routes. Data were collected
in a total of 1800 icing encounters during five years of operation.
(ref. 2, 3, 4)

(2) The National Research Council of Canada used a rotating-disk
meter on a research airplane on ice-seeking flights to collect data on
liquid water conteal: in 1182 encounto'rs with icing. (ref. 5)

(3) The -%-selan Mteorological Service measured liquid-water
content of scheduled meteorological sounding flights at several stations.
A total of 4800 measurements of liquid water content were obtained at
temperatures below 01C. (ref. 6)

3



I have been able to locate only rather brief summaries of the Canadian
and Russian programs and so cannot comment on them in detail. Also, I
was not personally involved in the Lewis Lab program but have some
knowledge of its history.

Anticipating a need for more extensive and representative statistical
-icing data, both Ames and Lewis Laboratories in 1949 undertook to develop
automatic instruments uitable for routine use on transport airplanes.
Unfortunately, the difficulties involved in the measurement of cloud
parameters proved so formidable that neither attempt was completely
successful. The Ames Laboratory developed a heated-wire instrument for
measuring liquid water content that provided excellent in flight,in the
hands of research personnel. However, it was to complicated for automatic
operation; and reduction of data was a complex and difficult procedure,
therefore, it was never used extensively. The net result was an excellent
research instrument and a very meager amount of data. Meanwhile, the
Lewis Laboratory began with the development of a very simple cyclic icing
rate meter. Problems were encountered with the calibration, but since the
device was so well adapted to automatic operation, arrangements were made
with the airlines to begin an extensive program of data collection. As
the program progressed, difficulties with the calibration proved to be more
serious than had been anticipated, but data collection continued to expand.
The net result was a large amount of data providing useful information on
such factors as horizontal and vertical extent of icing conditions, but
considerable uncertainty remains as to the meaning of indications of icing
rate and liquid water content. The data from this program was published
in thre reports (ref. 2, j, A)each containing tabulations of liquid water
content and a description of calibrations in use at that time. Apparently,
as the data were worked up the calibration was changed frum time to time
as a result of further studies. I see no other possible explanation for the
striking differences among the three reports.

One convenient statistic that may be used for an overall comparison of data
from various sources is the 99th percentile of liquid water content from
the entire distribution without classification by either drop size or
temperature. This comparison is shown in figure 2. Values from various
sources are plotted on a time scale to provide historical perspective and
show the apparent trend in the airline data. The airline data and the
Russian data from scheduled soundings probably contain a negligible fraction
of measurements In cumulus clouds, and are therefore ccomparable to the
early research data from stratiform clouds.

U.S. research data from layer clouds is shown classified by geographical
areas but the sample Is so small that the differences are not significant.
The overall 99th percentile value is about .8 gm per cu meter. The NACA
Airline data started at an alarming 2 g/m3 for the 1950-51 season, fell
to 1.6 in 51-52, and the final report with data for three seasons had a
99th percentile of 1.13 g/m3. Because of the apparent trend, data in the
final report -ere separated by season (using only entries bearing
dates). If it is assumed thct the time trend was mainly a result of changes
in calibration and that the changes were improvements, these results indicate

that the most recent and presumably most dependable data are in good agreement
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with the research data.

At the right-hand side of the figure are points representing the Canadian
and Russian data. In view of the large samples the 99th percentile points
are determined with considerable precision. The difference between the two
may reflect geographical differences, but 1 think it is more likely the
result of the fact that the Canadian data were collected on ice-seeking
flights. The average of the Canadian and Russian 99th percentile values
agrees very well with the U.S. research data. These results tend to
confirm that the 1949 envelope for maximum continuous icing conditions
loes, indeed, represent approximately the 99th percentile icing condition
with respect to the overall level of liquid-water content,

In addition to the overall distribution of liquid water content it is of
interest to examine also the variation m.th temperature. Figure 3 shows
99th percentiles grouped by temperature for U.S. research data, U.S.
airline data and Russian data. (The Canadian data were not given in terms
of temperature in ref. 5.) Higher values from U.S. airline data may be
explained in terms of the calibration difficulties wentioned previously.
Because of the large amount of data and systematic manner of collection,
the statistical dependability of the Russian curve is very good.

An interesting anomaly is the high value for layer clouds in eastern U.S.
for data in the range from -7o to -120C. This is probably a local effect
that shows up here because the sample included a large percentage of
measurements in northern Ohio where cold air crossing Lake Erie produces
unusually thick stratocumulus in the fall and early winter. Under these
conditions the most likely temperature at 5000 feet is between -5 and -100C.

The fact that Russian data shows higher values of liquid water content at
temperatures below -200C may also be due to climatological effects. U.S.
measurements at low temperatures were mostly at high altitude whereas in
Russia temperatures below -200 C are not uncommon at about 5000 feet where
conditions are more favorable for the occurrence of thicker cloud layers.

Also shown in figure 3 are points representing U.S. and Russian design
conditions for 15-micron and 16-micron drops respectively. It is seen
that both sets are in reasonable agreement with the 99th percentile of
the atmospheric conditions.

Since very little additional data has beet obtained in cumulus clouds,
no satisfactory basis enibts fof an evaluation. A few extreme cases
have been reported and these are shown in figure 4 compared with the
"maximum intermittent" and *"maximum instantaneous" conditions. The
measurex.Lits by Neel (ref.7) show that these conditions do exist but
their importance for design is a matter of judgement.

The Russian data are of interest because of the very low temperature,
water content estimated from icing rate is not precise, and visual
estimates of icing rate are usually exaggerated, but nevertheless we

(*",maximum instartaneous" conditions are defined in TNI855 but are not

included in CAR 4b.)



have here a documented case of rvther severe icing below -400 . Also,
a similar case has been reported by Boeing in which severe icing was

eucountered at 36,000 feet with temperature -52vC measured in clear
air at the same altitude. In view of these reports it is apparentlynecessary to abandon the concept that liquii water can not exist at

temperatures below -400.

In addition to the envelope of W, d, and T, the horizontal and vertical
extent of the conditions are of interest, as is also the variation of
average liquid water content with flight distance over which the average
is calculated. Curves intended to define this relation were published
as part of a probability analysis of research data and have been included
in the design standards. Unfortunately the data sample from which the
curves was derived was too small to give a dependable representation of
the distance effect. Remlts from the Airline project suggest a smaller
variation with distance. Sice the National Research Council of Canada
has collected a large numbe,, of continuous records with the rotating-disk
instrument, these results, if they could be obtained in suitable form,
would provide an excellent basis for an improved definition of the aater
content-distance relation.

Data on total horizontal extent of icing encounters obtained from the
airline program is shown in figure 5. This diagram is a cumulative
frequency distribution of the distance in icing. In half the encounters
the icing distance was less than 20 miles, 107 extended 55 miles and 27
extended 100 miles or more.

The distribution of vertical extent is shown in figure 6. The median
here is 1200 feet and seven percent exceeded 3000 ft. Values beyond
this point are less probable than would be expected from simple
extrapolation.

This point illustrates what may be an important factor in limiting the
liquid water content in stratiform clouds. A stratocumulus cloud layer
forms in the upper half of a layer of air that is mixed by the action of
turbulent eddies. It appears a probable hypothesis that scale effect
exists, tending to limit the vertical extent of the mixed layer to less
than about 6000 feet. Beyond this point the circulation tends to break
up into sublayers. This hypothesis of limited cloud-layer thickness was
helpful in defining the range of liquid teater fror a small sample of data.

The FAR icing standards also include envelopes of temperature as a function
of altitude, taken from the range on research flights. This relation is
of no particular physical significance as it merely reflects operating
procedures and climatological factors. There exists also a rather well
defined effect of altitude "or height above the ground) on the maximum
values of liquid water content.

This relation is quite different for cumulus and stratiform clouds as
shown in figure 7. These envelopes of the highest values of liquid water
content are based on research data. In layer-type-clouds the highest
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values of liquid water content tend to occur at five to six thotsand
feet above the ground, whereas in cumulus clouds the maximum liquid
water increased with the altitude at least 15 to 20 thousand feet.
Clouds of both types have higher water content and greater vertical
extent when formed of air that comes directly from the surface layers.
In the case of stratiform clouds, the vertical motion is limited by the
thickness of the surface turbulence layer, generally less than about
6000 feet, but for cumulus clouds the sky is the limit. Since most
icing in normal operations is encountered in layer-type clouds, the
relation shown here may be useful in identifying possible problem
areas.

So far I've been discussing only clouds composed of liquid drops, but
ice clouds and mixed clouds are also important (ref. 8). If a cloud is
composed entirely of ice crystals icing does not occur on external

surfaces, whether heated or not. In mixed clouds the effect on external
surfaces is not materially different from that of the liquid water alone. As
long as the air flow is such that the ice crystals are not held in place
but are blown along after impingement, the cooling effect of the ice is
almost negligible. However, interior dncting having reverso bends or
stagnation areas may be subject to icing in snow or mixed cloud.

Although ice crystals have little direct effect in icing, the indirect
effect is of greatest importance. Because of the difference in saturation
vapor pressure, the presence of ice crystals tends to dry up the liquid
drops, thus, liquid cloud droplets cannot exist for more tian a few minutes
in the presence of an appreciable concentration of ice crystals. In the
upper parts of cumulus clouds the liquid water content decreases rapidly
after the onset of snow formation. In the deep and extensive alto-stratus
and nimbostratus complexes comprising the general rain and snow areas of
cyclonic.storms, liquid cloud drops are almost completely absent in the
subfreezing portions of the clouds. It is for this reason that icing
criteria can be based on the dynamically simpler stratocumulus cloud type.

The statistical significance of ice clouds is shown in the results of an
analysis 3f cloud and icing frequencies observed on weather reconnaissance
flights (Yef. F). At a temperature of -5oC, sixty percent of the time in
clouds was without icing, indicating that the clouds were composed entirely
of ice crystals. At -25oC the percentage of ice clouds increased to 907..

In addition to liquid and mixed clouds there are two other forms of icing
conditions: Freezing drizzle and freezing rain.

Since rain is melted snow, the occurrence of freezing rain requires the
presence of an inversion with a melting layer abovc, Very little flight
data have been taken in freezing rain. Existing design standards were
calculated for a rainfall rate of .1 inch per hour with drops 1 mm in
diameter. In connection with a study of airship icing (ref.lO) frequency
distributions for temperature and rainfall rates were determined and
relations among drop size, falling speed and rainfall rate were calculated.
These statistics were used to calculate a 99th percentile envelope of con-

ditions in free-ing rain.
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Temp (C) diem (mm) L.W.C. (g/m 3 )
00 1.17 .28

-50 1905 .18
-10o .75 .03

These conditions are somewhat more severe than previous recommendations.
Freezing drizzle is found in and under stable cloud layers in relatively
calm conditions in which time is available for the processes of collisioa
and coalescence to produce drops of 150 to 500 microns diameter. Since a
melting layer is not required, freezing drizzle can occur in a wider variety
of synoptic conditions can extend to the ground, effecting landing, take
off and ground operations. Without data, no more can be said. Information
from operators on experience in freezing rain and drizzle would be helpful.

Thus far I have talked about the probabilities of various conditions in
terms of the icing encounter as a unit of experience. There remains the
question of the frequency of icing encounters.

A summary of information on this subject covering flights over ocean
routes at 700 and 500 millibars was obtained from an analysis of observa-
tions by the Air Weather Service on weather reconnaissance flights (ref. 9).
For the varioue tracks and seasous summarized, the fraction of flight time
in icing varied between 0 and about 7 percent with a median of 2.3%. The
fraction in clouds was from 1.5 percent to 28 percent with a median of 13
percent. The distance flown per icing encounter varied from more than
10,000 miles to about 1000 miles with an overall average of about 3000
miles per encounter.

In conclusion, we have reviewed the icing criteria used in the design and
certification of trensport aircraft. Although these standards are now
twenty years old, they are generally consistent with data that have become
available since their adoption. Since these criteria have stood the test
of use, and since the total of experience with existing aircraft is more
comprehenaive than any data collecting program, it is suggested that future
changes in criteria be based primarily on operating experiences rather than
on meteorological data.
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING MR. LEWIS'S PRESENTATION ON

"REVIEW OF ICING CRITERIA"

Question: If investigations were initiated today, what

instruments would you use for measuring drop size
and liquid water content?

Answer: (NASA) - Still a problem, have no recommendation.
(Boeing) - We have been using a "photographic oil
slide" obtained from the airstream with success.
(Canadian Pratt & Whitney) - In this regard, I'd
like to point out a iritish Publication by R. F.
Jones, which covers the "DeterAination of Ice
Crystals," and can be found In "Aeronautical Society,"
Vol. 63, 1959.

Question: What is the current value for ice fog and freezing
rain, and what information is there available?

Answer: .3 gm/m3 at 00 C. to .03 gm/m3 at -10 C. Ice fog
occurs at low temperatures (low as -40° C.).
However, didn't realize there was an accretion
problem with ground operation. United Airlines
has used "seeding" with success in this area.

Question: What current values are there for snow?

Answer: 0 to 10-15 gm/m3.

Question: What are the qualifying characteristics for situation
of icing encountered where points lay outside curves,
say 15,000-20,000 ft. altitude?

Answer: Curves only describe data taken and, consequently,
points outside should not be taken critical.

Question: Have there been or are there any official definitions
describing flight in heavy icing?

Answer: The FAA at one time used some general descriptions;
however, they were eliminated because they varied
from aircraft to aircraft.
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Question: In a Russian Report, there ws evidence of ice
crystal and subcooled liquid below -400 C., true?

Answer: Yes; we also have reported information based on
Air Force/Boeing report, as outlined in ADS-4. For
all practical purposes, however, design, etc., it
appears incidental.

Question: Could you define ice shape at 45 minutes in 20-mile
clouds?

Answer: Difficult to predict because of variance.

Question: Do you differentiate between ice crystals and snow
flakes?

Answer: Small ones are usually snow flakes; however, no basis
of differentiation exists.

20



To be presented at FAA Icing
Symposium, Washington, D. C.,
April 28-30, 1969

DESCEIPTIO, HISTOBY AND HAWS OF

NASA-LUIS ICING REIARCH ThNRL

by Vernon H. Gray

The NASA icing research tunnel, at the Lewis Beseach Center,

Cleveland, Ohio, is shown in plan view in figure 1. Mhe tunnel in a

closed-return, atmospheric type with rectangular cross-sections except

at the 25-foot diameter drive fan in the return leg. The four corners

of the tunnel have turning vanes, and the contraction section has a

14 to 1 area ratio. The test section is 6-feet high, 9-feet wide and

20-feet long. Maximum speed for the test section (empty) is 300 miles

per hour, creating a test section pressure equivalent to about 3000

feet altitude. The large test chamber surrounding the test section is

also at the reduced pressure, so that leads from models may com through

open holes in the test section floor or vlls with no sel problem.

Figure 2 is a view looking downstream in the test sections shoving sm

velocity-survey struts. The side walls and ceiling have several windovs

for viewing purposes, the ceiling has a removable top-hatch (measuring

nearly 4 by 12 feet) for insertion of models, and the floor contains

the model mounting plate located within a turn-table, which is nearly

9-feet in diameter.

The tunnel sarflow may be refrigerated to -20o F, or lower if

necessary. Atmospheric icing clouds are simulated in the tunnel by

spraying water droplets into the cold airstream slightly upstream of

the contraction section. The six horizontal spray struts contain a

total of 77 air-atomizing, heated, water-spray nozzles. Calibrated
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clouds may be generated here with liquid-vater contents varying inversely

with airspeed over a range from about 1/2 to over 2 gramsimeter 3 , and

with median droplet diameters from roughly 10 to 20 microns. The drop

size distribution is approxittely a Iangmuir "D", with maximum drop di-

ameters from two to four times the median. The icing cloud is uniform in

intensity in the center of the test section over a region about 3 feet

high by 5 feet wide. Figure 3 shows ice formations on unheated struts

crossing the test section. Tha formations are uniform to within 18-inches

of the floor and ceiling, and to within about 2-feet of the side-walls,

where the formations start to taper off to zero at the walls.

TIe Icing tunnel in operation I shown In the followino short motion

picture, with film and narration dating from 1955.

History

The icing tunnel was first operated in 194 Prior to that, NACA

flight icing research was conducted at the Ames laboratory in Californi&,

and some ear.lier work was done at Langley Field, Virginia. In the period

from 1944 to i957, icing research progressed steadily at the Lewis icing

research tunnel, while the staff decreased from over 30 people to less

than 10 (Parkinson's law?). Over 100 NACA-lewis icing reports were

published during that period. A bibliography of these and other NACA/NASA

icing reports is available, broken down into 16 subject categories such

as meteorology, impingement, aircraft component protection systems, per-

formance penalties and heat transfer. The best single-volume summary of
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this work, including other work as vefl, is the FAA Technical Report AM-4,

by D. T. Bowden, et. al., 1964.

In 1957, the Icing Sub-Committee of the NACA Operating Problems

Committee dissolved itself, after concurring that no further major icing

research areas remained for NACA to engage in. Thereafter, the lewis icing

personnel quickly phased out of icing research and into space research.

Since then, the icing tunnel has been made available to the aircraft

industry and other government agencies mainly for evaluation and certifi-

cation tests of ice-protection systems and equipment.

In the 12 years since 1957, 44 separate icing programs have been

conducted in the turuel, by 20 different companies. Over this period, the

tunnel was operated about 25 percent of the total time, while during the

year just passed, it operated nearly 75 percent of the time. For 11 of the

past 12 years, the breakdown of icing tests according to aircraft types is

as follows:

Helicopters 38 percent

Large Commercial Aircraft 26 percent

General Aviation 21 percent

Military and Other 15 percent

According to components, the breakdown is:

Engine Inlets 52 percent

Airfoils 35 percent

Instruments 6 percent

Radomes and Others 7 percent

With rare exceptions, these tests have been unclassified and non-proprietary.
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Present Status

The present operating policy of the tunnel is unchanged since 1957.

In general, if an aircraft company has a problem amenable to the icing

tunnel, and obtains sponsorship for the tests by a Federal agency (e.g.,

DOD, FAA), the Lewis Research Center will accomodate the testing on a

non-cost basir, subject to scheduling and safety limitations. NASA

reserves the right to accept or reject proposed icing tests based on the

needs and merits of each case. Icing tunnel tests are not sanctioned if

they can be accomodated in other existing facilities. The tunnel is

operated by NASA personnel, but the company must build the model and

supply a test crew to install it, run the tests, record the data and

remove the test equipment. NASA requires a copy of the test datet and

final company report.

Present interest in icing and in the icing tunnel is at a high level.

In addition, the icing tunnel may be used occasionally in the near future

for NASA in-house aerodynamic research. Thus, the tunnel utilization

factor may become higher than desired under the present operating policy.

NASA at present Las no formal plans for resuming active research

work In icing. Of the icing problems that need attention now and in the

near future, many are isolated equipment development and instrumentation

problems related to the variety of new aircraft configurations forth-

coming. Two larger problem areas exist, and will doubtless be discussed

further in this Symposium. One of these is the problem of determining

probable ice shapes on large jet transports, evaluating their effects on
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performnce and establishing the criteria for required ice protection.

Most of the "Jumbo jet" airfoils and components are too large for adequate

testing in the icing tunnel, and may need to be flight tested in natural

icing conditions. The other problem area is general aviation and V/STOL

aircraft. Here, the experience level in icing problems, both in the design

and in the operational and regulatory phases, is low. Making it worse, ice

protection for the small aircraft i3 more difficult than for the large

airplanee, because of the lower speeds, lower altitudes, greater ice-

collection efficiencies, larger performance penalties and lower power

margins. However, the knowledge required to combat these problems is

largely available in the literature, rnd wua iLaporTAUt need now is for

general aviation to obtain a better icing education.
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Icing Protection. MACA 3! 152J31, 1953.
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1. Kepvle, W.L.: Determination of Aircraft Antenna Loads Produced by Natural

Icing Conditions. NACA RM E7H26&, 1948.

2. Gowan, W.H.,Jr.: Vibration and Icing Investigation of CAA Type V-109 Very-
High-Frequency Aircraft Antenna. NACA RU SE'QD20, 1Q49.
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Inlet and Vent Icing Protection

1. Ruggeri, 1.S., von Glahn, U., and Rollin, V.G.: Investigation of Aerodynamic and
Icing Characteristics of Recessed Fuel-Vent Configurations. NACA TN 1789, 1949.

Jet Penetration

1. Callaghan, E.Z., and Ruggeri, R.S.: Investigation of the Penetration of an Air
Jet Directed Perpendicularly to an Airstream. NACA TN 1615, 1948.

2. Ruggeri, R.S., Callaghan, E.E., and Bowden, D.T.: Penetration of Air Jets Issuing
from Circular, Square, and Elliptical Orifices Directed Perpendicularly to an Air-
stream. NACA TN 2019, 1950.

3. Callaghan, E.E., and Bowden, D.T.: Investigation of Flow Coefficients of Circular,
Square, and Elliptical Orifices at High Pressure Ratios. NACA TN 1947, 1949.

4. Ruggeri, R.S.: General Correlation of TemperatIure Profiles Downstream of a Heated

Air Jet at Various Angles to Airstream. NACA TN 2855, 1952.

5. Callaghan, E.E., and Ruggeri, R.S.: A General Correlation of 7emperature Profiles
Downstream of a Heated Air Jet Directed Perpendicularly to an Airstream. NACA TN
2h66, 1951.

Heat Transfer

1. Gray, V.H.t Improvements in Heat Transfer for Anti-Icing of Gas-Heated Airfoils
with Internal Fins and Partitions. NACA TN 2126, 1950.

2. Gray, V.H.: Simple Graphical Solution of Heat Transfer and Evaporation from Sur-
face Heated to Prevent Icing. NACA TN 2799, 1952.

3. Callaghan, E.E.2 Analogy between Mass and Heat Transfer with Turbulent Flow.
NACA TN 3045, 1953. |

4.Coles, W.D., and Ruggeri, R.S." Experimental Investigation of Sublimation of Iceat Subsonic and Supersonic Speeds and its Relation to Heat Transfer. NACA TN

3104, 1954.

5. Coles, W.D.z Experimental Determination of Thermal Conductivity of Low-Density
Ice. NACA TN 31143, 1954

6. Coles, W.D.t Icing Limit and Wet-Surface Temperature Variation for Two Airfoil
Shapes under Simulated High-Speed Flight Conditions. NACA TN 3396, 1955.

7. von Glahn, U.: Preliminary Results of Heat Transfer from a Stationary and Rotating
Ellipsoidal Spinner. NACA 11 E53F02, 1953.
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1. Gray, V.H.t Correlation of Airfoil Ice Formations and Their Aerodynamic Effects
with Impingement and Flight Conditions. (Prsented at the SAE National Aeronautics
Meeting - Sept. 30 -Oct. 5, 1957), SAX Preprint No. 225.

2. Yon Glahn, U.h.s The Icing Problemt Current Status of NACA Techniques ai~d Re-
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3. von Glahn, U.H.t Some Considerations of the Need for Icing Protection of High-
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4. Levis, W. and Perkins, P.J.: A Flight Evaluation and Analysis of the Effect of
Icing Conditions on the PG -2 Airship. NACA TN 42 0, 1958.

5. Leid, W.: Icing Conditions to be Expected in the Operation of High-Upeed, High-
Altitude Airplanes. BACA Conference on Some Problems of Aircraft Operation, Nov-
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6. MACA Conference on Aircraft Ice Prevention. A compilation of the Papers Present-
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7. Gray, V.H.8 Heat Requirements for Ice Prevention on Gas-Heated Propellers.
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These reports may be ordered from

NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility
P. 0. Box 33
College Park, Maryland 20740
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SERVICES AVAILABLE

Heated air

Primary line - 2" pipe

Up to 500 degrees F.

Secondary line - l' pipe
Up to 300 degrees P.

3000 pounds per hour - 75 psug.

Steam

5 pounds pressure - 2" pipe

ELECTRICAL

28 Volts DC
110 Volts AC 60 Cy.
208 Volts AC 60 Gy.
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LISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING MR. GRAY'S PRESENTATION ON

"DESCRIPTION, HISTORY, AND STATUS OF NASA LEWIS ICING RESEARCH TUNNEL"

Question: Based on small tunnel tests at Lockheed, we calibrated
for cloud conditions and measured liquid water
distribution by rotating cyligder but got large
variat.ion of .5 - 1.22 gramn/m . We feel a uniform
cloud condition is needed, and yet understand that
the Lewis system has high turbulence that prevent
uniformity. Is that true?

Answer: Since 1957, no work has been done regarding
calibration, etc., Conditions are still the same.
From top to bottom it is good and falls off to
the south. Conditions improve above 150 knots.
The tunnel has 3 percent turbulence. However,
models do affect cloud conditions in the tunnel.

Question: What is the tendency or difference between "upper"
and "down" sections of tunnel?

Answer: We do not test in the "down" section, as conditions
are no good. We only use the "up" section.

Question: When industry comes and runs tests, do they use your 'I
charts and calibration data and is there any doubt
as to accuracy?

Answer: Yes, they use available calibration information and
as for accuracy, tunnel centerline has a + 15 percent
error.

Question: Should the FAA rely on this calibration?

Answer: It is better than nothing.

Question: How well is the tunnel maintained'

Answer: Very good, mechanical system, etc. Technical

refinement, however, is lacking.

Question: Is it true that the spray nozzles at Lewis tunnel are
nonunif, rmly located?
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Answer: Yes, they are located by trial and error, as it is
very hard to get clouds near walls otherwise.

Question: Would you agree that the tunnel is more adapted to
development work rather than certification?

Answer: Yes.

Question: What is the temperature of the droplets when they
hit the tunnel model?

Answer: in natural icing, the droplets are supercooled
and stick to the model. In the tunnel, droplets
are at 32 F., which results in the same effect onthe model as in natural icing.
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ICE PROTECTION FOR TURBINE ENGINES
by

Edmund E Striebel
Project Engineer, Systems Technology Group

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Division of United Aircraft Corporation

East Hartford, Connecticut I
prepared for

The FAA Symposium on Aircraft Ice Protection
April 28-30, 1969
Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT DESIGN POINT SELECTION

This paper reviews the design criteria and analytical procedures Meteorological Design Parameters
that have been applied to the design of the ice protection systems
used in Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engines. A comparison of Basically,, operation in three distinct meterorological environments
analytical calculations with experimental rig and engine test data is must be considered for the design of a gas turbine ice protection
presented for both current and advanced engine icing problems. It system-
is pointed out that practical design considerations, coupled with
empirical substantiation, are often the deciding factors in choosing a. flight through continuous icing conditions characterized
the final configuration, by stratiform clouds with relatively low liquid water

contents,
b. flight through intermittent icing conditions

characterized by cumuliform clouds with very high
INTRODUCTION liquid water contents, and

c. extended ground operation in freezing rain or ice fog.

In the last few decades, considerable attention has been directed The environmental parameters that ;nfluence icing are altitude,
toward the definition of the ni,,teorological icing environment and temperature, liquid water content, droplet size, and horizontal
the development of analytical *ools to predict ice accumulation and/or vertical extent of the cloud formation. The extensive
rates on various aerodynamic shapes. The iiterature also contains research conducted by the Lewis Flght Propulsion Laboratory ns
several solutions to the problem of heat and mass transfer from a le toutitati e eis os a atr ca
wetted surface which permit calculating the thermal energy led to quantitative correlations of these parameters which are

required to provide anti-icing protection for a particular set of presented in the NACA statistical icing reports. This informationi,
conditions. With this information in hand, the problem of which includes icing encounters by commercial, military, and icing

providing ice protection for a gas turbine engine is reduced to the research aircraft, is the basis for the commercial (FAR - Part 25)
selection of a design point criterion, identification of those and military (MI L-E-5007C) standards that are used as guide lines

at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft for the design and testing of icecomponents that require protection, application of engineering
judgement to achieve a practical design, and finally experimental protection systems (see References 1 and 2 respectively).
substantiation to certify the engine for military or commercialservice Figure 1 shows the atmospheric icing conditions as presented in

Appendix C of the FAR-Part 25 specification for the intermittent

This paper outlines the approach that is taken at Pratt & Whitney maximum icing condition (3 mile cloud) with the continuous
Aircraft toward achieving these objectives. It is pointed out that maximum condition (20 mile cloud) superimposed. The data is

presented as liquid water content versus mean effective dropthe bas- engine configuration is a prime factor in determining diameter for ambient air temperatures ranging from -40°F to
whi,'h components require icing protection and which design +320 F. Note the significant difference between the continuousapproach i6 best in each case. and intermittent liquid water contents bnd the fact that the

Practical design considerations also weigh heavily in configuring continuous icing envelope does not extend below -220F. The

the ice protection system and compromises are accepted which continuous icing values are used to determine the probable ice

favor the aerodynam:c and structural integrity of the engine. It is accumulation on an unheated surface during extended icing
shown that anti-icing protection is provided for all critical n-flight encounters, but they are never employed to calculate the heatingconditions, bt t iat simple operational deicing procedures are rates necessary to provide anti-icing protection for an engine

ground idle operation in severe icing conditions. component. The intermittent maximum values are used for thispurpose.

Finally, it is recognized that gas turbine ice protection is not an
exact science by any measure, and that experimental verificationcorlte ih il experience is esnilto assure a dependablek

engine.
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30 NOTE SHADED AREA DENOTES taken from the FAR Part 25, superimposed on a common plot ot

CONTINUOUS MAXIMUM ambient air temperature versus altitude Because of the mucn
FOR A 2A M CLOUD higher liquid water contents and greater extent of the intermittent

maximum icing envelope in the high altitude, low temperature
Nil.SPES E6007 COO Iregion, an operating line along the lower end of the intermittert

:MI1. SPEC E-GCOND I icing envelope was chosen as the limiting criterion to identify

2 0,.. . . those components that may require ice protection. For altitudes
NIL SPECS E 7C COND i112 GM/M

3
) of i0,000 ft. and above, this operating line is almost coincident

w with the M-STD-210A cold day specification. Also, the straight
line extrapolation back to sea level altitude yields an ambient

PWA DESIGN VALVE (2 GM/M
3) temperature of about 27°F which is typical for severe freezing rain

I" encounters
10 

-
,

40-
Z 12O'F COINTINUOUS ICING ENVE LOPE

30

INTERMITTENT ICING ENVELOPE

o -40 20
i 0 25 M 3Z 40 450

DROP DIAMETER - MICRONS 
__

IC 10
CC

Figure I 4tmospheric Icing Conditions Showing the Intermittent W 0 -

Maxamurn Icing Condition (3 Mile Cloud) From FAR
Part 25 with the Continuous Maximum Icing Condition 10-

(20 Mile Cloud) Superimposed -

The circular points shown on the figure indicate the two specific
conditions called out in MIL-E-5007C for the sea level and static
testing of running wet anti-icing systems on military engines as -3-
shown in Table I below- SEVERE ICING

', OPERATING LINE

TABLE I o I I
TAL 1 0 0 is 20 25 30 40

MIL-E-5007C SEA LEVEL ANTI-ICING CONDITIONS ALTITUDE X 10- 3 FT

Condition Liquid H20 Content 'Air Temp. Mean Eff. Drop Size Figure 2 Atmospheric Icing Envelope From FAR Part 25
gm/m

3  OF Microns

1.0 4 15 At ambient air temperatures below -22°F or altitudes above
II 2.0 +23 25 22,000 ft, there is no continuous icing environment and only very

rare encounters with intermittent icin; conditions that do not
Condition II calls for about 25% higher liquid water content than pose a serious threat to flight safety. The real in-flight icing
the comparable point on the FAR-Part 25 specification, whereas problem occurs at ambient temperatures above -4°F and altitudes
Condition I calls for almost 50% less liquid water content than the from perhaps 5000 to 20,000 feet which excludes the typical
similar FAR-Part 25 point. The triangular point indicates the cruise altitudes but encompasses the full range of holding patterns
environmental values that are used by Pratt & Whitney for the (see References 3 and 4). Note that a -40F ambient temperature
design of running wet, an', icing systems (i.e. -40 F ambient air corresponds to an altitude of 9000 feet on the selected operating
temperature, 20 micron mean effective drop diameters, and 2 line. Therefore, appling the selected environmental design values
gm/m 3 liquid water content). This point was conservatively (-40 F, 20,,2 gm/n ) to flight altitudes below 9000 feet would
chosen as the average drop size but the worst combination of represent an u:traconservative approach.
temperature and liquid water content from the two MI L-E-5007C
points, coupled with the fact that it agrees quite well with the
comparable FAR-Part 25 intermittent maximum requirement A typical flight profile for a JT8D powered Boeing 727 is shown

(about 17% higher liquid water content), in Figure 3 for operation along the selected icing criterion line.
Also shown are the calculated equilibrium wet surface
temperatures for unheated inlet case and first stator components

Flight Cycle Analysis corresponding to the reference ambient air temperature profile.
Throughout the entire flight cycle, the inlet surfaces are below

*ro converge on a design criterion, we must now turn our attention 32OF and therefore the inlet guide vanes and nose cone will
to a study of engine operation in the icing environment. Figure 2 obviously require ice protection systems. The first stators on the
shows the continuous and intermittent maximum icing envelopes, other hand, are either above 32°F or outside the icing envelope
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except for ground idle operation and the last 5 or 6 minutes of the altitude hold with a minimum gross weight airplane is assumed for
descent path where the airplane could enter a continuous cloud design purposes Table is a summar'/ of the typical design point
formation and maintain flight idle power until a typical holding parameters that have been used for the design of hot air, running
altitude is reached (5000 fee was assumed in Figure 3). wet, inlet guide vane anti icing systems on current Pratt & Whitney
Calculations baied on exposure to either intermittent or Aircraft engines
continuous maximum cloud extents, indicate that less than 0.2
inches of ice will build up on the leading edge of the first stators TABLE II
during this interval. This ice accumulation will generally not ANTI-ICING DESIGN POINT PARAMETERS
interfere with normal accelerat.on of the engine and will be readily
shed when the engines are advanced to holding power. As a result, Mach Number 0.3
first stator ice protection systems have not been necessary on Altitude 5000 feet
current engines. Power Setting Minimum I-:olding

(Typ. 30% Max Cont)

0- -- - - Ambient Air Temperature -40 F
o- " ..- - - - Liquid Water Content 2gm/r 3

_ Minimum Metal Temperature 35°F

HEAT AVAILABLE (HOT AIR SYSTEM)

EF

HAAOLN

TAHKETFF AILROALH

HEA 

_AVA_ 

LAB LREESINM

T ANTII-IN
, a ~ - .- .- HEAT REQUIRED FOR A oTI-iliN/

-0w _0.- - - __tkeofowe__ancefogenirometmgh_ eth_ deig

20 1 01 MIN. CLIMB LTO
HOLDING

CRUISE DESCENT HOLDING ENGINE POWER SETTING

reoAigiire 4 Hear RequiredforAnti Icin I ersiit Heat vaiablce

60__ -___ ABOVE FREEZING,

cumuIf, on the other hand, an electrical anti-icing system was being
ih considered. then lust the reverse design philosophy would apply,

FI wnw m o RsTsTATO i e., the heaters would have to be sized to prevent ice formation
t Iy ot nder high power operation as shown in Figure 4. In this case,
tC omaximum climb power at the minimum cumulous cloud altitude

heat - INal E STRUCTURE (4000 feet) would be a suspect condition, or possibly even
take off power in an ice fog environment might be the design

rripoint criterion. In any event, a compromise design which might
-60 occasionally allow ice to accumulate on the engine inlet during the

critical take-off and climb period would not be considered
TI0 20 M0INUTES 0 0 14 acceptable design practice

Figure 3 Typical Flight Profile for a JTS') Powered Boeing 727 It should be 'noted that preliminary testing of the advanced high

A Irecraft bypass ratio JT9D engine indicated that the rate of ice

acc~umulation on the first stage stators, when subjected to very
high liquid water contents at simulated idle descent rotor speeds,

If we now limit our consideration to the conventional hot air was greater than that experienced on current production engines
anti-icing system, it can be seen from Figure 4 th3t the hold A comparison of the JT9D inlet geometry with a typical current
portion of the flight cycle constitiltes the design point for in flight engine, as shown in F-igure 5, suggests the reasons for these results,
protection of the inlet case structure. At this condition, the The sheer size and rotation of the JT9D spinner produces a much
engines can be exp~osed to a severe icing environnyient for extended lower catch efficiency than the much smaller JTBD nose cone As
per iods of time while operating at relatively low power where the a result, about 97% of the approaching water droplets are
heat source available for anti-icing is minimal. Since the required deflected around the JT9D spinner compared to 88% for the JT8D
engine puwer, and therefore the heat available for anti icing, nose cone This difference, plus the fact that the deflected water is
increase with airplane gross weight and holding altitude, a low concentrated toward the I.D. of the gaspath, causes a greater
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increase in the effective water content on the JT9D first stage Figure 6 shows the % N1 required on a JT8D engine to develop
engine stator than the JTSD first stage fan stator which has 3 sufficient bleed air temperature and fan temperature rise, as a
much lower hub tip ratio (0.41 versus 0 76). function of ambient air temperature, to deice the inlet guide vanes

and first stators respect:vely. For a 270 F day, increasing N1 from
JTO 31% (ground idle) to about 42% of take-off RPM will clear off any

accumulated ice from these static components.

Figure 7 is a similar plot that shows the % N1 required to Shed
FIRST STATOR various ice thicknesses from the root section of the fan blades. The

v HUe TIP RATIO 0.41 curves were based on the average ice removii force for titaniumshown in Figure 8 which was taken from Reference 7. Other
UIZ_ references indicate substantial disagreement with these data

depending upon the surface cleanliness of the test specimen and
-_ _ other nebulous factors. However, flight operation reports tend to

support the results shown on Figure 7, in that substantial fan
blade ice accumulations (1/2 inch or more) have only been

Jrgo reported under relatively cold ice fog conditions Freezing rain
reports usually refer only to relatively thin glaze ice formation on
the fan blades.

* C 0

T 6FIRST-STATOR

HUe TIP RATIO - 0676 6 o

" 30 ; GRUND IDL-

-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 203
Figure 5 Comparison of ,'T8D and JT9D Inlet Geometry AMIET TEMPERATURE

Figure 6 Percent N1 Required to Deice the Inlet Guide Vanes

Subsequent testing indicated that the engine could readily tolerate and First Stator Vanes of the JT8D Engine
the more realistic icing conditions that were prescribed by the
Boeing Company and, therefore, the prototype engines were -00

cleared for use in the flight test aircraft without anti-icing systems.
However, d dec;qion was made by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft to so - - - -

incorporate first stage stator anti-iring in the initial production
engines until sufficient flight time has been accumulated to -

absolutely establish that it is not required. On the other hand,
spinner iciig does not appear to be a problem based on the testing ga, 70
to date. Although sc ie ice did form, the accumulation was very S 1-
limited and continually shed throughout the test program. at
Ground Idle Operations

Tho presence of freezing rain or ice fog during ground idle 1 I C

operation is a fairly common occurrence that presents a unique 1
engine icing problem. Although the liquid water contents are _ RU
surprisiiuoly low (Reference 6 states typically 0.15 gm/in3),=0PL
extended per;ods of idle operation in thtso envirnnments can . 20 o -

produce substantial ice accumulations cn nose cones, inlet guide
vanes, first stators, root portions of the first stage blades, and
sometimes second stage blades as wall. It would obviously be
impractical to provide ice protection for all of these components,
and therefore this condition was also ruled out when the design -5 0 5 10 Is 20 25 30 40
point for the inlet guide vane anti-icing system was selected. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE - OF
Instead, periodically accelerating the engines during extended
ground delays was accepted as a simple operationai p ocedure that bigure 7 Percent N 1 Required to Shed Ice From F~m Blade Root
would efficiently de-ice the engine components. of the JT8D Engine
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protection for an otherwise operable engine. Greater complexity,
t 6 k, particularly where slip rings may 6e required to transmit power to| " t ' ' !a rotating component, and generally lower reliability are also

S- ALU-INUMST EEL 2 reasons for rejecting electrical systems in favor of self-contained
-• STAINLESS hot air sytems.

"1 40 ~~~TITANIUM htarsses
. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. TEFLON re

---- VITON 53- On the other hand, ir some applications electrical systems offer
greater flexibility regarding the distribution and control of heat.

2 - -,- ------- For example, in very thin airfoils with sharp leading edges, it is
.2 _ 1 . possible to imbed a heating element very close to the leading edge

I 1 without altering the aerodynamic shape. However, to incorporate

co Lan airflow passage sufficiently close to the stagnation point to

-20 -IS -16 -14 -12 -10 -t -6 -4 -2 0 provide adequate anti-icing, it is often necessary to increase the
leading edge radius a4,d accept the associated aerodynan-ic

E A Cpenalty. The JT9D first stator is an example where an

aerodynamic compromise was accepted to implement a hot air
Fitgure 8 Ice Removal Force for Various Materials anti-icing system.

Bleed Air Location
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

-rom the foregoing discussions, it is apparent that anti-icing and The selection of the anti-icing bleed air location involves several

not deicing protection is desired for in-flight operation to avoid interesting considerations. The first is availability. Gas turbine

the possibility of dislodging large ice accumulations that could engines generally require bleed ports for aerodynamic stability
result in compressor damage. All Pratt & Whitney Aircratt gas during starting or rapid transient conditions, for airframe services

turbine engines are equipped with convective type anti-icing such as cabin pressurizaJon and ice protection, for internal engine

systems that rely on compressor bleed air as the heat source. The services such as seal piressurization, turbine cooling, rotor thrust

following section discusses some of the practical considerations balancing, fuel deicing, and finally for inlet anti-icing. Priority for
that have led to this design philosophy, bleed port locations is given to the aerodynamic and airframe

requirements which usually results in bleed ports at the low

Type of Systems compressor disch-arge, at one or more high compressor interstage
locations, and at the high compressor discharge location. The
remaining services, including anti-icing, are then limiteo to one of

It has long been hoped that ice-phobic coatings (coatings to which these predetermined locations. The bleed air temperature from the
ice does not adhere) could be developed to prevent ice formation low compressor is too low for anti-icing purposes so that the
on aircraft components. Various materials which exhibit a choice is usually between high compressor interstage and high
decreased affinity for ice adhesion under static conditions have compressor discharge air. 3
been developed However, in high speed impingement tests, these
materials oifered no significant improvement over standard The second consideration is bleed system capacity, The high
structural materials This is apparently caused by the impinging compressor discharge is usually a midstream or ID bleed system to
water droplets penetrating the pores of the coatings. Figure 8 shows insure cleanliness during ground idle operation, which requires
the Impact ice adhesion properties of various materials based on that the bleed air be extracted via the restrictive diffuser Struts.
tests by Stallabrass and Price (Reference 7). Testing at P&WA on The capacity of such systems is fully utilized for maintaining cabin
JT9D spinners would tend to support these findings in that pressurization during idle descent operation and, therefore,
spinners made of titanium, aluminum, and teflon coated discourages the selection of this system ior anti-icing purposes.
aluminum all demonstrated very similar ice shedding
characteristics. Surprisingly, performance penalties are not a major factor in

selecting the bleed location since the reduced flow requirements
The concept of relying solely on coatings for turbine engine inlet for the compressor discharge system tend to offset the higher
ice protection has not been accepted for several reasons. A "cost" of this air. However, structural -considerations clearly favor
satisfactory ice-phobic material has not yet been developed, and the interstage bleed location since all of the components subjected
therf.fore some degree of in-flight ice accumulation and shedding to the anti-icing flow must be able to withstand the pressure and
would have to be accepted as routine during any phase of the temperature associated with a "failed" condition, i.e., the control
flight cycle. Also, inlet surfaces are subjeLt to abrasive particles valve inadvertently left open during a maximum temperature or
which would cause deterioration of the -oating and pose an pressure condition. For an advanced commercial engine or
additional maintenance headache. supersonic military application, compressor discharge

temperatures can exceed 1000°F which would jeopardize the use
Electrical heating systems have been extensiv 'y used on piston of titanium inlet cases and rule out all of the vibration damping
engines to deice propellers and spinners by n sans of airframe materials that are commonly used in these areas. The cost and
suppied power delivered through a slipting asst mbly. However, reliability of control valves are also compromised at the higher
for gas turbine applications where anti-icing protection is required operating temperatures, and the use of a thermostatic modulating
for relatively large surfaces, the electrical power rtquirements are valve, which is often not used with an interstage bleed system, is
so severe that a substantial increase in the size of the airframe considered mandatory with a high compressor discharge system.
supplied generator is required to meet this demand. In addition, For these reasons, the JT8D, TF30, and JT9D engines all use high
failure of the generator accessory would cause loss of anti-icing comprssor interstage bleed air for anti-icing
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Typical Anti- Icing Systems .

Figure 9 shows the mechanical arrangement of the anti-icing . . . .
system on a JT8D engine. The air is extrarted from two ports
located on the 8th stage bleed manifold and piped forward via
1 3/4 inch diameter lines Each is fitted with a motor operated - --- D

on-off butterfly valve in series with a thermostatic modulating
valve (the latter have been replaced on all installations by fixed --- .

orifice plates). The air is dumped into a manifold that is integral - -i i

with the outer titanium fan case and then flows radially inward - INFINITE
through the inlet guide vanes. The center section of the WATER DPOPLET TRAJECTORIES - CYLINDER

bottom-most vane contains the oil service lines, imbedded in a
vibration damping materhl, which serves to force most of the air
down the forward and aft passages. The other vanes have center Figure 10 Illustration of Catch Efficiency

section baffles to promote a similar flow distribution. Finally, the
a!r discharges into the inner box where it is made available for
anti-icing the airframe supplied nose-cone. Geometrical shape and size markedly affect catch efficiencies

Very small objects at normal flight conditions approach catch
efficiencies of 100% while catch efficiencies of large objects are

I .,very low As an example, at normal idle descent icing conditions,
the total catch efficiency of a JT9D fan blade is approximately
80%, while that of the spinner is only about 3%. For objects of the
same size, increasing slenderness will decrease catch efficiency.

Figure 11 compares the calculated effects of ice buildup on a
P&WA JT8D engine nose cone and a P&WA JT9D engine inlet
spinner exposed to the same icinG conditions. The large amount of

iceidup on the JT8D nose cone (approximately 3 inches at the
stagnation point) suggests the need for anti-icing of this

-A component, while the relatively thin layer (approximately 1 inch)
~ ~~'" " on the JT9D spinner may be acceptable.

In this case, even though the JT8D bullet is slightly more slender
than the JT9D spinner, it is the much greater size of the spinner
that is the overriding factor affecting catch efficiency.

Relative to blunt objects, slender objects exhibit lower overall
catch efficiencies but higher local stagnation point catch rates To
add to this effect, the impingement limit, which is the farthest

Figure 9 Typical Anti-ICingSystem on aJT8DEngine point from the stagnation point at which water impinges,

decreases with slenderness. This means that slender objects tend to

form long projections of ice out from the stagnation point as
shcwn on the JT8D nose cone in Figure 11. This type of

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE formation breaks off in large chunks which can cause compressor
blade damage, Blunter objets, on the other hand, such as the

Catch Efficiency JT9D spinner, tend to form more uniform accretions of ice which
shed off in thinner sheets.

A significant parameter which enters into engine inlet icing The preceding discussion, and the analysis used to produce Figure
analysis is impingement catch efficiency. As air flows around a 11, ignores the effects of water run-off as it freezes, but the basic
body, relatively small entrained water droplets tend to follow the geometric considerations are still true that object size (as
streamlines thus avoiding impingement, while large droplets will reflected in prolected area) is the overriding factor ffecting catch
tend to follow straighter tralectores. Figure 10 depicts typical efficiency, while object shape is dominant in determining the type
droplet trajectories for flow past a cylinder with uniform droplet of ice formation that will occur.
size. Catch efficiency is defined as the ratio of the actual water
impingement rate on a body to that which would occur with Calculated catch efficiennies of inlet guide vanes and Lrst stage
straight line trajectories. Under this definition, the catch efficiency stators under normal icing conditions typical;y range from 80% to
for the cylinder in Figure 10 would be h/D. There are numer .s 90%. Due to the uncertainity of analysis, especially since droplet
references on experimental and theoretical determinations of size distribution affects the catch efficiency of an airfoil, catch
catch efficiencies of various geometrical shapes. References 8 and efficiencies of 100976 are usually assumed for these components in
9 are used at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft for calculating the ice anti-icing analyses.
accumulation on nose cones and spinners. These have shown that
catch efficiency increases with free stream airspeed and water As previously discussed, inlet guide vanes and stators are subject to
droplet diameter, and decreases with air viscosity and density. an increase in effective liquid water content caused by the low
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catch efficiencies of nose cones and spinners. This is, of course,
the primary reason why inlet icing encounters invariably show a
concentration of ice at the I0 of the inlet guide van,. and stators.

00ALTITUDE T. ENGINE

IMPINGEMENT LIMIT MACH NO" 0.3

AMBIENT TEMP ooPF INLE

LIO H20 CONTENT 0.37 gm/r
3

LIEo MAN EROP DIA 20Omicrons

- -S- 
WATER0ROPLETRAEOIS

OVERALL CATCHEFF STREAMLINES

3.. Figure 12 Illutration of Scoop Factor

Thermal Analysis

The basis for the analytical solution of the heat required for

anti-icing is contained in Reference 10. This technical note

IMPINGEMENT LIMIT rearranges the conventional equations for heat transfer and
evaporation to permit a simple graphical solution. Figure 13
depicts the basic equation for the solution of heat transfer and

JT9O evaporation from a surface heated to prevent icing. The equation
JT9O includes the convective heat transfer to the air, the sensible heat

SPINNER change of the impinging water, and the heat transferred by

evaporation from the surface. The evaporative heat transfer term
. .. assuries that the process is so rapid that there is no change in the

state of entrained moisture; that is, the absolute humidity of the

16 air does not change. Substituting MwL for' the evaporation term
OVERALL CATCH EPF - 3% would represent the amount of hat that would be required to

completely evaporate all of the impinging water. Evaluation of this

term would show that a prohibitive amount of heat would be
necessary to maintain a dry surface for high water impingement
rates. The design philosophy is, therefore, to provide r iough heat
to maintain the entire surface above 35°F in a "running wet"

condition. This a9umes that there will be negligible ice accretion

due to water run back aft of the anti-iced object. This of course

must be borne out by testing.

Figure I 1 Comparison of Ice Accumulation on JT8D Nose Cone

Versus JT9D Spinner for a Typical One Hour Hold q ha (Tsurface - Tdiabatic wall )  Convective Term

Period + Mw CW (Tsurface - Twater) Sensible Heat
Change of Water

Another catch efficiency phenonmenon called "scoop factor" is r
shown in Figure 12. Under high speed, reduced power flight +0.622 . -

f a  - Evaporative

conditions, the ergine is unable to swallow all the air contained in cp Plocal Pamb1ent6 Cooling
the engine inlet projected area. The solid lines in Figure 12
represent the dividing streamlies for the air, while the dotted

lines represent the dividing streamlines for the water droplets q - I 'qt Rate Per Unit Ara
which tend to follow straighter trajectories. Thus, the effectie ha  - Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient

liquid water conttent at the inlet is increased by (D/h) 2 , def:ned as h w - Rate of Water Catch Per Unit Area

a scoop factor. This factor is at a maximum (approximately 1 1/3) Cw - Spec Heat of Water

under conditions of idle descent. K - Degree of Surface Wetness

L -- Latent Heat of Vaporization of Water

One final note should be added here. Although the geometry of Cp - Specific Heat of Air

nose cones, inlet guide vanes, and stators materially affect icing a - Partial Pressure of Water Vapor in Saturated Air

rates, their design is predicated on aerodynamic and structural P -Static Air Pressure

considerations. The anti-icing system designer cen seldom - 011
influence the gapeth geometry. Figure 13 Heat Transfer I qua-tion
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Compulli, Program EXPERIMENTAL VERI FICATION

The amount of hat required for anti-icing can be found once the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft uses both spray rig and icing tunnels
foil • ing we established: the amount of water impingement, the for experimental investigations of icing problemL Spray rig
Iocas heat transfer coefficient, the emblemt temperature, the assemblies, simulating natural icing conditions, are used to
emblent pressure, the local presure, the approach velocity, and investigate full scale engine anti-icing capability. Icing tunnels, on

#,e surface temperature. It is seldom possible, however, to set a the other hand, are used primarily to study the icing
constant surface temperature with a hot air anti-icing system since characteristics of individual components and obtain fundamental
the hot air temperature will drop as the anti-icing air flows data useful in the design of anti-icing systems.through the coVonedtt.

Vane Cascade Icing Rig
However, since the evaporative cooling term is dependent upon
surface temperature, a stop by step solution is required based on An icing cascade rig was used to evaluate the icing characteristics
iterations with surface temperature. of the JT9D first stator. Various hot air schemes were evaluated

on this rig for anti-icing this very thin airfoil. The air passge
In order to expedite the iterations required for a solution, a through the vane was initial;y located 0.70 inch from the leading
compute" program has b developed. Figure 14 indicates the and trailing edges of the vane. Testing indicated that this design

required input terms to sole a given problem. As in conventional was unsatisfactory and the leading edges of the vares were then

heat transfer program, the component should be broken up into reoperated, compromising to some degree the vane aerodynamics.
elements. The surface temperature of the first element mid-section in order to position the hot air passage within 0.20 inch of the
is assumed. Once the iterated surface temperature agrees with the leading edge. Figure 15 indicates the predicted mid-span
calculated value, the exit air temperature is calculated and used as temperature distribution for the stator subjected to 2.5 GM/M J

the inlet to the -ext element. The exit surface temperature is used liquid water content at 20°F inlet air temperature. Temperature
as the first approximation for the next element and the process is distributions are shown for the unheated vane and both heated
repeated for the complete component. Numerous combinations of vane configurations. It can be seen that both the leading and
anti-icing airf lows and temperatures can be easily run to obtain the tra;'ing edges of the heated vane are below 320 F. However, by
optimum solution for a particular problem. relocating the hot air passage, the amount of unprotected leading

edge surface is reduced from 0.5 inch to less than 0.10 inch.

WAIR
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Figure 14 Anti-icing Computer Pogram Input and Output Figure 15 Preicted Mid-Span Temperature Distribution for the
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Figure 16 shows photographs of the unheated vane, and both As a point of interest, this particular rig demonstrated the effect
heated vane configurations after 100 seconds exposure to the of low static pressures on icing. During one run, the rig was
stated icing conditions. The first picture shows the unheated vane operated with wry low humidity inlet air at 70°F and 5 psicascade with ice over much of the vane surface. The second static pressure. Figure 17 shows the psychrometric chart represen-
picture shows the heated vane with the hot air passages 0.7 inch tation for this inlet condition, which indicates that the correspond-
for the leading and !railing edges. Ice can be seen on both the ing wet bulb temperature is only 29°F. This suggests that the
leading and trailing edges but the mid-chord section is clear of any potential for icing exists as a result of the strong evaporative
accumulation. The last picture is the heated vane with the hot air
pasage 0.2 inch from the leading edge. A slight ice build up can be cooling effect Figure 18 is a photograph of the rig at this extreme
seen on the leading edge and some on the trailing edge. Experience condition showing some ice on the vane leading edge.
with the latter configuration, however, indicated that any ice that
was formed would rapidly shed thereby preventing any significant 12 r TEMPERATU.E

accumulation. M WE BL T

.4i WET BULB TEMPE RATURE /

wE I/Ib
6 WETN BULBTEMPERATURE

a L

No ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E AniIigBURILTTEPR~

4 RY BUL TEMPERATURE F

Figure 17 Psychrometrk Chart Representation of Vane Icing at
High Temperature and Low Pressure I..

Hot Air Anti-Icing One Percent 9th Stage Air.

Figure 18 JT9D First Stator After 5 Minutes Exposure to Simulated
2400 N1 at 70°F lnlet Air Temperature 2.0 GM/Id 3 LWC.
No Anti-.Icing

Engine Icing Tests

Cut Back Vane. One Percent 9th Stage Air. Anti-icing tests are conducted on an engine by employin a rake
* with pneumatic water spray nozzles. The nozzle spray rig is placedin a chamber in which the water and air mix before reaching theFigure 16 T9D FirsF Stator after 100 Seconds Exposure to engine ie The inlet air temperature and water discharge
Simulated 1800 N1 at 20°F Inlet Air Temperature2and temperature can be controlled to obtain the desired icing
2.5 GM/M3 L lt:, conditions. The water spray rig is pre-calibrated to flow 20 micron
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mean effective droplets. Figure 19, a photograph of the X208 test TABLE III
stand, is a typical icing installation showing the inlet duct, the AIRFLOW CAPACITY
water spray system, and camera equipment. Figure 20 is an inlet OF ICING TEST T
view showing the water spay bars. Maximum Airflow (Non-Refrigerated) 1150 pps

Airflow@ -10°F I n!et Temp. (Min.) 680 pps
Airflow@ +50 F Inlet Temp. 800 pps

,.4 /I; After the JT8D engine went into service, it was decided to study

the feasibility of replacing the anti-icing modulating valve with a
fixed orifice. Analytical studies were initiated, using the computer
program previously discussed, to predict the inlet guide vane
temperatures for various flow rates and icing conditions. Figure 21
shows the predicted surface temperatures for the conditions noted

E and the minimum flow rate corresponding to the smallest orifice
size that was considered. The calculations were intended for the

* three vanes on either side of bottom deed center which received
the lowest anti-icing airflow due to probe bosses located in the
manifold. Note that freeziog temperatures are predicted only at
the stagnation point, from the midspan to the root of the vane.
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'Figure 19 Installation forrTD-1 Anti-Icing Test in the X208 Test VNE FROM LEADING EDGE
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Figure 21 Predicted JT8D Inlet Guide Vane Temperatures With 1
Minimum Anti-Icing Flow. Inlet Temperature 23 0 F.

• LWC 2.58 GMIM. Anti-Icing Bleed Temperature
, , 3150F.

Figure 22 is a photograph showing the vanes to be ice free at this
, condition except for the third vane to the right of bottom dead

center. Some ice can be seen on the leading edge about one fifth
of the span length from the vane roo. This is in good agreement
with the predictions.

Figure 20 Inlet View of JT8D-1 Engine mounted in X208 Test

Stand for Anti-Icing Test Showing Water Spray Ban, Qualitative substantiation of the JT8D nose cone catch efficiency
Duct and Engine Inlet was also obtained from this same test run as shown in Figure 23.

The orifice that was used In this es ,isulted in Insufficient flow
to anti-ice the noe cone, and Ice tormed on the stagnation point

Table Ill shows the current capacity of the new X217 test stand, with the approximate shape as predicted in Figure 11.
located In the Willgoos laboratory, that is being used to conduct Consequently, a larger orifice was subsequently incorporated in
anti-icing certification tests on the JT9D-3. the bill of material.
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4 conservative. The Pratt &Whitney anti-icing test program exceeds
the requirements of FAR-Part 25 with respect to liquid water
content and ice duration time.

All test conditions are run at simulated low ambient temperatures
*with liquid water contents corresponding to the maximum liquid

water content of a cloud existing at the total ram temperature.
This combination is intended as the upper limit of the whole range
of inlet ambient temperatures, Mach numbers, and liquid water
contents that are possible in flight. In addition, a "scoop factor",
as previously discumed, is applied to the liquid water content for
the simulated idle descent flight conditions.

The icing conditions are run for a period of time at lett twice that
required to pan through a typical cloud extent as defined In FAR
- Part 25. Also, due to the dependence of hot air Inlet anti-icing
systems on power, tests are run at simulated idle decent and
minimum power holding conditions where the systems are most
critical.

Figure 24 shows a photograph of the JT8D-1 engine inlet aftn

Figure 22 JT8D Inlet Guide Vanes ice Free Except for Number 4 being subjected to a owre test simulating a 5 minute idle dwicent

at the 15 Minute Calibration Point. Inlet Air through an intermittent maximum cloud, which is about five times
Temperature 23 0 F. LWC 2.58 GMIM 3 . Anti-Icing Bleed that typically required. This particular test was run at an

e315°F. equivalent ambient of -18°F with a liquid water content of 2.65Temperature FGM/M, which includes a scoop factor of 1.33. This picture shows
ice formed on the nose cone and leading edges of the Inlet guide
vanes. However, the engine was then successfully accelerated to a
holding power setting there the ice broke loose and was Ingsted
with no detrimental effect on the engine. Figure 25 is a photo
showing the engine inlet after the acceleration.

~/

Figure 23 JT8D Nose Cone Ice Accumulation at 15 Minute Calibra-
tion Point, Inlet Temperature 230 F. LVC 2.58 GMIM3 .
Anti-Icing Bleed Temperature 315 0 F.

FAA Certification Program

The selection of the parameters necessary to design an anti-icing
system is, to a large extent, a matter of judgement. As indicated Figure 24 JT8D-1 Engine Inlet After Being Subjected to a Severe
previously, conservatism is applied in the selection of water Test Simulating a 5 Minute Idle Descent Throt-gh an
content, catch efficiency, temperature and so forth. In like Intermittent Maximum Cloud. Inlet Temperature 50 F.
manner, the anti-icing certification test program is very LWC 2.65 GMIM3 .
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However, in the last year or so, there have been an increasing
number of complaints regarding engine icing under extended
ground idle operation in freezing rain or ice fog conditions. Several
operators involved in the delays managed to avoid difficultv by
periodically accelerating their engines, but most hesitated to do so
for fear of skidding on the ice coated ramps. The delays were
typically one hour, but ranged from a minimum of 1/2 hour to
over 1/2 hours.

These incidents suggest that the ground traffic procedures be
reviewed to hopefully avoid delays on the idle ramp during icing
conditions, or at least insure that engine deicing procedures can be
safely administered.
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING MR. STRIEBEL'S PRESENTATION ON

"ICE PROTECTION FOR TURBINE ENGINES"

Question: In the P&WA JT9D engine, to what operating condition
was the ice protection designed for the anti-iced
stators?

Answer: Idle descent engine operation.

Question: How far into engines does condensation icing occur?

Answer: This is not known exactly.

Question: How thick is the Leading Edge of the JT9D fan blade?

Answer: .140"

Question: In descent would there be an icing problem on an SST
engine?

Answer: Not believed to be a problem in supersonic descents,
nor any different problem than present engines when
in subsonic flight.

Question: Was hail tested in the JT9D engine?

Answer: Yes, along with ice ingestion. A two-hour simulated
ice fpg tess run for two hours at idle with LWC of
.5 grams/m.

Question: How was ground ice fog testing accomplished?

Answer: The engine was run at 800 r.p.m. (fan) with small
L.W. droplets and .2 to .5 LWC. The engine was
easily accelerated at any time without engine
damage.

Question: What engine conditions prevailed in these icing tests j
in idle?

Answer: The engine was held at a constant idle settiii; (no
short bursts) covering -40F. and 230 F. temperatures.
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Question; What acceleration handling procedures will be given
as instructions for operating on the ground under
icing conditions?

Answer: Have heat "on" and increase r.p.m. to clear engine.
It may stall briefly if ice is being shed.

Question: Does P&W favor ice detectors in the air inlet duct?

Answer: Yes, to enable detection of ice in virtually clear
air conditions.

Question: In the JT9D icing test how much ice buildup was seen
on the spinner cone?

Answer: 3/8 inch all over spinner which shed completely
without damage.

Question: How long did the JT9D require to accelerate in
the icing tests?

Answer: The normal time was demonstrated--4 to 5 seconds.

Question: What size ice chunks were ingestion tested in
the JT9D?

Answer: Slabs 1" X 4" X about 2 feet. It was commented that
in addition, a rubber boot, 9 ft. X 4 in. X k in.
was inadvertently ingested without damage.

Question: Will P&W test engines at other than the one design
point for icing design?

Answer: Perhaps so.

Question: As an icing design point, can lower temperature
points be limiting?

Answer: Not really, as lower water content is involved.
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LABORATORY TESTING OF

ENGINE ICE SYSTEMS

April 24, 1969

I /

?R1iENTED
FAA AIRCRAFT ICE PROTECTION S.H. Davison - Manager3YMPOSIUM CF6 Mechanical Systems DesignWASHINGTON, D.C. Aircraft Engine Technical DivisionA,-ri. 28 - 30, 1969 General Electric Company
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SUMMARY

1. General Electric has fdcilities which are capable of testing compo-

nents and engines in simulated icing clouds. These facilities have

proven to be successful in the development and qualification of

turbofan engines for Military and Commercial applications. The

Peebles facility has demonstrated the versatility required to simu-

late icing clouds for Commercial and Military applications of high

by-pass turbofans.

2. The CF6-6 engine with the Douglas flight inlet installed completed

icing tests designed to comply with FAR Part 25 regulations. In

addition testing was conducted beyond the current definition of

icing conditions to explore engine opepating characteristics. These

tests were also completed and all engane parameters remained within

specified limits. Steady state and transient engine operations were

carried out to simulate actual conditions in service icing condi-

tions. No unacceptable characteristics were encountered.

3. General Electric has found that each engine and airframe application

must be examined to determine the optimum icing protection system.

Engine testing at the higher ambient temperatures and associated

liquid water content has proven to be a more severe icing condition

than at lower temperatures and liquid water content.

4. The Military and Commercial Specifications for engine icing systems

are generally compatible from a design and engine test standpoint.

The higher values of liquid water content and the temperatures asso-

ciated with these LWC's have been used to design and test engines for

compliance with icing requirements. FAA Advisory Circular Material

defining typical flight paths and representative power settings to be

used in the evaluation of turbofan engines in simulated icing condi-

tions would be helpful.
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G.E. ICING TEST FACILITIES AND TEST PROCEDURES

G.E. ICING TEST FACILITIES

General Electric has two major facilities for testing jet engines and

components in simulated Icing Conditions. The facilities at Evendale

consist of two conventional cells where conditioned air is supplied

through a tunnel to the test vehicle. Water spray bars are installed

in front of the vehicle to provide the desired Liquid Water Content
and control of droplet size. One cell is capable of supplying condi-

tioned air as shown in Figure 1.

This facility is used for testing components of engines where icing

protection systems are under consideration and early design information

is desired. In addition, complete engines with airflow requirements

within the levels shown in Figure 1, are capable of being tested in this

facility.

A similar test cell is ala. available with augmented airflow capacity

to 500 pounds per second using the same refrigeration system as the

above cell, which necessitates use during colder ambient air temperatures

to supply the desired air temperature at the inlet to the test vehicle.
General Electric has found that these facilities ha e proven to be ex-

tremely useful during the development phase of an engine program.

The development of the large high by-pass turbofan engines lead to new
requirements for simulating icing clouds. General Electric designed

and built an outdoor test facility capable of testing these engine- at

Peebles, Ohio.

The facility was designed to include the capability of creating natural

environmental conditions required for the development of a high by-pass

ratio turbofan.

Figure 2 is a photograph of the installation showing the wind tunnel

with 13 electrically driven fans which have the capability of producing

3280 pounds per second airflow at 60 knots. The water and air manifolds

with the spray nozzles can be observed. These are used to create the

simulated ice clouds.
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The facility was designed to provide simulated ice clouds with Liquid
3 3

Water content from .5 grams/meter to 4.0 grams/meter and water drop-

lets from 1S to 40 microns. "he outdoor facility i limited by natural

environmental temperatures and therefore testing for icing conditions

is. normally limited to the months of November through March. The pre-

vailing weather conditions provide the desired temperature range of -40F

to 32or for testing over the required range of Military and Commercial

engine requirements.

PROCEDURE FOR SETTING TEST POINT IN A SIMULATED ICE CLOUD

The simulated ice cloud is established by setting the tunnel air flow

for the required test point (based on liquid water content and droplet

diameter for the ambient temperature) at the conditions being simulated.

The facility has been calibrated for air and water flow rates which will

produce the desired test conditions. Figure 3 shows the facility capa-

bility for producing liquid water content versus tunnel airflow and

water flow.

The procedure for setting a test point is to measure relative humidity

and calculate the quantity of water required to saturate the air at this

temperature based on the tunnel airflow. Additional water is then sup-

plied to achieve the desired liquid water content. The facility has the

capability of heating the water before entering the spray manifold where

atomizing air nozzles are used to provide control of droplet diameter.

Water temperature is established to provide the required heat loss from

the droplet while traveling from the spray manifold to obtain an ice

cloud at the engine inlet. Water droplet dianeter is controlled by setting

air pressure for the water flow rate being used at the test point.

PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING THE MEDIAN VOLUMETRIC DROPLET DIAMETER

The engine being tested is set at the desired test power setting and

:before turning che water on a data reading is taken. The water is then

turned on and flow is allowed to stabilize. At this time a device with

a lucite slide having three holes coated with silicon oil is inserted

into the cloud to obtain a sample of the water droplets. The device has

a manual aperture trip to expose the slide to the ice cloud.
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Following exposure, the slide is removed from the sampling device and

placed under a calibrated microscope (Figure 4) where a series of

polaroid photographs are obtained. These photographs are then studied

to ascertain if the desired droplet diameter is achieved in the ice

cloud. If the desired droplet diameter is not present, adjustments to

the facility air supply can be made and another sample taken to estab-

lish that the desired droplet diameter is present in the icing cloud.

The median volumetric droplet diameter for the test point is established

by selecting representative areas on the photograph (Figure 5) and count-

ing the droplets and measuring their diameters.

It is assumed that all water droplets in an ice cloud are different

diameters. The median volumetric diameter (DM) is that diameter for which

50% of the mass of the water has a diameter less than DM. It is further

assumed that the water droplets captured on the oil slide remain spherical.

By comparing the droplet diameter shown in the photograph to a known

scale the volume can be determined and thus the mean effective droplet

diameter.

The following example illustrates the procedure used:

1. Select several representative areas on the sample photograph

that show droplet sizes clearly.

2. Count and categorize the droplets in the select areas and re-

cord the total number of each pre-selected diameter categories

(i.e., 5, 10, 15, etc. microns).

a

TABLE 1

Diameter in Microns (it)

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

No. of Droplets - Area 1 55 -- 88 -- 34 -- 14 2

3. Determine the volume of each pre-selected droplet diameter by:

V = 7 D3

Since M is constant for all diameters, it may be neglecti d.
6
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Then tabulate the total volumes of each category and determine
the diameter where 50% of the total volume is greater than that

diameter and 50% of the total volume is less.

TABLE 2

D D3 x 10 "3  N Vol Vsum

5 .125 55 6.875

15 3.375 88 297.000 303.875

25 15.625 34 531.250 835.125
997.485

35 42.875 14 599.850 1434.97 -

40 64.000 2 128.000 1562.975

60 216.000 2 432.000 1994.975

1994.975

1994.975/2 997.485

The total volume is then 1994.975 and DM is that diameter where 50% of

this volume or 997.485 is attained. Thus DM for this example is between
20 and 25 microns. Since 50% cf the total volume is closer to the diame-

ter of 25 microns, it would be interpreted that DM 25 microns in this
case. i

PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING AN ICING TEST POINT /
The above paragraphs describe the initial set up and water droplet di-

ameter procedure. While the engine is operated in the icing cloud auto- j
matic data readings are obtained which include performance, temperature,

stress and pressures of the engine being tested. These readings are
taken periodically to establish the effect of operating the engine in

an ice cloud.

The Peebles facility has proven to be extremely versatile. Since the

ice cloud level is set as a function of tunnel airflow (which is greater
*han that required by the engine ) various power levelG may be set on

the engine with no change in the simulated ice cloud required. In
addition the facility has remote control for water and air supply enabling

the cell operators to interchange simulated continous maximum (stratiform
clouds) and intermittent maximum (cumuliform clouds) while maintaining a

rest point.
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ICING TESTS CONDUCTED ON THE G.E. CF6-6 ENGINE

CF6-6 ENGINE

The general Electric CF6-6 engine is a high by-pass ratio turbofan engine

and was selected by major airlines to power the McDonnell-Douglas DC-10

aircraft. Many components of the CF6-6 engine are common with the TF39

engine, the world's first high by-pass ratio turbofan engine selected to

power the USAF Military Airlift Command C-5A Galaxy aircraft.

The CF6 engine recently completed a series of icing tests under conditions

that complied with FAR Parts 25 and 33 requirements. In addition special

testing was conducted to simulate extended holding times in ground fog

icing conditions and alternate exposure to simulated cumuliform and

stratiform icing clouds.

ICING TEST CONDUCTED ON THE CF6-6 ENGINE AT PEEBLES FACILITY

The CF6 engine was installed with an anti-iced Douglas inlet at the

Peebles facility in February of this year. (Figure 6) A series of

tests were conducted during February and March over a wide range of icing

conditions. The conditions simulated included take-off and climb out,

cruise, loiter, flight idle and ground idle power settings in accordance

with FAR Part 25 icing cloud definitions. Also testing was conducted

to simulate British-Air Registration Board requirements and engine expo-

sure during loiter conditions of alternate intermittent and continuous

maximum icing conditions.

The CF6 engine is among the first of the new family of large turbofan

engines which do not incorporate an anti-icing system. Thus, it was

essentail that its performance in icing conditions be thoroughly evalu-

ated to demonstrat' satisfactory operating capability under all antici-

pated icing cond ions.
/

Testing was conducted with ambient temperatures of 15 to 30°F and a
3 3

liquid water/content range of .6 grams/meter to 3.15 grams/meter

Mean effective droplet diameters ranged from 20 microns to 45 microns.
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Exposure time in intermittent maximum icing conditions varied between

3.5 to 5 minutes at take-off, climb, loiter and flight idle power setting
conditions. Figure 7 is a photograph during testing under simulated maxi-

mum intermittent cloud condition.

Exposure to maximum continuous icing conditibns varied between 3.5 minutes
and 45 minutes at power settings of take-off, climb, loiter and flight
idle power setting condition. Figure 8 is a photograph of a facility

pipe used to support instrumentation which is exposed to the icing cloud.
The ice accumulated is indicative of the severity of the test condition.

Ground idle power settings were tested in continuous maximum icing clouds

for one hour periods, with engine accelerations made at fifteen minute
intervals to evaluate engine response and operating techniques with ice

accumulated on airfoil surfaces. The CF6-6 engine accelerated in a nor-

mal manner and obtained desired power within specified times.

A special test was conducted where a holding pattern of a 20 mile maxi-

mum continuous cloud followed by an intercept with a 3 mile maximum inter-
mittent cloud was simulated. The test was conducted at loiter power set-
ting for 18 minutes simulating three exposures to each of the above clouds.

Engine thrust, fuel consumption and acceleration times remained within

limits throughout the icing tests described.
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ICING TEST DATA AND OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

ON CURRENT LARGE G.E. JET ENGINES

ENGINE DESCRIPTION AND ICING TESTS CONDUCTED

The General Electric J79 turbojet engine family is used to power many

Air Force and Navy aircraft. The current applications include the Air

Force F-104, B-58 and F4 series aircraft. The Navy applications in-

clude the F4 and RF5 series aircraft. The CJ805-3 engine is a commer-
cial version of the J79 turbojet and is used to power the CV880 air-

craft. The CJ805-23 aft fan engine is used in the Convair 990 aircraft.

These commercial engines use the J79 gas generator ana are therefore

similar to certain models of the Military engine in regard to icing

protection systems.

During the development phase of these engines a series of icing tests i
were conducted at Mt. Washington, New Hampshire; Hopkins, Minnesota;

Schenectady, New York; Naval Air Test Station Trenton , New Jersey; and

with an Air Force KC-135 tanker.

This paper will summarize some of the significant factors learned from

these tests and comment on current operational experience.

J79/CJ805 TURBOJET ICE PROTECTION SYSTEM

The description provided here will refer to the current operational engine

models. Earlier engine models include a modified icing protection system

and have been retired from active Air Force service.

The J79-5, -7, -17, -19 and the CJ805-3 and -23 share a common icing

protection system which includes use of regulated compressor discharge

air to supply heat to the front frame struts, inlet guide vanes and the

engine bulletnose.

This system has proven to be satisfactory for the aircraft applications

listed in the introduction and no operational problems have been reported.

This arrangement on test did allow ice to accumulate on the Stage 1 stators

at low power settings, (and thrust loss was experienced). Figure 9 shows

the maximum thrust change while operating at the conditions specified.

Thrust recovery could easily be obtained by periodic advance of the
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throttle and return to the original power setting would result in essen-

tially normal power level.

It may also be noted from Figure 9 that the thrust loss associated with

the Military icing test point of -40F and 1 gram/meter 3 of LWC resulted

in significantly lesser thrust change than the higher temperatur condi-

tion of 230 F and 2 grams/meter 3 of LWC. These results are consistent
with other General Electric icing tests.

The J79-8, -10, and -15 and development CJ805 engines employed the same

system described above, and in addition provided regulated compressor

discharge air to the stage 1 stator vanes. This resulted in less thrust

change at the higher liquid water test conditions.

Figure 10 shows these results. It is interesting to note that at the

lower inlet temperature of -40F and 1 gram/meter 3 of liquid water, the

thrust diffe-ence between heated second stage stators and unheated stators

is very small. (Figure 9 and 10) This can be attributed to the additional

air being extracted from the engine cycle to heat the stators and the

attendant loss in available energy to the primary gas stream. This sys-

tem has proven to be satisfactory in service and no operational problems

have been reported.

The CJ805-23 turbofan engine during the development program was tested in

simulated icing conditions with the fan stators heated and with no heat.

These stators (outlet guide vanes) are located aft of the fan blades.

Figure 11 shows the results of thrust change for both configurations. The

engine was certified without heated stators for reasons that are clear

when looking at the results as shown on Figure 11.

The increased thrust loss with heated fan stators is attributed to the

reduction in primary mass flow available to drive the fan and exhaust into

the main gas stream. If this air remains in the cycle the additional

mass flow provides more energy to drive the fan and also adds thrust when

exhausted through the primary nozzle. These test results aided General

Electric in determining the optimum ice protection configuration for

inlet guide vane less high by-pass turbofans like the CF6-6 engine.

The CJ805-23 system has performed satisfactorily in field service and no

operational problems have been reported.
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SELECTION OF ICING CONDITIONS FOR*

ENGINE DESIGN AND TESTING

The primary specifications used in the design and evaluation of an air-

craft jet engine icing systems are defined in Military Specification
5001 and Federal Air Regulation Parts 25 and 33.

The designer has to consider all of the aspects covered in these regu-

lations and the application of the engine under consideration.

The Military Specification defines only two icing conditions, however,

a quantitative level of thrust loss and SFC increase and time for engine

acceleration under these icing conditions is specified. FAR Part 33,

covering engine certification standards, has the general requirement

that the engine be capable of operation ihroughout the flight power range
without ice accumulation adversely effecting engine operation or causing

a serious loss of power in the icing conditions defined in Appendix C

of FAR Part 25. These conditions, presented in graphical form, cover

a wide range-of liquid water content, droplet size, ambient air tempera-

tures, cloud extents and pressure altitude.

DESIGNING TO MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS

General Electric has found that in the design and testing of ice protec-

tion systems the selection of Condition I (SLS, 230F, 2 grams/meter3 and

25 microns) is the most limiting. The system is sized at this point for
the lowest power setting (usually ground idle) used in operation of the

engine in icing conditions. Design of an engine to meet all of these

requirements however may result in additional weight and cost which is

not required to provide satisfactory operational service.

DESIGNING TO FAR SPECIFICATIONS

FAR Part 25 poses some different problems to the designer in selecting the

icing condition for sizing the system when heated surfaces are a part

of the ice protection equipment.

Figures 12, 13, 14s, 15, 16 and 17 are copies of icing curves present in

Appendix C of FAR Part 25. General Electric has found that for design

of a heated system the higher LWC of Figure 15 CLWC = 2.7, T = 250F,

Droplet Size 15 microns) becomes the design point for the system.
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Based on test data and experience; sizing of the system for idle power

setting at sea level, resulted in a satisfactorily operating system

throughout the flight map.

Engine testing in simulated icing conditions in compliance with the FAR

requires some judgment on the part of the test engineer. This is particu-

larly true when establishing the test time for each condition or condi-

tions under investigation. For example, assume that a continuous maxi-

mum condition is to be tested and the following conditions are present:

To 140F Droplet Diameter 25 microns
(Figure 12)

This condition would then yield a cloud horizontal extent of 17.4 miles
(Figure 14). Examining Figure 13 reveals that this type of cloud exists

at pressure altitudes from 0 to 17,000 feet. The problem arises then

as to how long the icing test should be run to demonstrate compliance

with FAR requirements. Current jet transport aircraft have been assumed

to travel to 3 to 6 nautical miles per minute which yields a test time

of 5.8 to 2.9 minutes, assuming a linear penetration of the cloud. How-
ever, due to aircraft holding requirements, arguments have been presented

that it is feasible to hold in a cloud like the example for periods ex-

ceeding 30 minutes. Further, during this holding pattern it has been

proposed that there is a potential of penetrating a maximum intermittent

type cloud or even holding in this high LWC type cloud.

General Electric has discussed these conditions with the FAA Regional

office and arrived at mutually agreeable test conditions for specific

engine tests. It would be helpful in the design and evaluation of ice

protection systems and for defining engine icing tests if the regulations

were supplemented with guidance material, such as an Advisory Circular,

which would be more definitive with respect to typical aircraft flights

and 'holding patterns. This information would be very useful in evaluating

engirne designs which do not incorporate heated ice protection systems.
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I DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING MR. DAVISON'S PRESENTATION ON

'LABORATORY TESTING OF ENGINE ICE SYSTEMS"

Question: Has the GE SST engine (GE4) been icing tested?

1 Answer: It is too early in the program; I am not aware of
any test data at this time.

r Question: For GE tests of the CF6 and TF 39 fan engines, what

test conditions were used?

I Answer: Maximum Intermittent: Up to 2.6 LWC for 5 minutes

with 20 to 30 micron drops.

Continuous: .7 to .8 LWC for 45 minutes at 180 F.
ito 200 F. temperature.

Question: Were TV or cameras used?

Arxiwer: High-speed movies were taken to evaluate icing and
shedding. Repeated shedding was anticipated
and demonstrated. The need for the 45-minute test
duration was questioned by the speaker.

Question: Was the engine repeatedly accelerated in the ice fog
testing?

Answer: Yes, every 15 minutes.

Question:' What times or what intercepts were tested in the
CF6 tests?

Answer: Maximum Intermittent: 3 miles.

Continuous: 20 miles.

An 18-minute cycle was run, 5 minutes @ continuous,
1 minute @ intermittent, and repeated three times.

Question: What power losses were indicated in the icing runs?

Answer: Only the loss incurred from the use of bleed air.

Question: Should engine and airframe icing limits' requirements

differ?
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Answer: FAA Western Regional Office indicated they want
the engine to be better protected than the airframe.

NISA indicated that full engine power is needed at
all times to cope with airframe icing, which may
occur from high intermittent icing conditions. The
airframe protection is generally designed for

continuous icing level.

Question: On the TF39 ground idle tests, how much ice was
accumulated?

Answer: Just before engine accelerations the spinner was
iced all over, and k inch of ice built up on
the inner radius leading edges and outer surfaces
of the fan blades. k inch of ice on IGV's; fan
OGV's had k to inch of ice. There was ice on
the flow splitter and core IGV's.

I
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"4 SMALL GAS TURBINE ENGINES AND INLET ICING PROTECTION

G. V. Bianchini

GENERAL

This paper presents Allison model 501 and 250 turboprop/

turboshaft engine anti-icing system design, test, and

service experience. The intent of the paper is to provide

an insight to: (1) small engine icing protection require-

menLs and design criteria, (2) icing protection system

development techniques in dry air and icing atmospheres,

and (3) methods used to demonstrate icing protection com-

pliance with Civil Airworthiness Requirements.

The two engines upon which the paper is based span the

extremes in what is considered the small engine field. The

501 series is nominally a 32.5 lb/sec air flow engine with

models ranging in power from 3750 to in excess of 5000

equivalent shaft horsepower. The 250 series is nominally

a 3.2 lb/sec air flow engine with models ranging in power

from 250 to in excess of 400 shaft horsepower. Relative

sizes of these two basic power plants are shown in Figure

1.

Models of both engine series are currently in service in

military as well as commercial applications.
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ICING PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS

Because the smaller engines power aircraft which generally

fly in the altitude ranges more conducive to icing, icing

protection is utilized more frequently and for greater

durations than the large engines. However, the protection

requirements for small gas turbine engines are not unlike

the protection requirements for large engines of similar

inlet configurations. Based on our general icing exper-

ience and specifically on the experience with these two

powerplants in the small engine field as compared to our

experience with turbojet engines ranging to 160 lb/sec air

flow, the effect of engine size on icing protection re-

quirements appears to be limited to acclimating the designer,

the development engineer, the airframe manufacturer, and

perhaps the user to the size.

Assuming no inherent aerothermo-mechanical problem or de- /
sign weakness, there is little, if any, difference in en-

gine capability to operate with ice accretion regardless

of the engine's size. There is no question that: (1) a

given size ice accretion on the inlet components will cause

a significantly greater power loss on a small engine than

on a large engine and (2) the ingestion of a given quantity g
of ice may create a greater power excursion and/or be more

conducive to flameout on a small engine than on a large
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engine. On a proportional basis, however, there is no

discernible difference between engine capabilities in

either circumstance as will be discussed later.

DESIGN CRITERIA

Meteorological Parameters

Over the years there has been considerable discussion as

to the meteorological conditions to which engine icing

protection systems should be designed. A significant

amount of statistical icing data has been obtained and

several divergent points of view have been taken in regard

to interpretation of the data. This divergence can be

noted in Figures 2 and 3 which clearly show significant

differences between the military, FAA, and British ARB

specification requirements. These differences, of course,

tend to add to the designer's confusion in his quest for

and selection of specific meteorological design criteria.

Our initial icing and icing protection experience with gas

turbine engines dates back prior to the onset of the 1950's

when the Military were in the early process of formulating

their specification requirements. Because of that experience

and because we have been primarily military oriented in gas

turbine engine design, we have generally used the military

requirements for the design of our engine anti-icing systems.
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ENGINE ICING SPECIFICATIONS
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The military specifications were formalized about nineteen

years ago and became the standard for the industry at that

time. Although the conditions selected appeared to be

quite arbitrary at the time, they have proven to be a well-

chosen compromise between an excessively strict requirement

demanding an anti-icing system which will protect the engine

against every icing condition, with inherent penalties on

performance and one which results in adequate icing protec-

tion and does not impose significant penalties on perfor-

mance. The military specifications also define an engine

test cycle under which the engine shall demonstrate its

ability to operate under the specified conditions. This

cycle is an important consideration since it defines the

amount and sequence of low power operation, which is the

critical design area. The military requirements have proven

to be satisfactory in service as they have been in use since

their inception without change or known indication of in-

adequacy.

As can be noted in Figures 2 and 3 the FAA and British

ARB specifications indicate a requirement for icing protec-

tion to an ambient temperature substantially beldw the

military specification (-20 to -40*F vs -4°F) which is

believed to be wholly unnecessary and unrealistic. From

experience, the wealth of available icing literature, and
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presumably from other papers that will be presented at this

symposium, it is apparent that (1) with decreasing ambient

temperature there are decreasing probabilities of encountering

significant icing, (2) the shape and quantity of ice forma-

tions at low ambient temperatures precludes the necessity

of protection at those conditions, and (3) the heat require-

ments to prevent icing are a function of ambient temperature.

While icing can theoretically occur and has been demonstrated

under carefully controlled laboratory conditions below -401F,

the moisture which can be sustained by cold air is extremely

limited and turbulence etc. in the natural environment en-

hance the transition of free water in the atmosphere from

the supercooled condition to ice crystals, thereby minimizing

the icing which can occur at the lower temperatures. Sig-

nificant icing encounters at ambient temperatures from -100F

to -20OF are rare and from -20°F to -40°F are practically

non-existent. Further, icing poses a threat to gas turbine

engines only if significant blockage occurs seriously de-

grMing performance etc. or if large quantities of ice rcan

be ingested to cause mechanical damage and/or, because of

aerodynamic disturbances during the ingestion process, to

cause large performance excursions or flameout. As can be

observed in Figure 4 the type "c" - streamlined ice, which
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is characteristic of icing at relatively low temperatures,

does not create a blockage and cannot significantly affect

an engine inlet. The characteristic shape and low water

I content precludes large ice accretions and because the ice

is also characteristically hard and brittle it can be easily

ingested by an engine with no deleterious effect. Engines

can and have operated in this type icing for prolonged periods

without icing protection. Therefore engine anti-icing system

$ design directed to combat icing at these extreme ambient

temperatures requires excessive quantities of anti-icing

energy with no derived benefit. As will be shown later, an

engine anti-icing system design which provides complete

protection at the military specification points does not

incur a significant performance penalty and is more than

capable of safe, efficient operation at the other specifica-

tion requirements.

There are also significant differences in the liquid water

content of the three individual specifications. While the

liquid water content consideration is important for a de-

icing system or an evaporative ("running dry") anti-icing

system, it can be shown that it is of relatively little

importance for a "running wet" engine anti-icing system as

will be discussed under anti-icing system development.
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Aerothermodynamic-Mechanical Parameters

The basic aerothermodynamic design considerations and cal-

culation techniques for icing protection system concepts

are well documented in the literature (especially so for

aircraft surfaces) and will be discussed in some detail

by the other papers concerned with protection for aircraft

and the large engines. Therefore, this discussion will

be limited to generalities of engine anti-icing system

design and the design approach at Allison.

The anti-icing systems for the 501 and 250 engines are

similar and are very conventional in nature. They both

are simple on-off "running wet" thermal anti-icing systems

which utilize compressor discharge bleed air as the heat

source. The systems are designed to maintain the engine

inlet components free of ice during flight idle power

under the meteorological conditions prescribed by the

military specification. Flight idle (dr minimum flight

power) is selected as the design point because it is a

critical flight condition and, with utilization Gf com-

pressor bleed as a heat source, it results in a minimum

Fanti-icing energy available condition. A system so Je-
signed provides outstanling icing protection throughout

the engine's flight operating range. In fact, unless the
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system is modulated with an increase in power setting, it

may be somewhat overdesigned at the high power end of the

engine's operating range.

Generalizing, adequate engine inlet component icing pro-

tection, utilizing a compressor bleed system, can be accom-

plished with approximately 1% of the maximum compressor

flow regardless of engine size. The generalization is

based on protection of inlet guide vanes, bearing support

struts, inlet sensing components for the control system,

and an inlet bullet or, in the case of the remote reduction

gear of the 501 engine, the torquemeter housing. The major

portion, 60-70%, of this flow is apportioned to the inlet

guide vanes. An additional 1% of compressor flow is also

normally required for protection of the aircraft air inlet

duct or, in the case of some turboshaft/turboprop integral

reduction gear designs, the outer wall of the annular inlet.

A review of engine anti-icing system designs in industry

over the years indicates that anti-icing system air flows

actually range from 3/4% to in excess of 2% of compressor

flow. At first consideration, this information refutes

the generalization of a 1% bleed requirement. However, de-

tailed investigation of the individual systems results in

substantiation of the generalization. The flow requirement
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will vary slightly from the generalized value dependent

upon the selection of the anti-icing air flow circuits--

parallel vs series flow--and the extent to which hot lube

oil or heat from other engine services may be used in a

specific design. Heat transfer considerations indicate

that the most efficient use of hot air in the anti-icing

system is attained by the maximum number of flow circuits

in series and definitive work by NASA in the 1950's showed

that use of a series system would reduce the bleed require-

ments. The basic layout of one large thrust producing

engine design is such that it enhances the use of a complete

series system and that engine has the lowest anti-icing

flow--3/4%. Several engines do -tilize flows in the 2%

range but these engines are those turboprop/turboshaft en-

gines with integral reduction gear designs or others which

have certain peculiarities and specialized areas requiring

protection. Our model 250 is one of these and utilizes

1 1/2% bleed for anti-icing. We demonstrated an ice free

inlet with the "as designed" 1% flow but had to increase

the flow during the engine development program to minimize

first stage compressor stator vane icing which hadn't been

anticipated. With these exceptions the generalized value

is well substantiated by the many other engine designs. As

a matter of interest, our 501 series utilizes 1.04%, our other
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turboprop models have required 0.9% to 1% and models and

our turbojet engines have utilized flows ranging from ap-

proximately 0.85% to 1.2%.

Allison has successfully used the 1% flow generalization

in preliminary design for system sizing and then depends

upon heat transfer analysis to either substantiate the

preliminary design values or tailor the system as required

in the detailed design. The detailed systems have had

flow utilization results as previously indicated. Like

most other engine manufacturers, we have always ignored

the effect of droplet size by assuming 100% catch effi-

ciency of the engine inlet components in the heat transfer

calculations. However, because a "running wet" anti-icing

system is primarily sensitive to ambient temperature, we

have in later years eliminated both droplet size and liquid

water content as meteorological considerations in our anal-

ysis of "running wet" systems.

Generalization of the anti-icing flow requirements for

either small or large engines without inlet guide vanes,

especially high by-pass turbofan engines, cannot be made

at this time because of the limited icing experience with

these engine designs. However, analyses to date would

indicate icing protection requirements for these engines

may be more sensitive to the aerodynamic design of the
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compressor or fan, the specific aircraft mission and sub-

sequently the engine operating modes. Some recent designs

have incorporated a modulated system for the fan outlet

guide vanes and an evaporative or "running dry" system

for the inlet bullet or rotating spinner. These systems

have yet to be evaluated in an icing atmosphere to confirm

the necessity of some of these features.

Performance loss due to anti-icing bleed will vary to someI

extent from one enqine design to another but can be en-

compassed by a generalization. A 1% diffuser (compressor

discharge) bleed results in approximately a 2% power reduc-

tion. If the anti-icing system discharges the air over-

board after use, the power loss for the anti-icing system

bleed will be similar to the standard diffuser bleed. How-

ever, in most cases much of the anti-icing system discharge

is directed into the compressor inlet and a 1% bleed for

anti-icing usually results in approximately a 3% power re-

duction because of additional heating of the inlet air, etc.
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ANTI-ICING 'SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Anti-icing system development at Allison is conducted on

both rigs and complete engines and both in dry air and

icing atmospheres. The dry air testing permits the anti-

icing system components to be heavily and reliably instru-

mented to obtain data which can be correlated with the

calculated design data for evaluation of the system effec-

tiveness and the validity of the design techniques. Mini-

mal anti-icing system component instrumentation is utilized

during tests in icing atmospheres because of the inherent

problems with instrumentation in this environment and the

potential effects some of the instrumentation may have on

the icing results.

Basis for Dry Air Tests

During many observations of thermal anti-icing system tests

in our early years at the Mount Washington Aeronautical

Icing Research Laboratory, it was noted that the liquid

water content of the icing atmosphere had little or no

effect on the heat requirements of components being anti-

iced. It should be noted that these observations were made

for a "running wet" anti-icing system only (i.e., anti-

icing which is designed to prevent the formation of ice,

without complete evaporation of the water). In subsequent
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icing seasons at Mount Washington definitive data was ob-

tained to substantiate the observations by conducting tests

over a wide range of liquid water contents at given ambient

temperatures and manually regulating anti-icing air flow to

the components on test to the minimum heat requirement con-

dition for each icing environment. This minimum condition

was attained by allowing the component to ice very lightly,

increasing the heat sufficiently to begin removal of that

ice and then stabilizing at a point where the heat was

barely sufficient to prevent icing of the component. The

anti-icing flow data was recorded after a minimum of 15 min-

utes of stabilized operation at each condition. It should

be noted that the differences between the lowest and highest

liquid water contents during test points at each ambient tem-

perature ranged from approximately 0.3 to well in excess of

2.0 grams per cubic meter. Typical data obtained for the

engine and one of the individual components are shown in

Figure 5. Although there is some data scatter, the trend

is quite definite and was considered to .be satisfactory sub-

stantiation that "running wet" anti-icing systems are pri-

marily sensitive to ambient temperature,

Utilizing this data as a basis, it was felt that development

testing of engine anti-icing systems could be conveniently
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conducted in dry ambient air conditions by measuring anti-

icing system component skin temperature rise due to anti-

icing energy. As a result an Allison dry air test program

was evolved to demonstrate the concept. The overall pro-

gram encompassed use of two components from a turbojet en- I

gine and the entire anti-icing system for a turboprop en-

gine. The objective of the program was to attain a minimum

average component skin temperature rise (AT) value of 451F 1
on all components at flight idle in dry air tests and then

subject the same components to tests in an icing environment. !

The minimum AT of 450F was determined on the basis that a

skin temperature of 320F will prevent icing and allowing 30 1
for uneven heating results in a desired skin temperature 3

9
(Ts ) of 350F. To ensure encompassing the military specifica-

tion of anti-icing to an ambient temperature of -40F, it

was desired to provide icing protection to an ambient (Ta)

of -100F, thereby requiring a AT (Ts - Ta) of 450F. Presen-

tation of the detailed data resulting from this program is

beyond the scope of this paper and no attempt will be made

to do so. Let it suffice to say that both the dry air tests

Kand the subsequent icing tests were successful and the data

'obtained correlated extremely well. Since that time Allison

has ignored liquid water content in its anti-icing system

heat transfer calculations during the detailed design of
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"running wet" anti icing systems. The calculations are
directed toward attaining the 450F temperature rise at

flight idle operating conditions in dry air.

Dry Air Tests

As previously indicated, dry air tests are conducted on

both rigs and engines. The rig testing is conducted very

early in an engine development program--most times long

before sufficient L.4rdware is available for the first en-

gine assembly. Components are evaluated individually and

eventually as a complete inlet system. Modifications are

made, if required, and all data obtained are referred back

to the design calculations for correlation.

As engines become available in the development program, dry

air tests of the complete engine anti-icing system are con-

ducted on a parasitic basis for final tailoring and evalua-

tion prior to preparing for tests in an icing atmosphere.

Icing tests are not attempted unless the components can

demonstrate the desired temperature rise in dry air and the

anti-icing system operation is considered satisfactory.

Icing Tests

In the early years of gas turbine engine anti-icing system

development, our icing tests were limited to a small eight

inch icing tunnel in house and during assigned test periods
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during the winter season at the military supported Mount

Washington Aeronautical Icing Research Laboratory. We were

grateful for the opportunity to test at Mount Washington--

and the old facility was perhaps the birthplace of many

careers in icing and icing protection '--chnology--but the

limited available test time and comparative inaccessibility

led to our dry air development technique and subsequently

to the development of our own icing facilities.

Current in house icing tests are conducted on frll scale

compressors in the compressor laboratory or on full scale

engines in any one of several engine test chambers. The

icing test set up utilizes a cloud chamber which encom-

passes a series of spray bars to support the desired num-

ber of air atomizing nozzles of NACA-Lewis design. The

cloua chamber, cloud chamber control system, and associated

ducting are designed to facilitate adaption to the existing

test facilities. Conditioned air is supplied through the

cloud chamber and durting to the test article from our

centralized special facilities bailding. Our early in-

stallations utilized a standard multi-rotating cylinder in-

stallation, an NACA icing rate meter, and a Johnson-Williems

icing severity meter for measurement of the icing cloud.

However, following a large number of cloud chamber calibra-

tions and compressor-engine icing tests, our data co -rela-
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tions were such that we now simply operate the spray nozzles

on the desired water-air ratio in measured air flow and duct

velocity conditions. Our current operation parallels that

used for many years at NASA-Leuis.

These icing protection development tests are conducted over

a broad range of meteorological conditions but are primarily

concerned with the conditions presented by the military

specification. The test runs at each power setting, from

flight idle to takeoff, are for a duration ranging from a

minimum of 15 minutes to in excess of 30 minutes. The ob-

jective of the extended runs is to observe for any ice ac-

cretion which may occur. While the liquid water content

(LWC) or total liquid water intercepted (LWC x time) has

little effect on the heat requirements of the anti-icing

components, there is a large effect on the rate or size of

ice build up which may occur if a component surface is de-

ficient. Therefore, we are assured of a thorough evaluation

of component and/or overall system effectiveness by conduc-

ting the extended test runs.
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CIVIL AIRWORTHINESS COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATIONS

There is no substitute for flight operation as far as final

evaluation of the engine icing protection is concerned.

However, demonstration on the ground in an icing facility

is valid and car be accomplished much morei'apidly and

economicali For these reasons, most engines have been

qualified on the ground. Currently all of our icing pro-

tection compliance demonstrations are made in an icing

facility under the meteorological conditions and test cycle

required by the military specifications. An exception to a

bona fide icing demonstration would be on an uprated model a,.,

of a given engine series. Assuming only minor changes to

the uprated model, compliance demonstration would be limited

to the results of the dry air tests on"the new model and

submission of the results of both the dry air and icing

tests of the original engine model.

We have had an opportunity to qualify one engine by a com-

bination of dry air tests, ground icing tests, and flight

tests in both natural and simulated icing atmospheres. The

simulated cloud in flight was generated by use of tanker*

aircraLt and water spray systems. The experience in this

engine program provided added confidence to our dry air de-

velopment test technique and, of course, provided additional
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substantiation to the results of the ground icing tests.

The experience also indicated that a tanker icing facility

has a definite place in the evaluation of icing protection

systems. A word of caution, however--the tanker system

concept must be properly developed to ensure a realistic

icing cloud. Our experience with taikers, both good and

very bad, has made us a critic--a friendly one we hope--

of the tanker concept.

The WADC tanker, of which you will see more in another

paper, provided a relatively realistic cloud and subsequently

reasonable results. We have, however, been a proponent for

additional development to incorporate air atomizing nozzles,

better spray control, etc. for more precise icing simulation.

The other tanker with which we had experience was not de-

veloped even to the state of the WADC tanker at that time

and provided very unrealistic conditions from every con-

ceivable standpoint with corresponding results. Unrealistic

as they were the results were of serious concern and were

cause of many additional hours of static icing tests of the

complete power plant and the initiation of a comprehensive

natural icing flight test program. The net result was that

the additional testing, time, and dollar expenditures proved

that the tanker tests were invalid indeed--the propeller,
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inlet duct, and engine icing piotection systems were more

than adequate and operated very effectively, a point which

had previously been proven by the original static icing
tests and the WADC tanker tests. It is apparent then that

the tanker does have a place in the expeditious evaluation

of icing protection systems but only if the tanker concept

is properly developed.

MILITARY SPECIFICATION STATIC SEA LEVEL TESTING vs

STATIC ALTITUDE AND FLIGHT TESTING

Both the 501 and 250 engine icing protection systems were

developed to the military specification requirements using

the dry air test technique and both were subjected to static

sea level icing tests to demonstrate compliance. To date

both systems have proven to be completely satisfactory in

service. The point here is that the design and evaluation / 4

of an anti-icing system which meets the military specifica-

tions at sea level will result in a configuration which is

satisfactory at altitude and the meteorological conditions

encountered in flight operations. 1 ,
With exception of the tanker tests and the Electra certifica-

tion flights in natural icing, the meteorological conditions

under which the 501 engine has been tested are presented in
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Jigures 6 and 7. The Mount Washington tests (6288 ft.)

were conducted in both natural and simulated icing cloud,

the Allison icing facility tests were conducted at sea

level to 20,000 ft. pressure altitudes in simulated icing

cloud, and the "Elation"flight tests were conducted in

nwtural cloud at altitudes ranging from 3700 to 19,000 ft.

The "Elation" was a constellation, modified with Electra

power packages, which was the Electra propulsion system

test bed. The engine inlet components were viewed by

direct observation or via a closed circuit television

installation and engine performance was monitored through-

out the tests. The engine was capable of operating com-

pletely free of ice at each of these conditions over its

flight operating range and no discernible difference was

ever noted in its protection effectiveness.

Two points of interest in the natural icing flight tests
are the ambient air temperatures at which the icing con-

ditions were encountered and the relatively low water con-

tent of the icing cloud. Only two icing encounters were

obtained below -10OF and with exception of one encounter

the liquid water contents were at or below the FAA and ARB

continuous maximum specification. This is true even though

in excess of 100 flight hours were devott.d to searching

for the most extreme conditions throughout the United States

and Canada. The vast majority of the 17 hours of total
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ALLISON 501 SERIES ENGINE TEST CONDITIONS
IN ICING ATMOSPHERES
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icing flight time was spent circling in huge cumulus cloud

build ups--the most severe cloud forms--to obtain even these

conditions.

Mount Washington weather has been billed as "the worst in

the world" and it boasts "only 23 clear days a year"--yet

significant icing cloud between -5* and -100F are extremely

rare there. One would have to dig back into the archives

to find the original data to separate the natural icing

liquid water contents from those obtained by water spay

in the data presented in Figure 6. However, if memory from

years of expreience at Mount Washington serves, natural icing

liquid water contents in excess of one gram per cubic meter

are also extremely rare there except at the higher ambients

and conditions approaching a freezing rain. The conclusion

here is that, as previously stated, the military specification

points are a wbll selected compromise and it is recommended

that all aqencies adopt that specification as standard.

ICE INGESTION

Inadvertent ice ingestion sometimes occurs during the anti-

icing system development testing and an engine is always

forced to ingest ice during the icing protection compliance

demonstration. Inadvertent ice ingestion can occur if the
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inlet duct, cowl, other components upstream, or components

on the engine itself which may for some reason be deficient,

accrete ice curing the icing tests. After the accretions

reach a critical size, they are often dislodged by aero-

dynamic loading and pass into the engine. The intentional

ice ingestion occurs because the military specification calls

for a delay in actuating the anti-icing system after icing

is encountered. The engine must, therefore, ingest the ice

that accretes on its inlet during the delay period. In

addition, hail impact and ice ingestion tests are conducted

since reasonable immunity to damage from ice ingestion, etc.

is a well defined requirement for FAA certification.

There is considerable difference between engines of differ-

ent design in regard to their susceptibility to such damage.

However, the differences relate primarily to design features

and not necessarily to size although the small engine mgy

have an advantage because of the shorter blade and vane spans.

When ice ingestion (and other foreign object ingestion) occurs

the basic damage is usually typical because of the mechanism(s)

of ingestion. Ice ingestion in particular is usually re-

stricted to the first stage or two and results because the

tip of the rotating blade moves forward out of the plane of

rotation as it is struck by ice (or strikes ice that is
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passing through the preceding stationary vanes) and the

forward movement is sufficient to cause intereference at

the outer trailing edge of the upstream vane assembly.

The interference manifests itself in rolled over leading

edge blade tips, occasionally some blade bending, and

tearing or impact damage of the vanes at the points of

contact. The manifestation may involve only one or sev-

eral blades but the vane damage usually involves a larger

number. In general, the spacing between inlet guide vanes

plays an important role in minimizing vulnerability to

ingestion damage, narrow spacing minimizing the size of

the ice which can enter the compressor. The axial spacing

between the guide vanes and first stage rotor and the sub-

sequent stator vane and rotor play an important Dart in an "

engine's tolerance to ingestion. Other differences in de-

sign such as blade material, the stiffness of the blades

relative to their length all have a bea-ing on this prob-

lem. It is difficult to assess which design feature plays

the major role.

Based on comparative experience with the current 501 engine

models and a 5u1 engine which was designed with a transonic

first stage (no inlet guide vanes), it would appear that

the engine without guide vanes was much less tolerant to

ice ingestion from a mechanical standpoint. So much so, in

13"
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fact, that part span inlet guide vanes were designed in an

attempt to protect the outer span of the compressor blading.

Unfortunately, development of the transonic compressor de-

sign was deleted for other reasons and additional ice in-

gestion tests of this design were not completed.

As ice or other foreign objects are ingested, they tend to

create flow disturbances etc. which manifest themselves as

momentary engine power losses. The degree and duration of

the power losses are functions of total quantity of material

ingested and the mechanism of that particular occurrence of

ingestion. If a sufficient quantity is ingested, the flow

disruptions etc. may result in a complete loss of power.

Because they are designed to operate on air, engines may be

overwhelmed by major flow restrictions and disturbances.

Both the 501 and 250 engines have been subjected to rela-

tively extensive ingestion tests which have included ice,

snow, hail, birds, sand and dust, water, and other foreign

objects to which they may be exposed during commercial or

military operations. A comparison of their ice ingestion

tolerances is presented in Figure 8. There are differences

in the data used in the presentation which prevent a precise

comparison, but the comparison should be adequate to indicate

that, on a proportional basis, there is little difference
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Water Content in the Atmosphere During a Rainstorm
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in engine tolerance to ingestion from a performance stand-

The 501 engine data was obtained from the hail tests in

which, following an extensive series of single and multiple

firings of ice balls ranging from 1/2 to 3 inches in diam-

eter, large charges of hailstones were projected into the

engine inlet at 380 to 415 miles per hour. The charces

were comprised of one 3-inch ice ball, breech loaded, and

a sufficient number of 2, 1 1/2, 1, and 1/2-inch ice balls

muzzle loaded onto the 3-inch ball to make up 1, 1 1/2, 1
and 2 lb charges. The 250 data was obtained from the sim-

ulated snow ingestion tests which were accomplished using

finely crushed ice. In this case the ice was dumped, as a

mass, down a chute directly onto the face of the compressor.

In both cases the impact and ingestion process was essentially

instantaneous. However, for purposes of this discussion

it was assumed that the process occurred over a period of

one-second--a conservative assumption.

On this basis the 501 engine encountered a flameout or total

loss of power at a water-air ratio of approximately 0.064

as indicated by the shaded square symbol in Figure 8. It

should be noted that this quantity of ice in the one second

time frame is equal to 15 gallons of water per minute and
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the engine has continually demonstrated its ability to in-

gest in excess of that quantity of water on a steady state

basis with no deleterious effect. The open square symbols

designate test points in which there was little or no en-

gine reaction to the ingestion. The model 250 engine, in-

gested quantities of ice up to a water-air ratio of approx-

imately 0.058 before flameout was encountered as indicated

by the shaded triangle symbol. While this quantity of ice

in the one second time frame was equal to little over one

gallon of water per minute, the 250 has demonstrated its

ability to ingest two gallons per minute (0.09 water-air

ratio) on a steady state basis. The open triangle symbol

designates test points in which there was little or no

engine reaction to the ingestion.
V.,

It is apparent from this comparison then that although the Io

smaller engines cannot ingest the total quantities of ice

that larger engines can, there is little difference in their

capabilities on a proportional basis. -

In conclusion, it should be restated that the effect of

engine size on icing protection requirements appears to be

limited to acclimating the desi ,ner, development engineer,

airframe manufacturer and perhaps the user to size. In this

regard the airframe manufacturer and user should concern
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themselves With the prevention of ice accretions on the air-

~ t~ ircraft air inlet system to minimize potential

~,Iplet screens which are predominant on helicopter
4

!Istalti%4 today should be pliminated or otherwise anti-

iq d "~tJey pcose a significant hazard to the poWerpia~nt in

spin evirQnpnts This point was proven as long ago cs

1 with Iq~qe engines when a flight of aircraft encountered

serious prOj~~s with screpns over Richmond, Indiana which

ypp cause for loss of life and equipment. Look around you--
la ge enging gircraft installations no longer have screens.
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING MR. BIANCHINI'S PRESENTATION ON

"SMALL TURBINE ENGINE ICE PROTECTION"

Question: Since we expect the pilot to be alerted and to turn Z_
on his anti-i-ing system upon penetration of an icing
cloud, with unreliability of ice detectors how long
can an engine be exposed to ice before the anti-icing .. 7
system need be t'rned on?

Answer: In -250 engine development program, we ran several

minutes in icing conditions, at 1 to 2 grams liquid
water content, and engine power deteriorated.
Therefore, the pilot would have to know ambient
temperature and flip the system on as his aircraft
was beginning to ice. The -501 engine ran as long i
as 34 minutes in icing conditions, and eventually
had a 43 percent power loss before the anti-icing
system was turned on. The military require a 15-
minute run with anti-icing off and then to be o

turned on. In our development programs, we test
at each point for 15 minutes (whether LWC is high
or low) without the ice protection system on,

Question: Do you run an evaporative system?

Answer: No. We run wet" but with no icing. At cruise, we
are well over design and run "clean," which is "wet"
but ice free. At ground idle, we do not run "clean," .
but have run for periods of an hour at ground idle * .
with no detriment.

Question: At what liquid water content do you conduct your
tests? M

Answer: We do not emphasize LWC, but rather temperature.
We are concerned with the minimum temperature rise
of the metal at 450F. The 450F. is an average skin
temperature rise. This approach was used for the
-501 and -250 engines.

Question: In your approach, you are saying that LWC does not
have much impact on a running wet system, but you
say temperature rise is the design criteria; if you
turn on a system at -200F. and it was designed for
-100 F., wouldn't you be aggravating the condition
by turning the system on rather than leaving it off?
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Aniswer: In our experience, no. At -20°F. ice is so limited
in shape and quantity, you can do without the Anti-
icing. When you turn it on, you immediately shed
a portion of it. After a while, you shed all of the
ice. We never run artificial icing below -10°F.

Qki tiolt Rather than a question, this is a rebuttal coddent
on screens. The objective of screens is to keep
objects out of the engine. Problems with a dcree,
such as the one on the PT-6 engine, are feWt, due to
the small size of the screen. This screen has
demonstrated its capability to keep the engine
intake clean and free from ice with its inertial
separator vane in the inlet. This engine screen
meets the military requirement of 30 minutes at
2 grams LWC without any anti-ice protection.

Answer: There was no intent to comment adversely on engine
screens, but rather to comment on aircraft screens.
Even these could be made to work. Our experience
with aircraft screens indicates that in very wet
snow and in a very narrcw temperature band, 20 F,
to 36 F. at most, the screen slushes. Air vapor
trails are visible as the air goes over the screen
at a higher velocity and a pulsation is noticeable.
Either the air carries the slush over the screen and
into the bellmouth, or directly through the screen
and directly into the engine.

Question: Reftrring to your concept of 450 F. temperature rise
and discounting LWC, what change in heat requirementswould occur if LIC was considered?

Answer: Do not have the exact figures, but the change in heat
requirements would be negligible. We agree our
method may not be 100 percent accurate, Lit it is
practical. Our approach is not applicable to an
evaporative system, only a running wet system.
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INTRODUCTION

The history of propulsion systems has clearly shown that the most

important factor in the development of a new weapons system is deter-

idnation of its performance characteristics in the envirrnment to which

it will operate in service. This type of testing is done for the Navy

at the Naval Air Propulsinn Test Center (NAPTC) and makes a major

contribution to the Navy's effort to supply the highest quality engines

to the fleet.

NAPTC has been conducting enviornmental icing tests since 1959.

The first altitude icing test was conducted in 1962. The first turbofan

icing test was conducted in 1968. Tests have been conducted on the J71,

J75, J79, J52, J57, J60 and TF30 series of gas turbine engines.

DESCRIPTION OF NAPTIC

The facility at Trenton is capable of supplying complete environmental

simulation on experimental and production turbojet and turbofan engines.

This includes the ability to simulate air speed, altitude, temperature,

humidity, water ingestion, missile exhaust gas ingestion, inlet pressure

distortion and icing. Engine transient operation is possible throughout

the entire flight regime.

The test wing houses six major test areas. There are three altitude

chambers, two sea level cells, and a ten-foot diameter subsonic induction

wind tunnel.

The Aeronautical Engine Department facility in Philadelphia is a

recognized authority in the fields of turboprop and small turboshaft

engines, aircraft engine accessories, and fuels and lubricants.
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About 95 percent of the Philadelphia facility's efforts is directed

to testing of small turbine engines and their associated projects.

ICING SPRAY SYSTEM

Probably the most critical factor required for conducting icing

system evaluations is the control of droplet size.

The object of the icing system is to produce a homogeneous cloud

with a uniform distribution and drop size. These spray rigs are

installed in a large inlet duct so as to reduce,as much as possible,

the effect of air velocity on drop size and distribution. The

location of this system varies somewhat between test programs; however,

it is kept in the .Lange of 30 feet from the engine inlet. Figure 1 is

a typical. instrumentation diagram of an engine installation indicating

approximate locations of the various systems.

The heart of the spray rig is the concentric water-air nozzles

which produce the cloud of varying droplet sizes depending upon the

water-air ratio supplied to the nozzles. Each nozzle has a relatively

low water flow rate. Because of the low nozzle flow rates, tests

have been conducted with as many as 100 nozzles to meet the maximum

test conditions. The nozzles are mounted in a series of air foil

shaped spray bars which are installed in the inlet ducting.

The air supply for the nozzles is from a 100 PSI air system. The

air pressure is modulated with remote controlled pressure regulators

and heated to 1350F (to prevent nozzle freeze-up) through steam heat

exchangers. The water is also heated to 100OF as an added precaution

against nozzle freeze-up.

The icing systems are calibrated in the test cells prior to each
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engine evaluation. It has been found that droplet sizes vary due to

variations in the cell geometry. Consequently, parameters such as

nozzle water-air ratio for various droplet sizes are determined for

each new installation.

DROPLET SIZE DETERNINATION

During icing system calibrations conduc*pd at NAPTC, both the

rotating multicylinder and the oil slide mechanism for measuring

droplet sizes have beer employed.

The rotating cylinder assembly ased at NAPTC consisted of five

cylinders of varying diameters. These cylinders were mounted on a

common shaft and inserted perpendicular to the airstream. The cylinders

were rotated with an electric motor and withdrawn from the duct after

a predetermined time.

M'ter a run, the cylinders were removed from the duct, disassembled

and weighed to determine the amount of ice collected on each cylinder.

By knowing the nominal diameter of each cylinder, the amount of ice on I
each cylinder and the ambient conditions, it is possible to calculate

the volumetric L,.mdian droplet size and LWC of the airstream.

The volumetric median droplet size is defined to be the droplet

size "d" at which half of the total volume of sample is contained in

drops of diameter greater than "d" and half of the total volume less

than "d".

The oil slide assembly consists of an injector rod and a plastic

slide. The plastic slide has 3 holes 0O inch in diameter and 0.06

inch depth. After these holes were filled with a silicone grease, the

slide was placed in the rod and immersed into the airstream. A plate

covering the slide was then withdrawn allowing the slide to capture
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droplets. The assembly was then removed and the slide placed under a 1
Bausch & Lamb Photomicrograph camera. The droplets in the distribution

photograph were then counted and categorized as to their diameters.

Theoretically, the LWC can be determined using the oil slide mechanism

or the rotating cylinders; however, this approach has proved to be

inconsistent. Consequently, the LWC is calculated by knowing the total

water and mass flow.

NAPTC experience has chosen the oil slide mechanism for determining

droplet size over the rotating cylinder due to ease of operation and

consistency of results.

Attempts were also made to use a Johnson-Williams liquid water content

meter. Usage of the instrument in the test cells proved to be highly

inaccurate.

METHOD OF TEST

1. Fhotographic Coverage

a. A closed circuit TV system is employed upstream of the icing

spray rig. This is used to view the engine inlet after an icing run and

to determine when the ice cloud has completely filled the inlet duct.

b. A l6m high speed motion picture camera is used to photograph

the engine inlet d_ n the ice run. This camera is installed outside the

ducting photogrphing through a clear plastic or pyrex section of duct.

c. A 35mm robot camera is installed outside the duct and immersed

into the airstream during engine shutdown after an icing run. These photo-

graphs are enlarged and used for the Center's formal reports.

INSTRUMFNTATION

The anti-icing bleed pipe is re oved and instrumented with Ps and

T probes for airflow measurement The airframe supplied bulletnose is
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temperature instrumented internally, occasionally same of the IGV's are

also instrumented for skin temperatures. This has proved useful in

determining approximately at what power setting an engine can be tested

and still have sufficient anti-icing protection. Duct airflow is

measured utilizing a steam heated total pressure probe and four heated

wall statics. Duct air temperature is read on an electrically heated

Rosemount probe. Steady-state and transient data of various engine

parameters are also available.

All icing tests are preceded by a steady-state calibration of the

engine's operating line with the anti-icing system on and off. An

accurate measure of thrust fuel flow, etc., are recorded for TSFC and

performance loss analysis.

The anti-icing system is usually actuated 5-10 minutes before entering

the icing environment. The icing cloud is kept on for 10 minutes after

which time the engine is chopped and photographs fo the engine inlet

are taken.

After completion of the icing tests, another calibration of the

engine's operating line is performed to note if any deterioration has

taken place during the test program.

ICING SPECIFICATIONS

Variations in test requirements exist between national and international

icing specifications. Three of the most well known are tabulated below:

BRITISHFAA CIVIL AIRWORTHINESS REQUIRE 4ENTS

MAXIMUM MAXIMUM
MILITARY Continuous Intermittent Continuous Intermittent

TWC 1.0 2.0 0.5 0.3 1.9 1.6 0.8 2.5

Temp.-4 +23 +23 -4 -4 +23 32 32

/A 15 25 25 15 15 25 20 20
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Most of the icing runs performed at NAPTC are conducted with a 10

minute simulation of the specification conditions. For the LWC tested, this

would appear to be a very severe condition i.e. 50 mile extent of icing for an

aircraft flying at 300 mph. However, test experience has shown that engines

with insufficient anti-icing protection encounter performance degradation

and/or engine stall or damage within five minutes; well within the bounds of

possible environmental encounters.

RESULTS OF NAPTC TESTING

J71-A-2E

In 1959 in-flight accidents involving the McDonnell F3H-2 aircraft

pbwered by Allison J71-A-2E engines were believed to be caused by water

and/or icing of the inlet and the fuel control inlet pressure sensing probe.

An evaluation to determine the cause of their in-service failures was

begun at NAPTC.

It was found that ice blockage of the PT2 sensor affected the fuel control.

Recommendations were also made to strengthen the IGV assembly and to

adopt compressor clearances to avoid rubbing.

Further testing developed methods for fleet operations uhen icing con-

ditions were encountered in aircraft using the J71-A-2E engines.

J57-P-20

In 1961 testing of the Pratt and Whitney J57-P-20 engine used in the

Chance-Vought FSU-2N aircraft was begun to determine the suitability of

the engine for all-weather applications.

After testing at sea level and altitude conditions, it was found that

the bulletnose of the F8U-2N aircraft collected ice at 15,000 ft altitude
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with an inlet temperature of 25 0 F and LWC of 1.6 F/ causing damage to

the engine.

It was concluded that the alternator and constant speed drive located

in the bulletnose did not give sufficient heat to prevent ice formation on

the bulletnose and that the loss of performance due to the anti-icing

air extraction would prevent the aircraft from operating satisfactorily

at the higher altitudes within the engine operating envelope.

It was recommended that the F8U-2N not be considered on all-weather

aircraft and that the airframe manufacturer improve the bulletnose to have

a better anti-icing capability.

J79-GE-15

During testing of the J79-GE-15 it was found that a modification of the

anti-icing system was necessary to provide acceptable bulletnose support

strut anti-icing.

The modification consisted of blocking eight of the ten flow passages in 'A

the bulletnose "doors", thus enabling increased anti-icing air through the struts.

J60-P' A

In the test of the J60-P-3A a thrust loss greater than the allowable 5%

occurred at the lower engine speeds.

This loss was as high as 23% after 5 minutes. Upon conclusion of the

test, it was recommended that the J60 engine hot be flown in icing con-

ditions. If the pilot should inadvertently fly into icing conditions, it

was recommended he use the military power setting.

After the test cell investigation of the J60, an actual inflight icing

test was performed by using a North American T39 Sabreliner and a KC135

tanker as a spray source.
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Results were similar to those experienced in the test cell.

After keing a J52-P-6A in 196, modifications were made to the

A-41 and A4A aircraft flight manuals. These flight plan alterations

were to prevent the possibility of engine inlet icing at various

flight condiAions.

TF30-P-8

The evaluation of the TF30-P-8 engine was the first turbofan tested

under icing conditions at NAFIC. These tests, conducted in 1968,

revealed inadequate anti-icing protection to the inlet total pressure

sensor and the inlet guide vanes.

Modification to the inlet pressure sensor is presently underway.

Figure 2 is a pictorial indicating the ice buildup on the IGV's and

the first stage fan blades at the two conditions tested. At the +230F

condition, engine stalls were encountered as high as 13,540 RPM (N2)

after only three minutes in the icing enviroment. It is believed

that the stalls were caused by the ice buildup on the fan blades.

Future turbofan engine testing should substantiate this severe problem

area.
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DISCUSSIONS FM LOWING HRIPALCZA'S PRESENTATION ON

"ICE TUNNEL TESTING AT THE NAVAL AIR PROPULSION TEST CENTER"

Question: If, during your test, the de-icin' system is energized
5 minutes before test, how do you coordinate and
anticipate this operation in service?

Answer: We feel the pilot should know when icing conditions
are expected and turn on de-icing systems accordingly.

Question: What means are available to serve pilot warning?

Answer: We (Boeing) recommend that if temperature is below
100 C. and visible moisture is present, the icing
system should be initiated.

Question: On HIL-SPEC., is a time given?

Answer: No, time is based on our own experience.

Question: How did you measure local distribution rates?

Answer: We used a screen to observe ice buildup.

Question: How do your tests fit into the q'talification
procedures for a military engine? Do the tests
at Trenton constitute additional testing?

Answer: In the past, tests were based on in-flight problems
encountered. No penalty was given for not meeting
requirements. Now MIL-SPEC. calls out all government
tests, and requirements must be met.

Question: What techniques or instruments are used to determine
icing conditions? .C

Answer: Presently, no instrument is available that is relied
upon. For detection of icing conditions, it is really
up to the pilot to determine the conditions he is in.

Question: Is Trenton facility available to the non-military?

Answer: Yes, we recently tested a J3TD fire extinguishing
system for FAA. Others are also welcome, depending
on our schedule.
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Question, Is distilled water used in testing?

Mtiwt Yes.

A
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A WATER SPRAY TANKER FOR
ICING SIMULATION

Donald A. Reilly, lit Lt
Aeronautical Systems Division
Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio

1. For the past 20 years the Air Force has been deeply involved in
water spray tanker development and utilization, for the express purpose of
testing aircraft engines and anti-icing systems before they are cleared for
operation in icing environments. Both the military and civilian industry
have capitalized on this venture, and have found it a profitable means of
assuring aircraft safety and performance, by detecting immediately inadequacies
in ice protection systems. Testing in natural weather is much more time
consuming than testing with tankers and sometimes does not detect these
flaws as quickly. Directly involved in water tanker development has been
the Adverse Weather Section, Flight Test Engineering Division, Directorate
of Flight Test of the Aeronautical Systems Division at Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.

2. Until a few years ago ASD's B-29 and KC-135 water tankers had a
tonopoly on the inflight icing simulation business. Today, however, we note
an increasing competition from American industry and Great Britian. Cessna
and Lear Jet have built small tankers and the Ministry of Technology has
outfitted a Camberra B-57 to spray water inflight. There's probably a few
others we haven't heard about who have tackled the problem.

3. Today, ASD has two spray tankers at its disposal. The widely
acclaimed KC-135-refueling-tanker-turned-water-carrier, and the less known
but equally effective C-130 palletized water spray tanker. The C-130 rig
is the one we're really proud of; developed in the last few years it has
sprayed many of the slower, prop driven aircraft that couldn't meet the
KC-135's speed range. The concept is similar to the "piggyback" idea
introduced by the railroads, and consists of localizing all of the water
spray apparatus (tanks, pumps, boom, etc) on one gigantic pallet (Figure 1),
which may be installed or removed in any standard Lockheed C-130 aircraft
in a matter of hours (Figures 2 & 3). When icing programs are on the wane
the aircraft and water spray apparatus part company; the aircraft off to
other tasks and the water spray apparatus to storage.
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4. -Together, the two tankers pack a powerful punch. In the speed
range b tween 90 and 300 KIAS they provide an icing environment to please
every custofer.,. Cloud moisture contents are on the order of 0 to 1.75
qraas of liqid water per cubic meter of saturated air (LWC). Mean water
droplet diameters afailable are not variable, and are fixed by the water
nozzle' s constant geometry.

5. The icing cloud produced behind the tanker has been represented by
several different conceptual models. Some of the models are more accurate
than others, and some more widely used than others. The most accurate
models are not necessarily the ones being the most widely used by our
customers. The simplest and most widely used approach is the "homogeneous
rate-of-catch" model. This model assumes a conjtar ' density and uniform
LWC across any given lateral section of the cloud, lending itself to
relatively easy mathematical representation. It also most closely approximates
a small sample of comon stratiform cloud deck.

6. Another model takes into consideration the evaporation around the
circumference, and air entrainment along the length of the cloud. Here again,
however, a relatively uniform cloud core is assumed for calculation of LWC.

7. Still closer examination of the icing cloud reveals a characteristic
that may prompt us to reconsider our previous definitions of the icing cloud,
and how they are equated to nature. Figure 4 points out the systematic
turbulence actually present in the cloud. We think these concentrations of
liquid water, which seem to alternate between the top and bottom of the cloud
in a fairly regular manner are high energy vortices generated by the nozzle
moving through the air mass. You see examples of this phenomenon when following
a truck down the road and you observe small swirls in the dirt beside the road
as vortices break off the rear of the truck.

8. But what is the significance of all this talk about "uniform density"
clouds and "turbulent vortex" clouds? In a rutshell, just this: (1) Is
the tanker's cloud a carbon copy of nature's cloud; the only differtnqe
being the smaller geometric scale? (2) Is nature's LIWC directly convertible
to the tanker's LWC? (3) If not, are we justified in testing our ice
protection systems to one standard and assuming a direct relationship to yet
another standard? We think there is cause for doubt in present test methodology,
and room for improvement. The tanker has inherent cloud characteristics which
may or may not match nature's cloud. To tie the two environments together may
require altering our thinking a bit and discovering a method of measurement
(besides LWC and drop size) that is amenable to both environments.
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ICING FACTORS, WATER SPRAY
TANKERS AND SPECIFICATIONS

PAUL .J. SCHUMACHER

AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFE, OHIO

INTRODUCTION

1. Civil and military organizations in the business of flight testing
ice protection systems and devices frequently come in contact with the icing
envelopes in Federal Air Regulation Part 25, design and MIL Specifications.

Although the envelopes may be satisfactory tools for the designers, they
are unacceptable for the test people because they are near impossible to
apply and adapt effectively to atmospheric conditions. Consequently, it
is proposed that a ney, criteria be prepared based on factors that are more
up-to-date, realistic, possible to duplicate inflight and adaptable to variable
atmospheric conditions.

ICING HAZARD

2. Aircraft icing is one of the major weather hazards to aviation.
Ice on the aircraft decreases lift, increases weight, drag and stall speed,
spoils visibility for the flight crew and may produce false flight instru-
ment indications. In addition, an accumulation on exterior movable surfaces
may affect the control of the aircraft. In the past, a5i/:ame icing was a
hazard mainly because it tended to cause difficulty in maintaining altitude.
Today, although most aircraft have sufficient power to fly with a heavy load
of ice, airframe icing is still a serious problem because it results in
greatly increased fuel consumption and decreased range. Further, the possibility
always exists that engine-system icing may result in loss of power.

3. This description of the hazard is stated very succinctly in Ref 1
and 2, and very likely encompasses all that need be fundamentally said about
aircraft icing. However, some operational aspects of the icing hazard lead
one to reason further.
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4. Let us rearrange the description and set down, perhaps, a few
words in general about factors conducive to icing and about some of the
operational aspects of flight in icing conditions. Inflight icing situations

that are of primary importance can be classified as:

a. Icing on the airframe and air data sensors causing problems with
aircraft control and response, and produces false flight data.

b. Icing on the engine inlet lip and engine duct surface the E

ingestion of which seriously affects engine p.rformance.

c. Severe fogging, frosting or icing of the windscreen critically
affecting visibility.

RECKONING WITH ICING HAZARD

5. In our modern turbojet aircraft having powerful engines, excellent
climb and descent characteristics, etc., structural or airframe icin does
not appear to be a critical factor in any flight condition except that one
involving prolonged holding procedures. Fogging and frosting of the windscreen
apparently is not a problem on most aircraft with the exception of those light
weight aircraft and helicopters having only defogging equipment. Consequently,
we believe that icing of the jet engine is the foremost of any icing problem
to the aircraft. In turbo-propeller and internal combustion engine propeller
driven aircraft. icing problems still exist but they are of a different nature
and magnitude.

6. ICE PROTECTION: Anti-icing systems on engines are activated anytime
an aircraft is flown thru an icing cloud. Icing is most prevalent in the
temperature range of 5*C to -20*C when the dewpoint spread is 3*C or less.
Therefore, it is difficult to set a fixed value for "maximum extent of icing
clouds". It is our opinion that a protection system should be "ON" when flight
thru icing exceeds 15 nautical miles. May we cite again our argument favoring
adoption of new criteria for evaluating icing factors?

7. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATION: A combination of high engine power
settings and low airspeed in icing prolongs the icing exposure and increases

the hazard in holding patterns, GCA's and instrument approaches. It is a
good policy to minimize the exposure to icing by avoiding the prolonged

holding procedure, and by climbing and descending quickly through icing clouds.

Most aircraft, even unprotected ones, have the capability to penetrate small

regions of light icing with little danger of sustaining engine damage.
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8. ONE TECHNIQUE: Special instructions have been issued on all
aircraft on which USAF Category II All Weather tests have been conducted
as well as on all aircraft on which ordinary icing tests have been conducted.
Jet engine damage from ingested ice often occurs when throttles are advanced
to recover some lost rpm, airspeed or to maneuver. The technique of reducing
both airspeed and power for ingesting ice is believed to be instrumental in
reducing jet engine damage. Consequently, throttles should be advanced
cautiously while flying in icing conditions or after departing an icing cloud.

ICING PARAMETERS

9. WHAT DATA? The geometric pattern and physical property of an ice
formation depend upon four main variables shown descriptively in Figures
1, 2, 3 and 4.

a. Content of water in the cloud;

b. Ambient temperature;

c. Size of the water droplets (collection efficiency); and,

d. Size or shape of the collecting body.

Another variable, airspeed, can be added when effects of icing are evaluated
in terms of accretion, rate-of-catch or rate-of-build of an ice formation.
Say what one may about how these variables are organized to produce atmospheric
icing conditions, the operation of an aizcraft or vehicle ice protection
subsystem is concerned only with rate-of-catch of water or, perhaps in
other words, the rate at which ice is being built up, or the total accumulation
of ice. Therefore, during system evaluations, all design and theoretical vari-
ables should be translated into more meaningful data on which to demonstrate
and qualify an ice protection subsystem.

10. A controversy still exists among theoreticians, designers and test
engineers over the methods used to evaluate ice protection subsystems in
operational (non-laboratory controlled) conditions. Several times in the past
it has been suggested that an icing envelope be designed that is based on
rate-of-catch (or rate-of-buildup of ice). This would certainly provide the
test and evaluation people with a more realistic tool by which to evaluate the
effectiveness of ice protection devices. There is still less agreement on:

1
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a. What are the necessary prerequisites leading to formation of
ice on aircraft; and,

b. An acceptable definition for an icing intensity standard.

However, most people use some relationship of water content, distribution of
drop size, flow pattern of drops around an object, and temperature to satisfy
a predetermined requirement or a specification.

11. ICE FORMATION PREREQUISITES: The total number of factors to which
ice formation has been attributed exceed a score (Table 1), Ref 3. Although
the factors are of interest, no attempt will be made in this paper to evaluate
the amount of direct or indirect influence exerted on an ice formation by each
factor. Many are likely insignificant in relative importance, contributing
hardly anything measurable. Moreover, to consider all of them during a test
and evaluation would appear to be an awesome task.

TABLE 1. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE FORMATION OF ICE.

1. Temperature of the air 13. Density of the clouds

14. Relative humidity
2. Vertical temperature gradient

15. Humidity at the surface

3. Air temperature at the surface

16. Pressure system
4. Velocity of the wind

17. Air mass or front

5. Direction of the wind 18. Type of precipitation

6. Turbulence of the air 19. Form of the water in the cloud

7. Height of the cloud base 20. Air pressure

8. Altitude above surface 21. Time (season) of the year

9. Orography 22. Conductivity of the collecting body

10. Thickness of the clouds 23. Surface rouguiess of collecting body

11. Type of clouds 24. Chemical composition of the drops

12. Amount of clouds 25. Electrical charge on the drops
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12. 'INTENSITY STANDARD (Ref 2): In November 1968, the subcommittee for
Aviation Meteorological Services in the Office of the Federal Coordinator
for Meteorology recommended the use of a new airframe icing reporting scale for
all FAA, DOC and DOD handbooks, manuals and publications. Although the scale
was intended for use primarily in the reporting of icing encountered by pilots
flying C-54 and C-118 type aircraft, and Ref 2 contains a caution "not to state
operational effects of icing on other types of aircraft", the scale is used

* anyway in test work because the terms seem to be appropriately descriptive
regardless of the type of aircraft actually encountering icing conditions.
The terms in the icing intensity standard are described in Table 2.

TABLE 2. INTENSITIES OF ICING.

TRACE OF ICING. Ice becomes perceptible. Rate of
accumulation slightly greater than rate of sublimation.
It is not hazardous even though deicing/anti-icing
equipment is not utilized, unless encountered for
an extended period of time - over one hour.

LIGHT ICING. The rate of accumulation may create a
problem if flight is prolonged in this environment

i (over one hour). Occasional use of deicing/anti-icing
equipment removes/prevents accumulation. It does not
present a problem if the deicing/anti-icing equipment
is used.

MODERATE ICING. The rate of accumulation is such
that even short encounters become potentially hazardous
and use of deicing/anti-icing equipment or diversion
is necessary. j
SEVERE ICING. The rate of accumulation is such
that deicing/anti-icing equipment fails to reduce
or control the hazard. Immediate diversion is
necessary.
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13. Methods and facilities utilized for the conduct of icing tests have
been presented during this conference. Both natural and artificially produced
icing clouds have been used extensively to evaluate aircraft and engine ice
protection systems, Figures 5 and 6. Operating characteristics and limitations
have been determined during both short and long periods of exposure in conditions
described in Figure 7. Quantitative data are sometimes gathered but most of
the time the data are qualitative in nature. Icing data points can be put
into a matrix, a sample is shown in Figure 8.

ICING TANKERS

14. Practical methods for using tanker aircraft to simulate all types

of ice conditions outlined in FAR-25 has been the subject of considerable
concern within the Aeronautical Systems Division's Directorate of Flight
'Pest for several years. It is our opinion after observing numerous
evaluations of windshield, air data sensors, engine inlet and wing leading
edge ice protection subsystems that tanker, natural and wind tunnel tests
conducted on similar plan forms do correlate where similarity in temperatures,
airflow, average water content and drop size exists. Figure 9 shows an
excellent example of mushroom icing obtained while flying in a tanker icing
cloud. Consideration should always be given to the fact that the tanker
tests are three dimensional where the test aircraft, in combination with the
spray tanker, exercised freedom of movement that is not inherent in wind tunnel
type tests and stable natural ice conditions. Skillful handling of test
aircraft as pictured in Figures 5 and 6 is absolutely necessary in order to
produce accurate and consistently reliable test results.

15. Tanker tests are reliable but meteorological conditions day-to-day
cannot be controlled. Variations in humidity and ambient temperature, effects
of cloud cover, and freezing level altitude are a few factors which have to
be reckoned with each mission when conducting tests with a spray tanker. With
the present pneumatic atomizing spray rig, adequate control is maintained over
the flow, both in rate and volume, of air and water to produce a consistent
cloud having an average water content of any chosen value between 0 and about
1.75 grams of water per cubic meter of air. Drop size is usually governed more
by design of the water/air atomizing spray nozzles than by the amount and
type of mixing of water with the ambient turbulent air that is behind the tanker.
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16. SHORTCOMINGS IN PRESENT ICING TANKERS: We as test people have very
limited control over the droplet size distribution since nozzles are usually
designed to operate most effectively over either a fixed distribution having a
mean droplet size, for example, of 20 microns or a fixed flow rate. Consequently,
a distribution having a mean drop diameter of 15 microns as is specified in
MIL-E-5007 and FAR Part 2: r a distribution having a mean drop diameter, of

say 35 microns, as is shown in the envelopes in FAR Part 25 cannot be produced
without either altering the spray nozzles or completely redesigning/rebuilding
the spray rig now being used by the Aeronautical Systems Division's Directorate
of Flight Test at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. In Figures 10 and 11, some icing
cloud characteristics of the ASD water spray tankers have been superimposed on
the FAR envelopes for comparison of the icing environment.

c 17. The cloud behind any tanker is turbulent, as opposed to the stable
conditions encountered in natural weather. Evidence of three pronounced,
perhaps widely different, environments are pictured artistically in Figure 12.
There is a definite useful area in which to run inflight icing tests, flying
too close to the nozzle produces liquid water instead of ice, and too far from
the nozzle produces equally unusable ice crystals. However, rime ice thru clear
ice formations may easily be simulated in that part of the cloud between the two
extremes.

NATURAL ICING (?) OR TANKER ICING (?)

18. Statements have been repeatedly made that tanker icing is not
realistic, it is too severe, it causes too much engine damage during ingestion,
it is incapable of being compared with natural icing data, or the cloud lacks
uniformity, and so on. The one outstanding, positive factor in favor of
tanker icing that is consistently 'overlooked is that the test aircraft
can be moved a few feet laterally or downward and be in perfectly safe VFR
conditions, either above the home airport or a designated test/restricted area.
For example, a test point can be terminated after only a few seconds of exposure,
or in the other extreme, extended well over an hour. Also, a variety of water
contents, temperatures and speeds can be produced for test conditions, and these
can be altered in flight whenever necessary.

19. SOME TANKER ICING EXAMPLES: A few examples of special studies that
have been made are shown in Figures 9, 13 and 14.

a. Figure 13. Extremely heavy icing was desired in order to test the
limits of protection on the windscreens, engine inlets and air data sensors
on the aircraft. No physical damage was done to the aircraft or to the
engines during these tests.
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b. Figure 14. On the other hand damages have been sustained
throughout the years since 1953. If there ever exists a curse to testing;
engines bear a convincing percentage of it. In this, a typical example
out of hundreds of tests, the front face sustained peripheral damage that was
c6nfined to the first two or three stages. The engine remained partly usable
(never completely lost power) during the recovery of the aircraft to its home
base. While testing engines in moderate to severe condition, experience has
indicated that some engine ice ingestion damage may be expected once out of
10 data runs each of whose test timae equals or exceeds 5 minutes duration.
Moreover, engine damage has hardly ever been observed while testing in light
icing conditions even for periods of time approaching 30 minutes duration.

20. SOME NATURAL ICING EXAMPLES: While icing tankers are used
primarily to explore the limits of performance, to confirm design analysis,
to seek out and identify problem areas, deficiencies, characteristics
and limitations minimizing the expenditure of valuable flight and calendar
time, flight tests conducted in natural icing conditions provide us with
the operational and practical information needed to approve clearances
for the whole aircraft to perform its mission. Examples of results from
three natural icing encounters are shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17.

a. Figures 15 and 16. Here are two excellent examples,
each a different basic form of ice, picturing the appealing or exemplary
qualities of natural icing. Meteorological conditions associated with
these encounters are unknown. However, the shapes that appear in the
buildups are similar to the ones used as models for making interpolations
and correlations between qualitative natural and tanker-produced icing.

b. Figure 17. Engine damage from ingested ice can occur during
the icing encounter but is most likely to occur immediately after departing
the icing condition, particularly where the outside temperature rises to above
freezing, or where throttles are advanced to recover some lost RPM, airspeed
or to Laneuver. Interested in what happens when ice is ingested by an engine?
Briefly here is the account from the record of the B-47 Aircraft Icing Tests:

On 10 April 1953, a region of moderate icing
intensity was penetrated with the anti-icing
systems inoperative. Ice entering the engine
from the nacelle cowl ring leading edges caused
complete destruction of the number 3 engine and
extensive damage to the remaining five engines.

The aircraft was landed safely at Wright-Patterson AFB following the ordeal.
The gaping hole in the engine nacelle provided observers an awesome view of

the broken compressor case and compressor blades.
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TEST AND ASSESSMENT

21. When using water spray tankers, controlled experimental conditions
are chosen which permit the influence of the various meteorological factors to
be studied one at a time, Figure 8. The complete solution is reached when the
combinations of the various factors are developed into charts, graphs or placed
on the FAR Part 25 curves, Figures 10 and 11. Data obtained by controlled
experiments can be disentangled in one of the following ways:

a. Interpolate between charts based upon design or synoptic
charts prepared from test or experimental data.

b. Adjust the data obtained on flights and tests to fit synoptic
or design data.

c. Attempt to find correlations between test charts and synoptic or
design charts.

d. Depart from the conventional dependence upon design charts,
synoptic charts and specifications.

22. None of these methods is entirely satisfactory. It is difficult to

apply the first two because no generally accepted technique has been developed
for making the interpolations. The third method receives the most attention and
by using appropriate scale factors has produced relatively good results. It
is possible from the outline shown in Figure 8 to prepare charts of meteorological
data in which some parameter other than time is held constant. In general,
little use can be made of this possibility when testing in natural icing conditions
because of the difficulty of locating so broad a spectrum of persistent icing
weather conditions in which to test. For the fourth method, some scale
modeling, simplification of design criteria, proportional analysis, qualitative
definitioning, and forecasting analysis have been undertaken; some were partially
successful, others have produced no practical solution or could not be developed
into a universally acceptable technique.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

23. The only tests that can have any value are those in which a
correlation can be established between the severity of the icing condition and
the rate at which ice protection is supplied. If this condition is met, it

should be possible to extrapolate from the results of a few icing encounters
to obtain a broad interpretation of the effectiveness or performance of the ice

i protection system, aircraft or item being evaluated without the expenditure cf

excessive flight time and effort in the search for extremely severe icin
conditions.
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24. Intelligent conversion of the design requirements, the Airworthiness

Standards and NIL specifications into a meaningful format that will simplify
testing; and, provide some universally acceptable scale modeling and proportional
analysis tecd diques covering a large spectrum of conditions (i.e., the envelopes
in FAR Part 25) is of great importance.

25. A new test specification should be prepared that will be amenable
to wide usage of simulation devices and at the same time provide, as many as
possible, the features summarized above.
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING LT. REILLY'S PRESENTATION ON "A WATER SPRAY

TANKER FOR ICING SIMULATION" AND MR. SCHUMACHER'S PRESENTATION ON

"ICING FACTORS, WATER SPRAY TANKERS AND SPECIFICATIONS"

J

Question: How far back from a spray rig is it necessary to fly;
what is the criteria for freezing; what is the
relationship of the test aircraft from the tanker
versus water temperature?

Answer: At -100 C. water flow is as little as possible in
order to mix and cool the water. The water is not
as cool as ambient conditions; one must fly 150 feet
to 500 feet ftom the tanker; and at -200 C., the

water will freeze so the flight must be made closer
than 400 feet down to 150 feet.

Question: What extent of the nozzle development has been
coordinated with NASA and Lockheed? Freezeout can
occur in the nozzel if there is no heating of the
water; how does bleed air warm it?

Answer: The temperature is not regulated but bleed air is,

from a 1500 to 2000 C.

Question: Have you tried higher humidity and different
atmospheric conditions?

Answer: You have to know the ambient conditions, such as
temperature and humidity. We do not instrument,
but by calibrations and charts we are within
20 percent of the conditions. We have no data on
the freezing factor, which depends on the distance
from the tanker.

In actual practice,a run is conducted and photographed
as a check prior to each test.

question: We dispute the diagram of the mushroom ice shape.

Answer: In icing simulation with the tanker, we may get
different speeds, color, and density of ice. We try
to match shapes.

Question: In the supercooled area too far back from the tanker,
you may get ice crystals. Also, dye will effect ice
crystallization, so that you have no liquid water
content. You need to measure droplet size.
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Answer: One needs to know the characteristics of the
impingement area and you will have a good idea about
the size of droplets and liquid water content.

Question: Do you test until a problem occurs?

Answer: For engines we start low and work up. If problems
are encountered, engine manufacturers are notified
and asked about further tests.

Question: How do you arrive at a liquid water content
calibration?

Answer: By photographing the liquid water stream with
a known scale. In assuming a round cloud and that
all the water is in the cloud, you may remove any
effects you desire to compute this liquid water
content. This is done before and after each test.

The geometric size of the cloud, speed, and flow rate,
and assuming 100 percent of the water are needed for
computation.

Question: Have you tried instrumentation?

Answer: We have tried rotary cylinders and liquid water
content measuring, and they show that the computations
are correct within 15 percent.

Question: Have you considered using the same type of equipment
that is on test stands for calibration and simulation?

Answer: Because of the number of locations that can be
checked within the cloud, it is difficult to test
the entire volume of the cloud. Tbis problem arises
because of the three dimensioal effect of the cloud
and the test vehicle. We have measured drop size
with glass slides.

Question: What about drop size with distribution?

Answer: A sample of 166 glass slides was made at a particular
spot in the cloud. The maximum droplet size s
83 microns and the smallest is 11 microns, with
a normal frequency distribution.
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Will exceed 40 sicroas oaae out of a 100 times and
80 microns one out of a 1000.

We will publish the calibration of the installation
shortly.

Question: Are any water droplets supercooled?

Answer: No, temperature in the cloud is 40 to 50 warmer
than ambient. This is one of the greatest
deficiencies of the system.
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AIRFRAME DESIGN FOR PROTECTION AGAIST ICING

By

B. L. Messinger
Thermodynamics Departmen; Manager

Lockheed-Califo nia Company
Burbank, California

29 April 1969

INTRODUCTION

It is many years since the suoject of aircraft ice protection has been accorded

a pldce on the program of a technical society meeting, let alone designated the

sole topic of an entire meeting. Like the ill-fated NACA Subcommittee on Icing

Problems which(was disbanded in 1957), it was at least temporarily displaced by

space age technical activities and budgets before all the necessary answers to

its problems had become completely evident.

One of the first things the writer/(speaker) did after being invited to make

this presentation was to comb through his file of reference material, and found

there a prior paper which he presented in 1952 at the S.A.E. National Aeronautics

Meeting in Los Angeles. The title was "Ice Prevention as Pelated to Airframe

Design - 1952" (Ref. 1)*. As the title Implies, it was a progress report on the

state of the art as of that specific time period. Except for certain deficiencies

in the prediction of aircraft design trends, this seventeen-year old paper is

reasonably applicable to most of today's problems in thig field. One notable
example of the fuzziness of the 1952 crystal ball was the statement: 'transport

aircraft seem to have reacilad their maximum size, probably as the result of air-

port and other economic considerations". In today's presentation, I shall try

to avoid such hazardous prognostications and limit myself to a presentation of

the state-of-the-art as we know it from our experience to this date.

Prepared for presentation at F.A.A. Symposium on Aircraft Ice Protection,

F.A.A. Headquarters, Washington, D.C., April 28-30, 1969

See page 212 for References.
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As I discubs the ice prevention technology today, I would like to avoid duelling

at length on the derivations and analytical substantiation of the important para-

meters that form the basis of this technoLog. Instead, I prefer to refer this

audience to FAA's own excellent report, Arc-4: "Engineering Sum -ry of Airframe

Icing Techbncal Data" (Ref. 2), a smnu3t of design Infornation prepared under

contract by Dean T. Bowden and his co-authors of G-D Convair and dated Decerber

1963. This uwnual has become the "bible" of the designers of Ice protection

systems anrd represents a very useful contribution to the art. Most of the sig-

nificant fundamental principles of the anti-icing technology are to be foumnd in

either this report cr in itc comprehensive references.

The present ice protection regulatory material in FAR 25 war originated by members

of an ad hoc comittee assemble4 In Los Angeles in 1953 Icy the Aircre!t Industries

Association at the request of the CA. The riter (speaker) had the honor of

strving on that committee and recalls that the rrimary guideline which became the

governing critericn for the committee's proposed material was simply: Achievement

of safe flight Ln icing conditions. The regulation wus not intended to prescribe

any specific method of protection, nor even to establish whether an active ice

protection system vas required at all on a particular air vehicle but, instead,

it was intended to provide a ratioral definition of the icing environment as it

was likely to occur in nature and to permit the aircraft designer to judge if,

and in vhat form, protective measures were necessary to meet the basic criterion

of safe flight. At the same tim methods of demostration of the adequacy of

protection were also defined and a step-by-step pronedure was established for

their use. By and large, this regulation has performed its purpose very well in

the Intervening years and a high degree of flight safety In ice has been demon-

strated by those aircraft certificated under It. The relatively few accidents

attributed to icing erco:nters have generally involved older aircraft des±ged

prior to the effective date of the present regulation.

ICE FMWIO M ARACTERISTICS:

Tbanks to the basic work of 'Dr. Irving Ianguir and his associates In the early

194O's, we came to understend the physics of the behavior of cloud particles in
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the aerodyramic flow field o" an airplane. Earlier studies of natural clouds

shv.:ed that they generally consisted of corcentrations of spherical liquid water

droplets renging in dlaeter from lets than one micron to over 100 microns, and

varying in liquid uwater content (L.W.C.) from lers than 0.1 gram per cbeic meter

of clo-d volume up to 2 or 3 Crarz per cubic meter. These clouds of liquid drop-

lets could range in temperature fr-m as high as the local ground level devpoint down

to sub-zero F. and even as low Ps -400. Clouds belov the norl freezing point

of water contain either dropl.ts of subcooled liquid, or, if sufficient nuclei

are present, ice (or snr.) crystals. Dr. B. Vonnegut (Ref. 3) has pointed out that

one of the most important foe.ors influencing the history of a cloud is the fact

that the vapor prlssure of 3 subcooled water droplet is appreciably higher than

that of an ice crystal at the same temperature. Therefore, once an ice crystal

is present in & cloud, there wll be a strong tendency for subeooled liquid

droplets to distill over to and enlarge the ice crystals. This was the mechanism

that permitted Lanem ir and Vonnegut to conduct their well known cloud-seedingK .

and rain-wmklng experiments.."'

Another similar characteristic which Is believed to affect cloud behavior is

the In:rease In vapor pressure associated with the higber free energy of very

smell particles compared to large particles so that without the presence of ice
crystals or any other nuclei, the small droplets evaporate to condense on the

larger and fewr droplets. This continual aigration from smll to larve drop-

lets Is one evidence of the inherent Instability of natural clouds. Fl ght test

evidence of this type of Instability has been repeatedly reported by pilots. Ika f
test programs have involved two or more entries into the same cloud structure with

just a few minutes of time intervening. Heavy icing would be encountered if. the

first pass through the cloud and none at all during the second. Frequently,

*now would be encountered after the first pass.

Droplet impingement on any solid body moving throu* a cloud will be governed by

the dro, et's tendency to move in a manner diffirent from that of an adjacent air

molecule. According to Dr. Langmair's hypothesls, only very swmll droplets

(which have a large drag-to-inertia ratio) beheve approximately like the air
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molecules and follow the flow patterns around the airfolis, bodies, struts, etc.,

and consequently do not lMltqp on these surfaces at ordinary vehicle velocities.

The Icing problem In opeational aircraft, orer, is caused by the fact that

moat.subcooled clouds encountered do contain droplets large enough to have suf-

ficient inertia to crass air stream lines (or flow paths) and therefore do

lq@UW on leading edge surfaces.

The analysis of Just what percentage of the cloud droplets swept by the projected

aea of the advancing aircraft will be intercepted by the forvard facing surfaces,

is mthemtically predicted by examining the acceleration toward the surface Sm-

posed by the droplet inertia as opposed to the aerodynamic drag vhich tends to

cause the droplet to mov around the airfoil or body by following the air stream-

lines. Once this concept Is understood, it Is possible to develop a reasonable

sense of Judgent as to what parts of any typical aircraft will be most vu Aerable

to Icng. It will also become evident why, when driving an automobile throuah

a gound fog, the vindshield having a large radius of curvature remains dry while

the smll diawteter reftc er.te ne mat will be vet and draining a steady ater flow

domward to its base.

Several years after the mechanical behavior of cloud particles was understoodve

were able to relate it to the concurrent thermodynamic processes which were also

Inolved. by this amns ve were better able to werstand the nature of the ice

formation process and to begin to correlate the shape of the formations with

other mesurable parameters of the process.

We can start vith the general thermodynamic energy balance precenrted by Dr.

INron Tribus in his Ph.D thesis of 19 (lef. 4). The elemntt of this balance

me gaphically represented in Figure 1. The writer/(speaker) treated this

balance in a systemtic and more comprehensive way in an I.A.S. paper presented

in 1951 (1f. 5). In that treatment, particular attention was given to those

caaes in vwhch at least part of the unheated ice deposit vould be at 32F. A

* parameter., the treating fraction, n, was defined as that proportion of the

Impinging liquid Uhich frose on Impact. Tom Dickey in a later paper (Ref. 6)
med the freezing fraction to explain and correlate the change in shape of lee

formation with variations in this parameter. Fire 2 is taken from his paper,

and in it he relates three basic elaeses of ice formation to seed, temperature

and freezing fraction.



Generally speaking, streamline or "rime" icing Is a non-hazardous aml often self-

limiting :ormation of ice which is shaped, as shown In Figure I, roughly in

accordance with the distribution of the original !xpingement pattern. In other

wards, the droplets couptetely freeze xactly where they strike the leading edge.

In this case the freezing fraction is 1.0 and generally this condition correr-

ponds to low ambient ttrzpernture, low flight speed and small L.W.C. Because

these formtions are Instantaneously formed, they entrap air, are porous and

referred to ar rime.

If, on the other hand, the freezing fraction is in the lower range, say 0.2 to

0.4, enough Impingirg liquid is not frozen on impact so that its subsequent flow

as liquid to other locations away from the stagnation area causes it to solidiy

in a pattern quite different from the orlfeinal ispingemwnt pattern; in the worst

case it freezes in two progressively projecting horns at about 45 to 60 degrees

above and below the stagnation line, as indicated in Figure 3. The operating

conditions yielding low values of the freezing fraction are: high sub-freezing

naient temperature, high flight speeds and heavy L.W.C. It is sigificant that

tl. " rate of growth of this so-called mushroom-shaped formation is accelerated

because the droplet trajectory pattern is made progressively wre adverse as the

original airfoil contour is distorted to the double-horned shape at an ever-

Increasing rate. These formations are not self-limiting except when they become

strue',urally unstable and break off. This my occur long after they are aero-

dynamically intolerable. Because the delayed freezing of the redistributed

liquid creates a non-porous transparent aultilayer ice buildup, it is often

referred to as glaze ice. Figure 4 represe-its a sketch of Dickey's "intermediate"

or "arrowhead" ice formation in which the :oncovity of the "Wshroom" type Is

filled In due to the higher value of the freezing fraction.

It should also be noted that vhen conditions are conducive to mushroom (glaze)

type of Ice formations, it does not really matter what the original contour of

the leading edge is; any shape will rapidly deteriorate to the same basic two-

horned pattern. An actual Icing wind tunnel test of a standard safety razor

blade proved to be just as susceptible as a blunt airfoil. The above comenta

apply to a straight, unsvept leading edge. When leading edge sweep is invG.ved,
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the adverse results of low freezing fraction are angnified as a result of the

three-dimensional flow. The chordwise effect is similar to that of the streight

leading edge, but the spanvise redistribution of water catch results in perlo-lic

pron p of ice rather than uniform spanvise upper and lover ridges. Figure 5 Is

a photo of the icing tunnel test section looking downstream at a straight leading

edge model of the Electra horizontal stabilizer after exposure to a glaze ice

condition. Note the dark transparent quality of the ice under liquid collected

and not completely frozen in the stagnatior line recess. This feature is typical

of formations associated vith freezing fraction values less than 1.0. Figure 6

is a proto of a similar but !Y leading edge (in this case the C-1141 horizontal

stabilizer), and in this case the periodic peaking of the horns along the span

which is typical of the svept configuration can be clearly noted.

In the present state of the art, we do not yet have an analytical means for pre-

dieting the shape of these divergent iee formations as a function of time of

exposure, although in the opinion of the vriter/(speaker) the essen'mial elements

of an adequate computer program for this purpose are available in the literature.

A graduate student or Ph.D candidate having access to a good icing tunnel could,

by careful observation, define the physical mechanism of the process we have

described and presumbly formulate a computer program vhich would permit analy-

tical predictions of the ice shape as a function of the duration of exposure.

There is a tendency among some people vorking in the icing technology to discoant

the validity of icing-vind-tunnel-Senerated formtlons as being highly uwrealis-

tic and at least double the magnitude associated with flight in natural Icing

clouds. The vriter/(speaker) does not entirely concur in this but believes that

this skepticiam relative to tunnel results stem from the non-linearity of glaze

ice (n< <1.0) buildup rates. 1nare is, however, one factor that does tend to

make natural icing conditions less sevex. than tunnel results would indicate.

That factop has to do with the fluctuation of L.V.C. due to the cellular struc-

ture of moat clouds. In the icin. tunnels, the L.V.C. and droplet diameter are

held quite constant.
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lNotural Icirn6 flights In which the writer participated during the mid-1950's

yI~'1ded adequate evidence of the occurrer; e of mushroon ice fo'rations. irg;re T

f ~Is a photo of a fixed cylinder dev*,-c used to obtain data on maxim=s cloud drop-

let diameter in flight. This cylinder was 5.4 inches in diameter and 10 inches
lonG and mounted aes hoiy- outside a cabin window normal to the airstream. The

for-mar! half of Its surface Incorporated an electrically powered heating element

for periodic r-?.x-al of accumulated ice. The cylinder was painted a dull black

a n 1 v,-s ma -iced a t 10 0angular intervals to permit judging the maximm impingement
line when. 71ewed from Inside the cabin, as shuun In FiGare 8. This cylinder had

been calibrated In an icing wind tunnel and the maxlmum inlicated droplet size

agreed very well with the trajectory theory.

* Figure 9 is a view from the interior of hie Electra, showing a so-called "totcli,:er

cyllr.ler mtni me'suri.ng strut." This was an unheated device used only to judge the

rate ofe ice buildup during any particular Icing encounter. After a nu*er of con-

sewcutive posses through large cumulo - ninbus clouds, the total accuoilation as

indicated ii'wjigure 10 amounted to about 4~ inches. The L.W.C. varied between 0.5
to 1.5 grams per cub~ic meter and the average maxima droplet diameter as Indicated

In Figure 11 was about 25 microns. A vitm of the corresponding ice formation on

Ii the- ho'-Iontal stabilizer Is shown In Figure 12. Obviouely, t! ! otalizer device
would have some significant limitations In other than rise tyi .Ing conditions.

A series of' droplet size Indicator cylinder photographs taken during 1f,!nS flights

of a 'uJV-2 (RADAR~ CONSTELLATIM1) airplane are shown in Figures 13 through 20.

Figure 13 shows a formation resulting from the following exposure: 1

Freestream temperature. 1*

Airspeed (true): 190 knots

A1l.tude: 10,400 ft.

L.W.C.:0.25 to 0.54 grams/cu. meter

1Wx. Droplet DiaL_.: 75 microns

Av. Droplet Dian.: 72 microns

Duration in Icing: 24 minutes
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Figures 14 and 15 were taken iniwlatcl.; following Figure 13 durine, a deicing
4 cycle wdich frequntly vas not coopletely successful due to the at enee of

enoulp oerod)ymAle force to diclodge the ice mass. The ice usually moved very

sl1lj outboard as shown. A variable sweep mounting vould have expedited spon-

vise removal. Figures 14 and 15 or% Incidentally, good examples of the condition

which Is avoided by the use of the heated parting strip in electro-thermal de-

leing system.

In Figure 16 the airplane Is about to enter a new Icing exposure, but as can be

nen,, som residual ice still clings to about the outer one-third of the cylinder

length. In Figure IT. the cleared inner tw-thirds of the cylinder span Is

accvaulating iee under the folloving conditions:

Freestrams temperature: 17fF

True airspeed: 200 knots

Altitude: 14,000 ft.

L.W.C.: 0.24 to 0.81 grams/4 3

Xih. Droplet Dim.: 60 idcrons

Av. Droplet Dim.: 40 microns

DIuation in icing: 33 minutes

Figure 18 shows the cylinder aain partially cleared; in this case the outboard

deposit has separated. Figure 19 shows the maxim deposit for the above cloud

condition (Fig. 17). Figure 20 shov a deposit for conditions similar to tnose of
Figure 1T except for the mxima droplet diameter which ranged between 72 and 100

For purposes of cqarison, Figures 21, 22 and 23 show icing wind tunnel :rre-1

tions for the followinr conditions:

Fig. Spee Trp Drop L.W.C. Angl.e Time
No. Knots 7 Diem., Oe of Attack Minutes

Mcrons Cu.bter

21 150 C 8 0.6 0 10

22 150 0 20 1.1 0 6

23 150 15 20 1.1 0 6
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Ilote thut the character of the formtion changes from rime ice to mushroom Ice et

the L.W.C. and temperature are increased. Note too that the size of the forrntion

increases as the freezing fraction goes down, for the same values of I,.W.C. and

droplet diameter (Fig. 23 VS. Fig. 22).

The determination of these adverse ice shapes is the first step in the process of

evaluating the aerodynamic effect of deletion of ice protection in any particilar
exposed zone of an aircrft. Si~lation of these ice fozI tione on wind tunnel

aerodynamic models, as weil as on f.ight test aircraft, is a relatively simple,

stra.tf'..'ari procedurve which is already being widely used.

WrW1" OF AiPLX2lE DMIGN TRNLES

Vehizle Size

in accoriance with the cloud droplet trajectory characteristics, the larger the

subsonic air vehicle the smaller the Ice catch efficiency will be. In fact, beyond

a certain critical leading edfe radiur, not only does the catch efciengl decrease

but the total ice catch also decreases. In other words, the catch efficiency de-

creases faster than the frontal area increases. Ioever, not all components of an

air vehicle vary dimensionally in proportion to the vehicle size. Certain protu-

berances such as air da'tu probes, antennas, vents, engine inlet cowl lips, etc.,

remain relatively fixed in size and therefore do not avoid the ice accumulation

tendency just because the major elemente of large air vehicles tend to. It shauld
so be noted that the low ice catch efficiency of % large vehicle Mny be entilrely

or at least partly offset by a possible increase in its operating speed. On the

other hand, a turbojet or turbofan-podered transport tends to be designed for ice /
protection required during traffic holdin,;" conditions In which the flig~ht speeds are
not significantly affected by vehicle size or lesign cruising speed.

Veh__cle Speed

Vehicle speed itself can provide protection aginst ice because of aerodynamic

heatir4, but) generally, when sufficient speed is available for such protection

during the flight profile, the corresponding operational altitudes are high enough

so that they do not usually involve exposure to icing. The exception to this general
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statement c.nld involve certain special militAry air vehicles w'th which T assu=

this audience is not ooncerned. For civil transport vehicles we must conclede that

extended operation under traffic holding conditions tends to be the most critical

design condition, depending, however, to some ext-nt on the method of protect-o:'

selected.

Vehicle S'Mf tion Factors

In discussing the Influence of config-uration on the ice protection requirevants,

it will be convenient to divide vehicles into two basic categories: subscnic and

supersonic cruising speed.

a) Subsonic.

A ong the 'actors affecting the ice protection of a subsonic velicle is the

planform of the wing and empennage, in particular itz sweep and Aspect ratic.

This can vary from thmt of the intermediate range turboprop transport

)wving a straight low aspect ratio wing vith relatively short spenvise

expoire of leading edge to that of a long range turbo-fan transport

having a sweet, of 30 to 350 and a high aspect ratio wing urith a high-lift

leading edge device for good airport performnce. The latter vehicle could

present a proportionately greater demand for ice protection than the former.

The spenvise variation in leading edge radius is yet another significant

subsonic configurstLn factor. If this variation is large enough, i' fre-

quently permits the deletion of protection in the thick inboard section of

the wing since the aerodynamic consequence In this area is ainiml due to

the srll Ice formtions associated with the large leading edge rad!x s and

chord length.

The loading edge high lift devices can vary considerably. The simplest

would be a hinged-down (or drooved) leading edge flap. Also hinged, but

less simple, would be the Krueger type of flap. The most complex, but pro-

bably most aerodynamically effective, is the leading edge slat which in

extending forward and do%nvard, creates a slot ahead of the fixed part of

the leadir. edge. These high lift devIc._.., If employed at all, are usually

deployed only briefly dring final approach and landing, and are therefore

not likely to be exposed to extensive icing.
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The drooped leading edge Is the eaiest type to protect aains. ice

because its geometry permxts the simpleaL transfer of beating air or

other protective fluid. Also, the available surface geometry is prc>ably

most adequate for both the no, 1 and hipotoyft potions. rn effect it

is a variable caomer leading edge and its surfaces accommdate the local

flow field in bcth extremes of travel.

The Frueger flap can be protected if necessary, but because it retracts

Into the lower surface, Iva protec.tion my not be essential.

The extendable slat usually requires protection at least in the retracted

position, where, Ir effect, it becoves the ving leading edge. Whether

this protection is also designed to functlon while the slat is extended,

will depend on the extent to which the slat's contribution is essential to

the vehicle performa-ze In the approach and lar ing mnetver. This can be

evaluated in simulated icing tests of a low speed wind tunnel model.

The slat geometry usually pe:,-mit sufficiont upper surface chordwise

coverage to provide adequate protection, but the limited chordvise extent

of its lover surface nay be marginal. Fowever, the aerodynamic stnsltivity

to lover surface Ice formations is not usually c.itical, Protection of

both the movsble slat r.& wel as the adjacent fixed wing surface is also

hard to ju,"ify. There could be e possible problem due to the deposit of
a ml l swunt of lce n the slot behind the slat. This sight require a

delay in slat retraction until t.he ice had been melt"ed (after landing) or

provision of a non-overload type of retracticn actuator systiza. This /
latter comment is also directly applicable to trail. 3 edge extendable flaps

where ice deposits on the le&ding edge can also cause structural inter-

ference on retraction.

Another category of subsonic configuration foc or is engine location.

When engines are located on forward wing pylons there. is no probability

of ingestion of ice sh.d from other parts of the airframe other than the1

inlet itself. Uhen engines are located ir the wake of the 'ing leading

edges, there is the possibility of ingestion of ice thed frva that area.

If such ingestion crn cause engine 6avage, the surface causing such shedding

%
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m require protectin for this reason alone. This consideration is not

limited to subsonic vehicles, but Is equally applicable to supersonic types.

Wbether Lce is shed due to aerodynamic heating associated with speed ac-

celeration or due to operation of a cyclic protection system, the same

problm exists, although deliberate cyclic operation of a protective system

can be scheduled to limit the size of the ice formation shed into the en-

gine inlet atd thereby avoid damage. One contemporary corporate jet trans-

port, the D-125, utilizes inboard wing ice protection; in this case, a

fluid deicing system, primarily to avoid inCestion of herd ice formtions

into the inlets of Its aft-mounted engines.

b) -Supersonic.

For supersonic cruise vehicles tae wing planform could involve a blunt

subsonic wing leading edge swept to an angle greater then the Yach angle

correspoiKiing to the cruise Mach number, or Il. might Involve a delta plan-

form in which the leading edge sweep was less than the cruise Mmch angle,

requiring a knife-sharp supersonic leading edge. Obviouly, the ice

imlingment characteristics of these two radically .Lfferent configurations

would be quite dissimilar and their protection system would be equally

different. Both, however, would probabl.y involve low speed flight as the

critical desiUp condition. Icing tunnel tests of an unswept supersonic

leading edge airfoil have indicated ' at at high angles of attack typica!

of approach, the ice for tions, partIcularly rime ice formations, tend to

build downward and forward in a runner which tends to create an ice flap,

and actually my improve the lift coefficient. The drg is also increased,

but the lift-drag ratio tends ta Improve. Vhether this would be true for

a swept sharp leading edge Is not known. However, the lift characteristics

of a sharp delta planfom wing at the rather high angle attitudes required
for approach and landing are delw :ndent on flow reattchment to the upper

surface promoted by the leading oh'4e vortex peculiar to that planfors.

This would, in the opinion of the writer, tend to make it less sensitive
to a lading edge ice formtion then a blunt leading edge. There would,of

coursesbe Ice deposits on t1_- l-Ar surface, extt-ding far back on the chord

but relatively uniform in character.
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The significant icing problem of the supersonic transport, at least for

one tiving a fixed delta or double delta planfore, se" to be on these

surfaces vtdchvher. sheddinC Lee In the course of vehicle acceleration,

could release lnre ewogh formations to result In engine damap if and
when Ingested. Such formations would be at or near the ice melting
temperaturelat vhich the physical properties of the lee are potentially

most damaging.

Sources of shed Ice vould be (a) the ving lading edge forward of the

inlets, and (b) the Inlet itself. Thus, the principal criterion for Ice

protection of the supersonic transport will probably be engine damage

due to ice Ingestion unless, of courese, the engine could be made to

tolerate the lngestion.

COrTrS OR MHODS OF PROTECTION

Undoubtedly the most reliable, trouble-free and economical mthod is achieved in

an aircraft having no protection system at all. provided that safe flight In lce

can be demonstrated. While this my be achieved for the wing and amper nae of

some large vehicles, It is no likely to ever result in deletion of protective

measures for the propulsion system, the windshield system, or certain of the air

data sensors.

Mechanical Ice Removal

This, one of the oldest methods of prott:t.on In the industry, Is best known in the

proprietary form of inflatable leading edge boots.

Althoug pneumtically Inflatable boots have been tremendous ly improved over a

period of about twenty-five years, and In spite of the fact that the operational

energy reuirement is probably lower than that of any other method, there Is a per-

sistent reluctance to use this method extensively. That reluctance peobably stems

from the following factors:

a) Vulnerability of tte inflatable cell to penetration and damage by acciden-

tal impact on the ground.

b) lAck of a simple and not unsightly repair for the damaged cell referred to

in a) above.
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C) The Ide removal effectiveness is very dependent on a sufficient and p.ysicall)

suitable Ice accumulation to be broken off completely. The zyclic operation

of the boot cannot be pre-progreamed but must be dependent essentially on.

pilot obsertiort of the Ice buildup. Too frequent operation my result in

no removal at all. Operation at night with the Impaired visibility of flight

in an Icing cloud would make the correct timing of the operational cycline

very diffi-'it.

d) There is some finite, but hard to identify, drag penalty associated with the

deflated boot surface that is invariably charged aeaInst the boot for the

entire life of the vehicle. This my be a very smalI penalty, but it her

an adverse effect on the acceptance of this system.

.heral Anti-IcLnU and De-Icing

Mmn since this method was introduced by Germn designers into pre-World War I military

aircraft, it has been the most widely used and satisfactory method in ti.e industry's ex-

perlenee. It has also been the most extraveagnt of energy required. The heat sources

for its use have varied from early exhaust gas waste heat recovery exchangers to fuel-

burning combustion heaters warming ran air, t:% turbine engine comprezsor bleed air.

Bec t se this method has been so effective, we have tended to be willing to pay an ever-

increasing penalty for the heat energy ensumed. As turbojet engines of relativeLy low

peusure ratio and high specific airflow were replaced first by turboprop end currently

by hi&h-bypass ratio turbofan engines, the penalty for bleed extraction has been in-

creasing stey by step. The reason for the Increase in penalty has been the fact that to

increuse the performnee of these modern engines, the ps generator sections (which pro-

vide the bleed air) are designed to operate at ever-decreasing specific air consumption.

As the bypass ratio Increases, the gas generator airflow decreases and the airplane size

(and therefore bleed sir demand) Increases. The bleed air extraction thus becomes a

greater percentage of the gas generator airflow and not only causes a severe Increase In

* specific fuel consumption, but my even approach the operational limit of bleed air quan-

tity available in the particular engine cycle. The compressed air pressure ratio also

tends to in-reames vith bypass ratio. This latter factor means that complex, multi-stage

bleed control syscems are required to acco"date the entire span of engine operating

thrust conditions (i.e., taxi, takeoff and lov-thrust descent). It is not surprising,
therefore, that designers have been exploring ways of reducing the operating penalty of

II

the continuously operating engine bleed air anti-Icing systems. The first such method

was to cycle the bleed airflcW to segments of the entire system, one segment at a time.
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Ice would be allowed to collect to an aerodynamically acceptable point and then re-

moved by a brief application of bleed air which was used only long enough to remove

- the Ice accumulation. In one version of this approach, the wing leading edge was anti-

Iced by continuous bleed airflow, a:d momentarily some of this air supply was diverted

to the empennage to provide a so-called "one-shot" reoval of all accumulated ice prior

to final approach and landing. In other aircraft, bleed air was used for wing ice

prevention and no protection provided for the empennage at all. In still others, the

empennage was protected by another method not using bleed air. Most recently, In air-

craft where the bleed air penalty Is high, the wing anti-icing system design has been

treated so as to provide "mrginal" ice prevention. In the latter case, the design

Is premised Gn the prevention of ice formation& on the upper forward contours of

the leading edge, but not necessarily prevention of froze, runback ice beyond the

leading edge nor on any of the lower surfaces of the wing. Safe flight in these

cases has been demor.trated by simulation of the expected partial formations of ice

and evaluation of the airplane handling qualities Jn flight test. All of these

approaches to the conservation of bleed air point to the awareness of the operational

penalty of using large quntities of compressor bleed air In a time period when the

demand for higher propulsive efficiency is in itself magnifying the impact of this

penalty.

Electro- ' erml De-IcInr and Arti-Iclng

There was a period starting In the early lO's vw'en It was thought that electro-

thermal cyclic de-Icing would be a very satisfactory Lnswer to the question of hoy

to rtduce the penalty for Ice prevention. There were numerous applications to em-

pennage leading edges, some of which are still operational today. But the mjorlty

of these systems have either been deactivated or replaced. Two factors have con-

tributed to the discard of this method. One Is the fact that the leading edge elec-

trical heating elements were not designed with sufficient emphasis on reliability

and damage resistance. The other adverse factor was the dependence on a continuously

heated parting strip which ran spenwise at the stagnation area, and also chordvise

between sepents of cycled areas. The power consi iption of these parting strips ;msI enough to create a very significant power load and, In effect, size the airplane's
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electrical system. The cost of wintepance of the electro-ther-ral systems was

an additional adverse factor.

Electro-thermal anti-icing is widely and successfully used for certain speciall'zed

and smill applications. Two particularly good applications are: 1) air dhta sensors,

and 2) conductive transparent windshield heating elements. These applications have

stood the test of t!-e and other methods are not likely to replace them. Ficure ?:

is a viev looking 1orward through the heated wirlshielzi panels of the 'V-2 after

77 minutes of total exposure to natural Wing -u=dr cor.dItions slso associated vith

Figures 13 and 17. This figure Illustrates that It mny be necessary under sore

demsgn conditions to provide some form of protection fo." windshield f rames as ,el'!

as Ulm transparent panels. Figure 24 happens to correspond to an extre-mly hlC,

intensity exposure uich was purposely prolonged as part of the test program scheduie.

No need was established on the WV-2 for frame ice protection.

Chemical Anti-The-icin. systems

Although the use of freeting, point depressant fluids is very old, there has emerged

a contemporary version of this method which can be integrateel into any leading edge

structure. This version is jenerating new interest in this method. This method

is fully described in FAA's Technical Report ADS-4i (Her. 2) on pages 3-10 throujh

3-i4 and in Figs. 3-6of that reference. The system is of British origin but is now

licensed in the U.S. It has been applied in production to two aircraft which are

certificated to operate in the U.S.; these are the Short Skyvan and the DH-125.

Report- erom users are quite favorable, but the system does depend on a consumable

fluid. The citing of 'he fluid reservoir therefore becomes the critical design

problem, and it must be adequate for the most extensive icing exposure etpected.

The method is said to be effective in both a de-icing and anti-icing mode, so that

conservation of fluid may be accomplished by cyclic operation. It is connelvnble

that fluid flowrate could also be regulated in accordance with the degree of freezing

point depression required so that less fluid would be used at high temperatures than

at low temperatures. In any cese, the weight, reliability, durability and initial

cost are such as to make this method potentially attractive. It has the added fea-

ture that when used as a de-Icing means, the slush that is formed in the removal

process Is not likely to damage any part of the aircraft intercepting the shed tce.

It also tends to protect the entire chorduise surface since the fluid flows aft along

tb* !:7,ce before leaving at the trailing edge.
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CONCLUSIONS

In closing this 1969 state-of-the-art review, the vriter/speaker feels that the

most Important need in the present stage o" the t*ecbnololy Is the development of

a relitble method of predicting the size and shape of glaze Ice formations for

both straight and swept wing leading.edges so that model scale vind tunnel aero-

dynamic characteristics as vell as .ull scale flying qualities of candidate air-

craft can be evaluated by application(and removal) of siilated ice shapes under

safe nd economical test conditions. By this mans, the deletion of unnecessary

protective system my be accomplished vhenever Justified.
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FIG. 2 VARIATION OF SHAPE OF ICE FORMATION
WITH VELOCITY AND AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING MR. MESSINGER'S PWiSENTATION ON

"AIRFRAME DESIGN FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ICING"

Question: What opinion is there on tests performed with tanker
versus tunnel?

Answer: There is a higher confidence level with tunnel, not
tanker.

Question: Could you elaborate on the TKS system used for
de-icing?

Answer: The system comprises two slots above and below
stagnation point through which an alcohol and glycol
mixture is pumped.

Question: Is this system ielected for the C-5?

Answer: Yes, it will be considered if needed.

Question: Can you rely on hot wire instruments?

Answer: Ye-s, when used in our tun:el tests, data obcained
wAs consistent with other instruments used.
Reliability is delicate, however. *

Question: What about limitations on bleed air systems?

At,swer: There is a larger penalty with newer engines which
need this airflow for performance, at a time when
bleed air tor de-icing is needed,.

Question: Are ice shapes on airfoil beyond mushroom shape
critical'

Answer: These are caused by turbulence in tunnel.
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sysicni whI~i lli/ventIgineC coe ssocN r bl~eed air fo)r airroil ic INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
prlittIi14)1. 1 ter tylle %ysteni%. %lch a% tile pneuillsti boot
tte-it-iig. cylic electric dic-icing. ad4 fluid ice poltectioli are not Iuinuicuitaion is requiuresl) o ubstantiate analytical dlata and
in gener.it iw in tltlidy*% irainsport aircrai't aoid. ttwrvilore.a~f.? n0() design criteria fior the foflowing:

I. lniqcns hkted airflow quantify and d~trihution.
'I lie tiattet i% dtivided in~to file fotl)loing sections:

2. Outer skin surface spanWiC and cliorawine temsperature
* Ilrotihitii dtistrib~ution.

" rtrasil Plannfing .1. System prCebi)Sv and4 temperature losics.

* )4 ilueta 49 MethPods 4. Icing severity.

* F~light -I 1Ir4cedure% 5. Miscellaneous systems.

Fl:lo4w-on Te%1% 0. Photographic documentation.

* Anallyslt of Resull% Engine bleed airflow quantity and airflow distribution must he
obtained during these flight tWOts Therefore. All locations within

* oiicludling Renivarks tile system at which airflow Is required arc instrumented. and the
sy~fein. along with the Instrumentat ion. is calibrated In flhe
laboratory. The Instrunmented segments are then Integrated info

11, PROGRAM PLANNING lte aircraft syifems followed by flow tests on the aIrcrart to
ensure no changes have occurred to the calibrati The
instrumentation must be distributed throughout the system to

To comply IWilli FAR reqluireniunt for sWe operation in ensure that data quantity and quality are adequate to reveal any
cowntilll miximuni and intermittenIt maximum, icing condi- deficiencies.
l ionls 41(cfere,;ce Appendix A). hdgh-trieed digit~l computer
progrin- ire awd to analytically dletermine the perf'rmance of Onter surface temperature profiles are obtained by installing
lite airrramne arid engine inlet ice protection systems. These thermocouples in selected sections of the healed tiurfaces. These
systemsN are defined in lerunif of lieat available front the engine sections are selected to coincide with the areas which are
bleed air anif lite hcalt ziuirentents of the systems. The analyzed during the design Analysis. If natural Icing tests are
performance of thec systemI 7 then investigated throughout the required, externally fouted instrumentation leads may provide an
aircraft operating envelope uv'g the computer program and the unacceptable degree or' interference to the normal Ice catch and
F:AA icing envelope defined it, Appendix A, Several cases result require Internally routed instrumentation In chemically'milled
which are critical combinal.is of icing and flight conditions, passages. If internal instrumentation is required, it Is essential to
The night-test programn is planned to evaluate these critical incorporate the probes and routing within the surfaces early in
condition%, the fabrication process of the aircraft.
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System pressure and temperature losses are obtained by the FLIGHT CONDITIONS
installation or probes throughout the pneumatic and ice Protec- Planning the flight conditions consists of establishing the aircraft

flight and system configurations to be flown for data acquisition.

lcint: severity instrumentation must he installed to measure liquid These cor.igurations are dirtated by the design analyses which

walci cntent and wattr drop size. Since the data from this define the critical combinations of aircraft altitude, aircraft

instrumentation are quite often controversia!, a redundant ongle-of-attack, engine power setting, and ambient air tempera-
ture. For clear Air ttsts a flight proirle can be established whichmethod of obtaining the liquid water content may be desirable

such as an icing rate meter from which the liquid water content
may be calculated. system or aircraft tests.

Natural icing flight tests cann.t be integrated effectively with
Miscellaneous systems such as airspced and altitude sensing other aircraft system tests because icing conditions are not so
devices and cockpit windshields i~iust he instrumented to show prevalent .hat the selection of the flight conditions can be
the ade~uacy of their ice protection provisions, predetermined. Therefore, flight conditions must be left to the

discretion of flight personnel. The icing conditions which are
Film documentation must be obtained through adequate camera encountered during a flight-test program are limited usually in
coverage. This coverage should include the instrumented r-,eas of
the airfoils, for correlation with recorded data, and coverage of seventy and extent and must be pursued until a satisfactory icing
the areas where runback from heated areas could occur. exposure is encountered, This pursuit often entails many hours

Photographs will also provide documentation of the thickness of flight in search of reported icing conditions which no longer
and type of ice encountered, exist or have changed to the extent that they are not adequate

for test purpos.s.
When using an ice cylinder, photographs are ntecessary to System configuration entails establishing sequential operation of
Photographs are also helpful for studying the deicing character- the ice protection systems and other aircraft systems to obtain
istics of the airfoil leading edges, and observing for ingestion of the data necessary to assure a complete evaluation. For example.
ice into the engine when separating from other areas of (he valve cycle time may require optimizing, or, prubable system

failures may be simulated to observe results and confirm
aircrart, corrective or abnormal procedures.

In defining the instrumentation requirements, the differe.nce ,Among the many conditions flown on the DC-8 and DC-9
between cyclic and noncyclic ice protection systems must be airplanes, a typical flight profil with the system configuration
considered. For the cyclic systems, such as the DC-8 empennage requirements is given below:
and wing, and the DC-9 empennage, the instrumentation must be
capable of recording transitory parameters. To define the For each test run. the aircraft was stabilized at the test altitude
instrumentation there must be an understanding of the system and airspeed, with the wing anti-icing system on, to permit all
hardware characteristics, i.e., the thermal inertia of the skin, pertinent temperatures to reach steady state. The temperature
structure and ducts; valve cycle time and actuation rale: and pressures were monitored visually during flight to ensure
thermocouple lag: and r-,.sure transducer response rate. The stea'y-state conditions and normal values prior to automatic
noncyclic steady-tate operating system generally has less strin- recording of the data. The aircraft was flown at the flight
gent instrumentation requirements and, therefore, dynamic altitudes with both engines operating; both airconditioning units
recording devices are not required. operating: both wing ice protection switches "ON": both

crossfeed valves "OPEN": and with engine and nose cowl
INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION anti-icing "ON."

The numbers and locations of the thermocouples i, the wing and
horizontal stabilizer leading edges are that amount required to
define chordwise and spanwise temperature profiles. The number The aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft with an ice
of insirumcnted stations, or spanwise locations, are based on the buildup must be evaluated for two reasons:
number of analyzed sections withini the wing or stabilizer.

I, In the event the ice protection system fails to function.
Placement of pressure probes to measure airflows and ,ystem
pressure losses is dependent on the geometry of the dueling, i.e., 2. In the event an icing encounter is experienced without
a long. constant section for total and static pressure probes Is adequate warning or pilot recognition.
usually nonexistent. For this reason, extreme care must be used
in instrumenting and calibrating the air ducts and leading -dge The first case can be evaluated with the use of simulated ice
airflow passages. Locating the thermocouple leads and pressure shapes. The second case requires demonstratinc the de-icing
line routing must be accomplished in a manner to allow normrl capability of the ice protection system and can be accomplished
heat transfer and not interfere with normal water impingement. with either an artificial cloud or tunnel tests.

The icing rate and liquid water con.nt probes must be located in
an ares outside the boundary layer and outside any trajectory III. INSTRUMENIATION METHODS
shadows to measure accurately the icing environment. The
prximity of the liquid water content probe to the power supply,
aid the power supply to the control unit, may be restrictive due The instrumentation must be Instled tn preclude iterfering
to interconnecting cable length. The location of these probes with the functional processes of the system. For this reason,
may depend on available space for locating the power supply, when only dry air (non-icing) tests are required, thermocouples
Orientatiorr of some probes may be critical, such as the are routed externally to the surface to reduce installation costs
Johnson-Williams liquid-wate" content probe, which is sensitive and minimize their influence on the system function. If natural
to pitch. or artificial icing cloud tests are required, externally routed wires
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on. one at a tUnic (aifoal. enigie, and uscondstAoiugf bwoo) wad
the operation and waning anewiximaon obuir-o A4 each

~-, altie, a stabilied lead Mo~t run was =ade to obam 5711cm

Mid surface Utempraures In aduton. the systm operti was
obervd whal makiing throttle lewer champs. with one and with4
t* wo peuantx system operating Sanwltanouly. data were
obtained an the following

31 Wid=iedzemetures

4 Niot probe healer power

5 Airconditioining scoop temperatures
FIGURE 9 JOHMNF WILLIAaM LiOUID WATER CIEN

(DC ~ KING CLOWJ

A plannd flight prurle is not (easibic becaule of the dlficulty in
finding adequate flatidl if4 conditions 11 rs.yswmle. tOmugi.
to establish tlit system configurations to be usirt !iid the

sequence of events to tv follosved when xe conditwes awe

'0 ." IAt recognition of icing condltio-u. 4,ai! all wce prcit:llon

systems -0%- and denvantratir anti-vcmg capability
Obtersc syttemi. operation and aircraft hans--*g

2After adiequaht buildup of ice -4 the unheated areas, retin
to VsFR conwitiorn and reufori siJeslips at 0 and 50
.lepee' ilap argkcwt adn cru n erd"a .

Velrform stills at 0- and 50aeec nap aide with landing
Scar both retrz..ted ansd cistended

4 t urn "OF F **ice protection to the following rystem

.1 Copilot Pitot probe

b KIt Ifwing

It If engine

d Air~onditiOning: .Loop

c r-tatic Port

*I topskot windshield anti-ice and anti-flg
FIGUREt 10 WATER 02lC SZE CYLINDERNT4URAL ICE IDC4

The fetloutilf to remainO"

1% IU(11J IM PROCLOURES a LIl wing

b L 14 engine

Ihe flight paugi~ni was 5ompoied of two part% the dr-) or a i eprtr
Acat ur tesh and the nAturlie t amar emeatr

CLEAR AIR d Stabl warning

She tlear air flights u, non-icing condition% arc flown to c Pilot and auxur) pilot heater
%ubstintutef the s) stem deugn Analysis heat transfer calculations
On the lX '4 .a-sptrn one set of the flight conditions flown was f Kuide limiter probe heater
ho.lding speeds st ' (Xl) !' 0( WO -000 and 300O0 feet altitude

thes~l110W. AlIlUdes tic ite c tion %) stem% *ec turned % i~ indshield hest

2-.3



I With par and rha retracond md the auaxiloa powr unit 3 Anartiui CWou - to wauati: the wce protection system
operatdg. mws to ic* cw~ek m' At !4@ Izoldiaig -oo wi se rWa tanke to psoduce an airtiica cioud.
for the s"Altil at Which thet ims. Wpevau exist.
obsev w hIoaow~igt fo ice bdWop Specifi exampiss of Mhe abov es mowe

a. III. w% lot lSkape

b. R.H woe Spir Espaie Pad - IX>8 irph (ne Fpam i1). sows
the articaif we *epes sand for tic spae ariggmne pod of the

C_ Aircoditk.ixg seoo 1X4 aipane The flstmest propam oosisted baucalty of

d. Ca" P""%AtThe fokuig

A. A buffet wstigstioa at 20,000) feet througout the
0.Calo wikd M wednw

6. Affer vAflkast irbuldup. twrs on the "RICHT eiigmn b A qstAktativc evasuaito~ of arplanoe hanitnt; choircier
im protection '.ad obs e the effucta. Isca for

7 It"wlhthe R.Hww4 (1) Slow flt - ulerortrolk with fixed rudder to 25
and 30 d~nvs airlan bank aa~k

9. Two as cop"o's pilot I-at whe istawmnts diaut wivig
eXist an the pilo - *e. (2) A stal to the laidr4 oonfifurstion 50 degrees

of flag and kndrag Sew down
9 Turn on copiot s wsmdducht hemt

10. Turn op Iod dr-icig for 150 seunak (A muiua sitch was
used for fbml sest in beta of the productmo timer

1:. If ice buddun eximt on the arcoAtoswg scoop. $erfoL~i
videfrp to evsiati the effect on the ateonditionwag
syssem. thea twx i torK protection rystm -ON

2 ve Meaw A?U for untbeopertion

13. Operate the foilowisg ad obm e for norms! operabon

a. Lower thie esto2NO

b Lower the Sar

c Low the fapm to 500~

d Extendi the wuif; hesdg tights

14. Siuateago-around. raigthe parand ilp&

15Shu 1w: dow hIe AU sad perform van a t

16. Operate VHF whie in storm conditioi to valuate the
effects of 50 percen of the static wicks beang moved

v. FOLWO ww Et F IGURE 11 OMLATEO ICE SHAPE - ARE EOMSK POD AMO
PYLON OF DC41

In Wddjb-m to IMe bwac iiystm dewitipenrt and certification Vrrtca Stsbmhzer Fasun I2 dhws the leading cedp of a
pro-ain, additioal test may be reqiaWd Mow am ionic DC4 with swmulted xe shape unstaned This ient wa3
exanspies of faooe-on Ses and their purps conducted to dernonaraac that wce protectmo of the vertIci

sUtab me wii not rsquued The (iht pnopan conisted
I . loe Shape - go demonsitrate the effect of ice buidup on bancitty of

unheated anaa
a1, Approach climb pedfonnstce doubke-bcaSh chmibs

a. Spear podne with 25 depee of fleps and Landing Sew rztracted

b Vertic" etabdar b Buffet iuwestigtion to VM fMM 2. to 30.0IYj feet ansd
dunft a high Mach niuriber descnt vAd oomrbuutaon

2 Dry Au Only to demonstrate the ice protection zyste of the *bow vith and ihoul povoered ruwttcr and
pcforamot following mnr revaom to the benc system slieron
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WAil* t

saltllft~

400 M

2, . AL"

S.'Ii1% ". 41111

Fcumt . ABUtS 1 VC m SYIPM FLOW TW IM SMru&nA
Tom

OUT" 640 lgdgifts -

Fltjutf 14 WIMG SLAT THERMO(O4*it LOCATIONS MM 
o

FIGURtE 1l SI1ULATED ICE iAPI 00 VERTICAL STAWILIZEA
tDCAS)

StevdJ slat V"t -n tri takeoff onfigurtaton. flaps

2S dcrccs landing #ear retfacted ith englnes I and 2

,hut down

d Drir ,.sE control with enpnes I and 2 shut down

At the Aft cnter of gr-vit)

Dry Air

Wing Slats D(*-9 Figures 13 And 14 %how the 13(79

lading edle ait ,1 strumnntatkf used oo the e ns 30 And

40 aircraft Ileciuie of charitt= to the c. prote,!*sn system

on incoporating slats. dry-air :est were required P.

flight% included slabdtzed holding condiions with slats

extended at 15,000 and 22.000 feet pjesat Altitude. s ats

retra.tcd at I 1.000. 22.000 .i.nd 30.000) Iel pn.ssure FIGURE M. ARTIIIAL CLOUD DWKI*tIMY

Altitude

Artificual (Cloud 
followii g goah 'tf establit1

In an attempt to evalute the fcAubilit of using an Arttfi ial a Compini n of the test unstruntatxs NACA cu

dioud for devetopaig &ce protection , stems, in A, FsorLe rate eter. Johnsn W ,ams hlq-owatet conent

KC- 135 icing tanker was contracted for. and a test pr.gran meer. and the astre-rop sue cylinde

.qon umsit the 1X-f aurplane otlowr4 its certification in

natural c Thew tests were flown from lwards Au Force b To subject the flC-9 ce protection systems to W.Cle

S1a. ( aliforia. in November of 1965. and consasted o
f 

fivt Ice o ditions And obserc the adequa - of these

fligtnt+ i-' sec Fgure IMS 
rytens (me€ Figuit 161
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* FIGURI: it HEATED MIOT WIPVSHIELO. ARTIFICIAL *CC ta 21

FIGURE 16 WATER OWO SIZt CYLINDER. ARTIFICIAL ICE (00111

c To determine, the feasibili1tY Of using the Air Forcer
Kcin taker as s method of fliht testing; in an aitificial
ict clou~d

d To demonstrate the adequacy of the ice protection
systems to perform the de-icing function (wee Figure
17)

e To evaluate the windshield wipers ansd rain repellent

FIGURE 111 DC4 HORIZONTAL STANILIZER PRIOR TO DE 4CE

f To detemne the best method fr p"lo rcognition of (ARTIFICIAL)
an e etxicir (we Figure 18)

To accrue a 45-minute ice buildup on, the horstalI
tad to correlate with analytical data (wce Figure 19)

A conilpuon of nawlua wce vcrsus artificial ice on the engi
pylon siown ms Figure 20.

FIGURE 20 ENGINE PYLON ICING - NATURAL ICbMIG. LEFT.
ARTIFICIAL KCING. RIGHT INOTA THICKNESZ As
0011ARED TO NATURAL ICING1

The procedure employed for the tanker tests wit to fly at a

subded ltitde nd irsped iththe instrumventation protbes
in the cloudi and obtain the icing rate, drop size. ind liquid water
content The ai-crat was then flown to postion the appropriate

test siection in the ck-oud The areas tested were the left wing. left
hortiontal stabili, au couitboningl ram air scoop, APU inlet
enline inlet, and witidihield The tat flight evaluated the

- 1? HORIZONTAL STAILIER DURIN4G DE4COWA CYCL.E windshield wipers and ran repellent systems undtr simulated rain
tARTI#!cIALJ condiuons
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VI ANAISIS OF' RESULTS VII. CONCLWIM4 ReMaK

Mry Air It Auibe atwoled tht a comderable awwwt of timre andj

44us uing: the DC-9 as an example. the dry-aw awmI mosie i thitde m- nat uctangird a otu ai eia.o
.orrr~ncd based on cobmparing recorded surface --eeum thialln' G'aft Dcsrnatralaigtss( mnmmpoen)

agpaarot predicted surface temperatures A typca cuiw is showa
in Palure ', The same type of correlaton a wrdfor thee. 1N
inlet cowl'. engine bullet and horizontul stabiar, Leading dpN A oFb s, 1

I iture 22 shows a typical atiflow compiswsiti curie for the dals. l tHus3.
* In the caw of dry-air test% the water catch is not a facltie. F tIlus3

thertefore. the results ane used primarily to versf) the Accuracy of Ca of Optation Approx. 1$260.000
the Analytical approach used in the analysis. and to prowt that
the required amount of herat ts being supplied Ait Coered Los Angles. Cilfgm

Seattl. Wadungto
P.IftDalbs. Texa

low i It is estimated the fX'- 10natural scn oww prtwmwl

-.. It is interstift to note that of the model DC-S and DC-9 Scroll

piolfaaas. no chtainfgs to the systems wen requied. Ti s
0 - - tribed to the analytical techniques which haw evolved owe a

IS -1consimderable period of towe Prior to the uw of dial computer
- R~ .in~. ~prfans, Arid when digta complute auelbds wee 'a their

infancy. analys of ace protection slem perome requid a
peat mesty hand caculatort and th mw of mrh infoatown

FIGURE 21 CO ASM80O EERONTAL AMTHW11,11ICAL whichi win being peneraterd at thet liaws by the NACA. As
W"0 SLAT 111111ERAUI OPFILS famaulauty increased wih the NACA resaich data and athe

FAA tegualations, began to reflect this NACA data t current
aperoah to ice protectin system deWa began to be formulated

o 10 is? 5The rapid inscreas in the complexity of problemrs which could be
handld by the dig"ta compiuter gratly miuecuaved t meter of

024- varables. anod maeraictioss tlisch could be accountied for wufta-
£ neoudy As theor program har been wreed through more

iolncai ::iussl trv conpahes tolaoratory.

to be coniervatiw In all cases iniestigalrd 'a frcet yeses the use
00o hs opte rgrm a cosw. pou to K

pmkt* ofth s fiputer*howp"aest h conunle odcsd pnoet
7 the calculated perforrmantce Thewe conusadny coffieratiliv

s 18 i M3 mults produce hei confidencer in the analyt ic ethods used in
AtTi o the computer ptop-ams and haw cieatd the otsato which

FIGURE 22 Akit4CMwgA LOWtca Pemis the system to be designed with a ry low probability of

Chaftes to the system after the aircraft is lest flown

leing (loud Because Maum;i;:e its hose untributed wry bitlk ft irsig
the adequacy Of the ice projectbon Systems, And compison of

Ihe wing Jle.ki .11 lnlrA icing flight test Jab ar also Used to analyticall to actua data do not enhanrcer the %-marmson (if

%vrif ?e ai t tic .itpaproash Since the maximum continuous arsalyti to clear air night test data, the natural lcir* tests aft of
2nd intermittent nutirnum icing conditions ame '0X generally dubious saluer when weighed apnst the cost of Loviducting these

i aac i crijin amnosnt of xquiec.ence accimpanies the tersts In addition, and just as important, are the fetflowing rirason
.uPrfosal, o SN %tsrill MJse tin natui1ral iCr to support the dleiltion of natural ice tests

In- addIition to the pmilelm ot not being able to obtain natural * The Citpervencr it) date shows tsisfrvhtrw le PCCAottM
.;sp otidationi *hiuh even ipprojth the design criletu. it has system. ie-sgne frorn a1Ikil data uilizing the oum

tNen Wl~fitcuil I nsejsure the king ctinditionsi due to repeated puter programsn ahih -wn akcommisdAte th- nurru%
slijfum tuions of thr nritrumentAt[ion I-or this reason, analysers ot varubles involved trnduding the sArious ornh'inition- .,1
itw reolts ,i nm.it 1~ 1,. k as l'eril s&tihy night and King 'otition. psnsbk-
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I
0 With the current Orneration o let aircraft, the esposut when the lian haraid iit to haw the ice protect-om

time to icran it a minimum This is due to both ther higher ystems turned -ON

cruise %ccd and revenc thnat. which make hgh climb rates

"If them? a may points to be made from th"s paper It would be

he folownS two l) The J.n need for more glOe nd

0 lThe urren %c lgeffi aiepO11% ch tdque wake% the rp ent- acurMgatt aftmenttm to measure liquid water Content d

day pilot more knwledgeabl of tipected weather cofd- walter droplet uc for ajiborne uw and i.l to waprnut the

tkms. ht is prepared. therefore, to submit n are mntelligent technique of simulatnmg an Iga* clow

flight plans to avoid icwng, or is at least sufficiently alerted

RKMEIENCE

Federal Aviation Reuatems (FAR) Part 25. Airworthinesi

Standards Transport Catepory Airplanes
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l-agmtt firt FAR Pant 25 pertanisig to ace profetbon ,9Ue FAA 1DAibNi - I Apiuidi C ofPa' 251
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I DISCSSIO POULL IM M. COM' 0'1 TOK OW 0

"FLIGHT TESTING IN MRY AIR ICIG CUD"

i
I Question: You made the statement that natural icing tests are

not worth the cost involved. Are you going to use
this method on the next program?

Answer: Yes, because FAA is requiring it.

Question: Are natural icing tests not like laboratory icing
tests?

Answer: The kind of icing we get in natural icing tests is

not as severe.

Question: Why not use natural icing conditions purely for

verification?

Answer: Natural icing tests are very expensive and time
consuming. We have used natural icing for
verification several times, and correlation has
shown that Douglas computations are satisfactory.
Question arises--is this method worthwhile when

considering the cost?

r
i ,
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ABSPWAC
To determine the need for airfoil ice protecti.on systems and the effects

of large ice shapes on airplane performance, The Boaing Company has conducted
comprehensive flighttest programs utilizing artificJal ice shapes atta:'oed
to tail and wing surfaces.

Ttne ice accretion information available from published data for detormining
the ice shapes was applicable to unswept airfoils at limited etngls of attack.
Therefori, Boeing initiated a research program to obtain basic ice ,cnretion
and ice shedding data on typical Jet transport swept airfoils. This r.gram
sponsored by the Federal Aviation Agency was conducted in the NASA (-Art by
9 foot icing tunnel at Cleveland, Ohio.

Ice accretion tests were conducted on two swept airfoil sections rerre-
s-.nt&tive of the inboard and outboard wing or horizontal stebilizt.- airfoil
suctions of typical jet transports. The size and shape of thnse ic- accroti..-ni
were measured through photographs end actual plaster casts of the ic,- cap. Tests
we-e conducted over a range of simulated flights and icing conditions ..era-4gned
to give the rough or glaze chapewhich results in the highect drag pei~2.ly.
These test results were than correlated with theoretical itator impingement
parr.ters obtained from a digital computer program.

Ice accretion characteristics are dinc'1!'sd and chi::n to be dependent on
airfoil shape, particularly leading edge roci'.us, cmber and angle of attaek.
The test data and results are comparabl- to limited publishcd ice accretion
data on an unswept 65AOO4 airfoil.

An mapirical relationsiil is d'.-' which correlated measured ice accretion
rates vith theoretical vater impingevcnt parametirs. The corrclation was
obtained primarily by use of glazo ice heights and angles measured from the
plaster casts of the actual ice thapes so taken from the two swept airfoil
models.

A calculation pz ocedure for determining artificial ice shapes is also
developed using the i re shape correlation curves and illustrated for the 747
horizontal stabilizer,

The complex trends of the data obtained in this test program precluded a
general ice accretion relationship with other airfoils. Airfoil cmber or
shape and angle of attack' were found however, to be significant in deter-
mining the size and shape of the ice cnp. Additional testing of other
airfoil shapes and angle of attack would be desirable to provide for broader
application of the ice cap calculation procedures developed herein.

Airplane performance penaltiei assoc¢iated with icing in terms of landing
weight penalties and w:he., these ponaltie, arc assessed are' also discussed.
Destination airport temperatures and ice shedding characteristics are shown
to be significant in determining the frequency of aerodynamic penalties due
to ice.

A method of calculating the airfoil ice interface temperature and
predicting the time the ice will shed has been developed using icing tunnel
test data in conjunctio'n with a beat transfer analysis. The ice shedding
calculation procedure Is demonntrited anl chown to be conservative frm4
natural icing flight teat data. Itferent types of descent profiles ar
considered and operatirg procedures arc discussed to ensure ice shedding
Drior to nDoronch f1ir1t eMnwHo,,. 255 j



Introduction ---

Jet eagbne aircr:ft are leiis s*uscptible to icin o svrl eos
kinetic tuwperature r#*e, duieto hgirfih qes, ens i ca

tmpertur._ envelop, and preivqats ice fzc fovsm in t iIghier'lql ae
Content clouds occurring-J3ust belcN 32 . Vie aeroyaic_ brctwateo
swept airfo useof, walo.b hoenast Users for '.trtkm K&i at f-

~ j icing -cpaditions and to reducing ?',he effectsi of ,ic 'Apsuepfome
In, addition, the size of current et trnprs dtelarge pmar rsservc

ofJt' engines reduce th' 4r.-d effects of *Irpaeii~

As a result-of''the gireater 'tolbrance-to icing of Jet a*Ire%14ef, t ais
the qetio of the- ne ror "cc protecion oncrtsnaa oteaipnu
Inboard iviras ha'v&x sncxe pizton, ongine aircrrAft not bcoii otct,1

.i'ry aireraft uch Bs he3.52 IM ~-3 av a alum igie -

protection- ryztas rczpovcd -as a rbrult of tAverse ;wcether f1ih14* Ut4~r

It It, lpgical thci to avcc;s the, bed, for, airfoal IcO, proteto i%0 teA433*
in iatual cin CL bh r tic, t r~t y

:of-alrp1anc hwridlivg c1YrJ ctcti3aApo ne. _ hscmacnitn
basis rcquires m i n~a cimd flight Uttoiz h,.y tetf~i-O-

c-ean b ilte cin! o nituia vr v- no es3f W04 .d
tix2e conzejtS, to obtain n ir subj act -to vheding beftre -00, testipi, cft-bw
cccPleted.* This si~rahtivoa ol' icirs- officts 'a been acpihd njet,
trano;portz tbiogh the v);c of artifi$1 cena~ att..h~ .dto-nhetedportionz of the in =4Iti ufcz ti r~oLvire cso the

rethdc aM poccdures u.-c;1 to detcn ie these ice hp:adrentla*V/
snoethozl 6r Otnining ice basipe zd on- recent ice, accretion test da6ti
correlated 4dth theoretical npiirev,=t data,. In adition, airPpne rome-I'
pena3.ticu, due to these ice shtian are discvszed -=O, when these, penalties 2w"
be applied in term.s a. the airplare destinetion teiertures.

IciS Cnditions

The current mcteorological design ctwn4ard for ice-protectic syatc:S on
cocmrcidl aircraft ic. Appendix C of Federal Aviation hgulatoas ,P&art :6
(Feference 1). Thcsc devitpi icinS conditions or icin eeles--Vri*-based

on XACA reports on statistical studies of aircraft icing pzrob~biItIes.
Current service e%33rience vith aircraft ice protection systpus, 4eiijod amd
certified to thtse rtardards, irdicLte these standards are consorvatl-ve.

The IcInS data is presented , terrn: -.f cloud liquid water content, droyp
size, tcnpernturc, borizontal et%, nt and alti.tudc. These data r~re divided
into t~o classes: cont lywous rxi=u= (stratus or layer ty-pe clouds) and
intermittett naxinum (ctulus clouds). The averag~e cloud liquid vater contezt
decreates with =n increase In ier drop size and cloud ertent. Figure 1
shows- the tvount of Ice colceted on a one inch diaecter rod versus cloud
distaDnce for a 15 zicron drop ditrwtcr. The largest cacunt occurs for the
continuous maximum icin,, conditioi at the maximm cloud length. Fran
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20ml itance," Aacoanten tof m iore n2,0te? ilsaeuniey
At th diet M-4, the ice aceimLatic. Is three times that for the standard

At -tiertwei other thazi 3:2 F corresponding to the icing tezpamture lim~it
at virlo~s aimwrft speeds. Thus. at AorMal jet aircraft low altitude ctuice
.o eWlft speads, there is sufficient ran air heatine available to prevent

M.~ad.l watr dropliets from freezing above an icing ter.peraturc limit
detrmiedby the heat exchange at the airfoil leading edge. These highor

Speed associated with jet aircraft effectively reduce the icing envelope
aid the maximum ice accretion size for a single icing encounter.

Flixht Conitions

-Cwicia1 jet airertft ake designedl for high elimb and descent sNeeds
which limit the time the aircraft would be in an icirng condition. Dorrml
cruise altitudes are also above the icing altitudes so icing at cruise flight
conditions is either not. encounterad or the temperaturo and correspoAndin
clou& liquid water content are too lov to produce appre-cirible ice accretion
sizes. In addition to nornrxl flight%# patterns, the terminal holdinS phase endI
in SO= cueSC dispatch holding nAIst be conw1dered. It is during these low,
altitude, low speed flight cc'nlitionc iuhere icing is most likely to be
oevoateret. "this latter flight condition is closely centrolled by the
FAA air traffic control ccnter.

Artificial ice shapes for tha. early 707t series airplaes were based on
the largest water catch obtaimfblc in a contiinus zaxinzw icing encolinter, I
which egreed with the wxiu ice accretion obtainel during 11hnse V Air
Force Adverse Weather testing on the B-52 eirplone. These data (Flfurc 1)
indicAted the 707 would have to fly 160 u'cl in =imua continuous icing I
conditions as defined in CAI~tb (no,# FAR Part 251 before 3 inchos of ice would
ticcuulate. The icin- data for FAR Part 25 is baa-d on a ctrndard 20 mile
cloud. Du.ration of the icing encounter is accounted for by the cloud extent
factor. Consideration of a half hour holding icing encounter resulted in
approx~mately the srme amount of ice for a 150 mile icinS cloud. Theref^ore,
the 3 inch ice shapes were considered consistent w..ith a half hour holding ir,
the worst conditions specified in the Civil Air Regulations. Probability
studies indicated this 3 Inch ice shape wouild accizslate about an often as
four angines would fail sinultaneously in flirht, To date, no known tail
ite accretion thicl.ness of this magitude on Boeing jet aircraft has been
authenticated or amy serious incident occured due to ice on jet aircraft
surfaces.

Rescent interpretation of FAR Part 25 for icing nlight requirements
has resulted in a 15 minute "dispatch holding operation" after takeoff
Plus 30 minutcs destination holding prior to lending. The cloud extent factor
ani time in the icing cloud have been open to interpretation.. In Reference 2,
the FAR Part 25 icinC cond5itions hove been used for a stasndard 20 mile cloud
emd applied for ^- 45 minute icing encounter. The resultant writer catch with
this erncounter is substitntially higher, Ra shown in Figure 2, than thrit based
on the raximum water catch for a single icing cloud ithich has an exceedIance
probability of one in 1000 Icing encounters. The use of this procedure elso

duration of the ici.ng condition3
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Although the different Intepretations a the FAR Part 25 Iing envelope
have resulted in a substantial differme in design conditional a shown by
Figure 2, the resultant ice thicknesses have been rearkedly sinilar. This
is du' In pert to the calculation proce~ures which wil be discussed later.

Theory of Ice Sh as

Ice shapes on airfolls are classified as "glae" or "rim"e altha&h SaSy
ice shepes viii be a mixture of the two. Rime ice is found at combinations
of low t=,peratures an," low liquid water contents. The water droplets free7e
an impact resulting In r nilky-rhite ice shape, Figure 3, dictated by the airfoil
inpinement characteristics in terms of veter catch, distribution, and Implngc-
ment l:nits. The draS and other aerod manie effects of rime ice are much
less severe than gloze ice becaure of the streruline form and therefore %hIu
type of icing is not considcre in determining the airplane tolerance to icing.

Glaze ice forms at cc.-binaticnc of high liquid water contents and curfaca
temperatures near freezin. Not all of the water droplets froeze on :L'pact, but
soe run a short distance before freezing, resulting in a blunt or double hern
ice shap2 as shoun in Figntre It. This ice is usually clear tinc, there is
little or no air entrained in the ice. The upVer surface horn act- as a
spoiler, increasing dra, ani raducing lift. The lower surface born ususlly
has little effect beccusc of lo' local air velocities, This ice shape,

because of its "spoiler" action, can afrect aerodyn.-ic characteristics in
terms of increased drag und decreased maxizu lift co-fficient. On highly
swept airfoils, glaze ice tends to form as a series of discontinuous cup
shares due to the spawnise velocity component

The shapes end type of ice is derchaent on tha surface tez-crturc, uhich
is a boplex function of airspeed, liquid water conte-t, &;feint air tcp~eratue,
local fl.; field around the object and altitude. A correlation or ice shapes
on a small 2 inch dizieter uwiopt cylinder, with these paranaters, is ethx.-
in Figure 5 whero n is the freezinZ fraction defined in Rafereuce 3 as that 1 .
part of the vater catch that freezes iihere it Ipinges. In general tezu,

r:ne ice is likely to occur at total air tenperatures batieen 25 and 32 1.
Between 10 and 25 F, a mixture of rim and glaze ice will occur with glaze
precinantly in the sternation area and for high liquid water coutent
conditions..

Calculation Pro-edures

Procedures developed for determininG the ice cap size by various
manufacturers are baed on calcuLating the airfoil water catch and adjusting
this water catch or ice thiczness into A typical ushroom ice shape. For
r .e ice, the ice thickneac and shape can be calculated directly fr the
locul water catch and ice d,sity since the water freezes imtcdiately on

contact with the airfoil. The local ice thickness is relnted to the local
voter catch by:

S(1)

Thus, a theoretical ice shipe for rine ice can be estimated by calculatine
the local water c.t:h for various positions in the itpingenent area by:

4iJd 0-:58 ,6V Cs A- (2)
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5S IMeebr Iwith m o mifteatims, " uMd for clculatiN the ice
ahePeefW-t 707 w4 727 series airplawe. 'To acesut for' glase leftg ad the
effects ot i4e shepe an oter S mmt, the following procedure Ws used.
Me nexim loaI olloetion etficene, Omx, was ass=-& to be 1.0, that
is all at the wt. in the loud SA the path a the airfoil wouMld 1q
e the aifoi. I.', asmnption was mafe to accomt for the eff-cats or ice
Shwe an wer collection Oezicluclas. lids asnption Is 49pWmiatey
Correct for Mall aifoils bess the maSS local collection efficiency
Is new 0.8, but becme werly -eervativ for lrger lnboard wimp ml
stabilizers ibmer the clection eticienleas are less than 0.5. the ice
thickneas calclated using d m equals 1.0 wa then adjusted to give
a typical mshroom or glaze ice shapes using the known ipingeent limits.

In other pocemdrs, eferences 2 ad 6, the ice shape U determined from
- the-alculated -total water catch from bare ifol inpigemat data as:

VO - o. S V cos A Ow W/ C (3)

Weis water catch rate is in ters of po ds of ice per hour per foot of
sqn. The cross-sectional area of the ice cap is then:

144 &Jc(

A doUblpeaked glaze ice shpe such as shon in iure 6 is then drw by
trial and error which contains tie calculated theoretical cross-sectional
areae.

The above calculation'procedues only apvrorlmate the actual ice shape
since accurate ice accretion data for most atrfoils is not available. ALio,
water drop sizes and resultant collection efficiences must be checked for the

nxu water catch. Figure 7 shows a typical plot of the effect of drop
size on collection efficiency and cloud liquid watcr content. This
calculation will generally show that the mauinum catch rAte will occur with
20 to 25 mictom dmplets.

A correlation of measured ice shapes from icing tunnel tests with
theoretical impingement parameters has been reported in FPference
(NA TN 1 51) for an unswept syametrical four percent thick airfoil. The
data in this report for muhron ice plotted in a slightly different mznner
Is shown in Figure 8. It indicates the measured maxi=u ice height is lets
than the theoretical height based on the maxina local water catch. ThIs
Is not surprising since all of the lmpiring water does not freeze at the
point of maxi m collection efficiency urder these icing conditions.
Unfortunately, there is no similar published data for highly cambered s~ept
airfoils. Therefore Boeing initiated a research progran to obtain basic ice
accretion data on two airfoils representative of the inboard wing and
horizontal stabilizer configuration of t 'pical current jet transport aircraft.
This programw a conducted in the MMA6 foot by 9 foot icing tunnel at
Cleveland, Ohio. Frm ice accretion data obtained in the test program, an
4iperical relationship was obtained which correlated ice accretion thickness
and ice angles with theoretical inpingenent parameters. Use of these
relationships allows the direct determinatin of ice shapes adjusted for ny
given icing and flight condition as well as for size and sweep of the airfoil.
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The revised 737 Inboard wing a 747 tall surface ic shpes have been.
determined frm these data. 2heae shae show good gremmt with the
707/72 ee thicknesses at the horizontal stab lizer tip. Nowvai, the
ice accretion test data indicated a more blunt ice shape due to the effects
of airfoil sueep than the "h merhead shape use in previous 707/727 flight
test progrss.

Since this procedure is substantially different than currently used
in the aircraft industry, the test program and results are of interest and 7
will tz briefly discussed.

Ice Accretion Tast IetA, arid Procedure

The models used in this study "ere chosen to r-present the type of airfoils
-used on present-day co--ercial jet aircraft. Cross-sectioms of these airfoils
are slwn in Figura 9. One mode, designated BC k50, was typical or an
inboard wing section with a 12.5 percent thickness ratio cnd 27.5 de-ri..
sweep angle. The other model, designated BAC 470, rcrpm-ented outboard wing
and horizontal stabilizer sections with = eight percent thicmese ratio en1.
40 degree sweep angle. These ,dels, shotr in Figure 10, have a 6 foot j
streztse span and chord len:gth and were mounted vertically in the Lr.is
icing tuniel at Cleveland. Ohio. Each nodel va fabricated from alumipum with
six thermocouples end thrce electrical heater pads mark ed A, B, end C in
Figure 10, bouded to the inner surface of the leadisg edge. The thermoa ples
were used to nonitor the leading edge surface temperature during thsicif.
runs and the beater pads were used to anirt in removing ice sa-les. [

Icing conditions in the tunnel were obtained and .nasured accordirg to
previously established techniques arA calibrations. Ickg cloud factors
cotisidered in this study were cloud liquid water content, icin; ti=,
airspeed, and teMerature. Cloud droplet size could not be varied independently
due to the limitations in the desin of the tunnel spra y system. As a result, II <

the cloud droplet rizes increased with increased liquid water content and
decreased with an increase in airspeed.

An icing run consisted of a 7.5 or 15 minute exposure of the model to a
particular set of icin conditions and airfonl ngle of attack. On empletion
of the prescribed icing tine, the tunnel was stopped and measurments taken
of the final ice shape. One or more vecticAs of the ice cap, epproxidately
six inches in le-igth, were removed using the heater pads and the ice scraper
used in Reference 4 tests. This acraper is st-am heated and has an internal
vacum chp=ber to tssist in drawing off the melted ice so as not to aftect
the sample weight or shape. The removed sections were than dipped repeatedly
in liquid paraffin to create a mold of the ice shape. When the ice in the
mold elted, it was poured Into a bee.er and weiShed. The resulant cavity
was then refilled vith tap water which was then poured into the biokcr and
weighed to deter.--ine the specific gravity of the ice. Representative values
of the specific gravity of the ice cap measured in this marmer were frce 0.75
to 0.91.

A replica of the ice a. iple was then rade by pouring plaster of paric
into ' the vold . and later melting the wax in an oven.

Photographs of the equipment used to obtnin plaster costs of the icecap are show;n in Figurez 11 and 12. Sample plnster ice cap photographs '

are shown in Figures 13 and 14.
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After the Ice .sa.. vas remove fram tin wo4, the cross-section of the
ice,0 me1 waS.Ubd ei t a 3,A-U wire issh arid heM normal to
the aiOIl- lsedUW slgs. A typical I*e cap cross-section is shown In
1pre- 15. Do to the difficulty in diocern),ng the cross-sectional outline
tres the pbotorW, aell, Ice cap me fmts we:r ade from the plaster
4iiseas Gefimd In 710y. 36.

lbs majority at the Ice so3es We of the glass type with typical double
111M pro-- mes A few rise ice som-0les wer obtained and the remainder

mee Mixtures- of the two. Fiuwre 17 showes representative ice shapes obtained
bilg this test progrem. Teeffect of the wing sweepback was most noticeable
In the-disoastlimu cup shopes formed in the opawise direction as shown In
llSIMes and.19.

- -fte separations vere most prominent Lu the glaze ice formations and becane
larr as the ice thicknss increased. In those angiles which tended towxrd
rim- ice, the distance betwaen individual. cups dacroaced andi in some cases
NOia a ontiuawas -solld ice cap along the span of the airfoil.

2eloading ege temeratures for the glaze icing uzns varied between
25 and 29 F. Dues to the relatively high thermal conductivity of the almmintim
2eadig edge '(typical of current aircraft configurations) the cbordwise

teierauregradientnder the ice cap was negligible. Had the leading edge
bemaloe of an insulatin material, the ice cap could have had a uignificantly
different shape since- the impinging water would see a warmer stagnation
point surface tmeatue This would allow the water to flow further along
the surface before freezing. No attcmpt was made in this study to determinie
the magnitude of this effecit of material properties on ice shape.f ThoretCal NP Imm Characteristicsj

2Me theoretical 1ei&etcharacteristics In terms of water drop
collection efficiency and Impinge, ent lUnits is shown In Figure 20 for the two
angles of attack considered in this study. These data were obtained from a

a modified Inertia parint,;-c Xo. This parameter described and defined in
Reference 5 allows the mgmn data taken for one flight condition to be
used for other flight conditions.

The projected height of the airfoil an shown in Figure 21 was used in this
study as the characteristic i esion for overall water drop collection efficiency
and in t0& ice shape correlation pareters.j

This Is in line with the impingement data as presented in Raeference 2.j

Ice Accretion Test Result:;

Correla~tion of the neaz-ured Ice cap dimensions was baced on the voter
catch parameters which are indicative of the ice thick'ness. Under conditions
of glaze icing, the ice thickness Is more a function of total water catch or

where the total water catch is calculated from
wc 0O.30 V ca.A EP 1k (6)i
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An Icing parameter indicative of the ice thickness In terms of the water
catch can be defined fras the relationship in equation (5) as:

( s 0.3 .4 t T(7)

The ice density under glaze Icing can be asseid relatively constant, as* further, .
the term 4/* it a single'vlued function for a given Xo value. Since A'S
is difficult 'to measure or obt-dn accurately and is a particular vY3l for
D, only the total colleciton efficiency was used in this correlation. Thus, F
the icing parameter iricative of a theoretical averaGo ice thins.s reduces to:

SO Ie) (8)

where X is the factor used to correlate angle of attack effects.

)4earu d ice thic:ensscs :n terns of the stognation, upper and lover ice
cap protuberances are plotted :.ainst the ici.ng par: eter defind. by equation
(8) in Figures 22 and 23 for both the 1AC 470 nrd 450 airfoils. The effect
of a nle of attack was resolved for the MAC 450 airfoil by raising the projected
height to the fifth power. 1o factor was found nece.siry for the MC .470
airfoil since the projectel he,ght to chord ratio (h/c) provided sutfcient
angle of attack correction. Tosa factors are operlca. for the rari-e, of the 9
test dati or frou 0 to 11.5 degrees. H't:ever, senue e:trapolation boycd;
these limits iw felt to be valid and within the accuracy of the teat data.

These crves define the ice thicknesse., but not their relative Positions.
The angles, which the upper and lo wr piunacle dfnensln mrAe with the geomtric ,
chord line, were measured end correlated in a similar maner. This correlation
is shown in Figure 22 for the 470 alrfoil. These data were nrt as orderly as
the ice thick.nass data, but they prov#.de a definite trend which in useful in
defining the ice shapes. It is not recoended that this ice angle data be
extrapolated much beyond the airfoil angles of attack from which the data £
was obtained without correlating impingezent data.

The frontal heights, obtained through these ice angles are aLvim dimensions
since the test data wns obtained at or near maxm icing teavratures whore
the impinging water can run farther aft before freezin-,. The range of flight
and icing conditions during holding or approach Is within the test icing
condition4 to these dimensions will also be valid for flight conditions.

Some significont treds tre readily apparent from these curves obtained
by this correlation (Figures 22 and 23). The most significant of these is the
distinct reductirn in slope, which occurs once the ice attains a thickness
* etween 1-1/2 to 2 inches. This change in the slope is indicative of a
reiced rate of gro th for the ice shapes. This can be explained by the physics
of tiie ice acccreicn. As the ice pinnacles associated with the glaze ice shape
builA to t.nese hpigh.s, the droplets inping ing near the sternation area becc e
trapped wid assisted by the cpanwize velocity componcnt of the swept wine.
freeze within the piinn,:les instead of contributing to additional grourth of
the pinnacle.s. Thin is Ppp:arcnt in the more blunt ice shapes. soa the larger "
ice shapes, the r3tio of stagnation ice thickness to pinnacle hei&7ts
(S$,/& ,SS 1 ,) , approache. unity i.e.:
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1.5 1.75 .857

20.* 2.33 2.61 .893

A comparison of the curves for the two airfoils also Illustrates the
Infumeeof ember amd leading edge radius an the mxiu ice thickness.

-thw RC l50 airfoilWing bbmnte; kiss a lInner actual Ice accretion area.
this resulted In a larger ice cap both in thickness wan area over the less
burnit -hI #'M cambered BAC 1i70 airfoil.

hlication of Ice sh Correlation Curves

-XbaoWi the ice thicknesses, angles a&M ixpingeaent limits, an ice shapeV
ean be constructed which more closely' duplicates icing of swept wine aircraft.
Knowledge of the water drptrajectories impinctmt limits, wa staenation
po~ct will indicate where the ice shape should be relative to the airstream.
This method will be Illustrated for the 7I47 horizontal stabilizer shown in
Figure 24. Also shown on this figure is the 707 horizontal stabilizer. The
following flight design co:Aition will be used, which in rcprcscntative of
that used on early 707 ice protection system deletion studies:

0 W 3Ominite hold
ALT a 15,000 ft iltitude

V = 377 mph True Airspeed
(256 knts indicated airspeed)j

IcIng Conditions (PAR Part 25, Appendix C)
to a 21 F Icing limit tepperature (Abbitat air temperature)

a15 Micron drop diameter ("A" drop distribution)
F 15 K~)iloecloud

a0.266 g/*3 clond water contaut (150 mile cloud)

Airfoil and Ingingement Data

Stab. Angle of Sweep chord (N/C)* (H/C)o* 10
Sta. Attack Aa Legt (Fig.2 (Fig. 2 (Fig. 20)

197.5 -2.380 4.30 2S0 in. .095 .087 .020
410 -2.380 430 l2Oin. .095 .087 .051

*Projected height for 0 degree angle of attack.

Knowing the impingement and flight conditions, the icnlg parameter, 1,
can now be calculated for the horizontal stabilizer station SIL 410 at:

I - ~ e E-(/.
377 (cos 430) (30) (-266) (.051) (.095) ~4

4 1 I - 10.66
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from Fi le r, the Ice" Nam, toL dck Streawice
sta. Par. , Lower eVk.C_

-E -s_ r E .

197.5 )4.l 1.0 .75 .99 1.37 1.25 4.36
410. 1 o.66 2.03 1.84, 2.10 2.78 2.52 2.87 -

The ice anIcs con now be enca ted ftcs the ratio at lee thickese and
Figure 22.

upper Upper Lower Loawe 1>
Stab. Projected lee Thickness 'Ie hile lee .A e lee M Irece -Arl,
Sta. Ht. Ratio Rbtio Ftr. (ft. 22) .2.)

19. .091 .9We .878 1.08 26 736 -38.5o
110 1.091 .749 .752 .893 460 e63 .o

From the above ice enzles and pinnacle heigints, the resultant ice shape
is drawn as sho.rm in FiGure 23. 7he corrcc.:nd.ng nc.-Anl 3 inch 707 ice
shape is also shoun for rePcrence l=sed on th3 prviwaos method v.heriby
all of the ippinging w:atur uac acw.szed to collect Cn the airfoil.

asonably good agrecemnt bat~aen the ito :: hol is Shown at the tip.
koever, due to the Drier collection c icicncy Lt the inborad end of the
stabilizcr, the latet calculation procc-luro givcs a mich naller Ice
thicknacs. This is n line with observ.tio:s on rotural icing fliht
tezt-. The difference in the location of the ice cz Is due to the
higher anele of attack of the less cmbered 701 airfoil. This angle of /
attack ir determined from airplane trin requirements.

The method of deterninirg ice shapes developed from the Cleveland test data
is applicebl6 to any airfoil. Extrapolation frc this data will generally
be satisfactory if the airfoils are similar. Consideration should be given
to obtaining ice accretion data If the airfoil is considerably different than
that tested here, or the surface is considered particularly critical from a
flight safety or performance standpoint.

11o attempt vas =do in this test progr to obtain ice shapes for extended
leeding edge devices such as Kruger flaps or slats since these are normally
retracted during icing conditions. Ice shapes on extended leading edge devices,
if required, can and have been determined from estinatcd water collectionrt-tes.

Measu ld clock-wise from geometric chord

"Mesrcd counter-clockwise frora goonotric chord
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* WFE O IcE ON AIUG MnRWOW|

Wind Tne Testift

A prelininary evaluation of the effects of ice on airplane performance
sad stability is usual obtained from viM tunnel terting with ice shapes
attached to the unheated airfoil sections. Wind tunnel test results showing
the effect on the lift coefficient and pitching ncevnt curves of a typical
loeing Jet transiort are shown in Figure 26. At angles of attack associated with
level flight, the ice has little effect other than to increase drag. This
effect on airplane dra&v ith flaps extended, is shown in Figure 27. As indicatcd
in this figure, the drag ircrcsse due to ice, increases sharply with landing
flap settings. It is under these conditionc where ice has the most effect on
airplane performance.

FlgtTesting

The final check of the airplane tolerance to icing is usually obtainedl
through flight testing vith simulated ice shalpes unless previous data is
available or sufficient to determine aerodynmic characteristics or penalties.
These ice shapes are made up frc a styroforn core attched to a fiberglas
glove which fastens over the airfoil leading cz!ve. Elpabond or body Imtty is
applied over the ctyrofoex ice shape to give a rough outside texture. A
typical ice Bhape used on the 727 horizontcl stabilizer is shon In Figure 28.
kxact siwilation of the cup-like protrusions, Chown in Figure 19, is not
considerei necessary since the horn or ice piunncle acts as the spoiler which
results in airflow separation. In sm-e. conditions, the cup-like protruiorm-
could act like vortex generators and prcote rcattctzent of the airflow to
the airfoil. Therefore, only the external ice shape is duplicated, including
the sharpness of the ice pinnacles.

A
The flight test evaluation by FAA pilots includes basic airplane performance

data as well as flight characteristics for the following Pt the most criticalcenter of gravity: A

1. Demonstration of stalls, sideslip, heading changes under engine out
conditions and windup turns.

2. Demonstration of elevator effectiveness through pushovers starting at
1.4 Vs to flap placard speeds and down to 1.1 Vs .

3. Demonstration of high specd haadlinM characteristics including lateral
control evaluation, pushovers, and pull ups.

n. Flap retraeti aml axtesuion during simulated go-arourd.

. Deonstration of approach and cruise stability through trtdng the
airplane and stabilizing on airspeed through elevator only.

.his latter condition usually is the most difficult in that the aircraft
must have tufficient elevator control avilable to attain speeds betueen 1.1 Vs
and 1.7 Vs for approach without retrtrng the aircraft. Using a mov.tblc
horizontal stabilizer ior trim usually t .ano more elevator control avail-°1e,



espeially for fullyV poered or directly cautrollod elevators. ied

with fxdsaiieshv rwcasvrno mpicig&t-loss

goss elvaor ghtol Th res.n e~ the ic fle on thd iccocro ain- eei
Tsbrce is ~ thull aircat viiur alowee ln lan1* p voIt ht. On-#~ shrth

rirethcce a sufces o o thaloer. Ths surfoace pvenr.lih be
ata eh lift eficin cor~ition "stlout resulpting andlss t elitr

Uc addiingo vlsifih characteristicsaeaso itrsti alTlem iinfeg* the t

d polr oairfinie froteciti tsin the Beeinet t rnsuency ofus lcaio

of-. thein irla performance penalty. Thisfprnult in thew fth ainirl
FigLur 0so- thnen ieight.o iend in te perof crncgrsecenon of tircrafV
fliost vight.uTh inrn of etitin ahebicen ani cperoffures-iTo de-mn

thigh decriase an rae air thrae ayoad i parfnovkdeo wth hasfrpla
desentd flight4eicn con itions erutn airfoil surfaced tcdrature de the
aiert c oup n turfe sbthteperature at hc teic thice alshd

cue coediins, catheristic artptre alooitertsto inceaeduet the
temefrarf-aliue lpsrateis sirn bhy dte lowc tie ir~nc iur 31. ~cT
ofthealanec of the ice aly Thisan ednalt inse t sofe pt airplthe
toailadn epraueh ispperente olnw dithe pesc a fuctin of veocity
thle maurfaaibe air t:iperatue strst rfvteqira tenowlodueso bth alae t h
descent, flt coitions, hearnsulrant airfoiltusrse is~ar sufcin te
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lce Shedding Temperature Equations

The airfoil surface temperature under the 'ice cap must be know.m in order to
determine the time at which the ice will shed during a descent. This temper-
ature differs from the total or recovery temperature during descent because
of the ice cap thermal capacitance (thermal lag). A method of predicting the
time the ice will shed has been developed by Boeing, using laboratory test
data in conjunction uith a heat transfer analysis. This method has been
verified using data from a '737 natural 'icing flight tf!st.

The airfoil surface tempekature for that portion of the descent before the
ice begins to melt is determined from using classical heat transfer equations
(Newtonian heating) with constants determined from laboratory tests.
Laboratory tests are also used to determine the surface temperature during
that portion of the descent -whore the ice starts to melt. Figure 32 shows the
heat balance on the ice cap and airfoil, during steady state conditions at
holding and during the descent.

The process whereby the ice cap and ice metal interface is heated during
descent Is closely approyximatea by Neiwtonian heatine except for the unsteady
boundary condition, due to the temperature lapoe rate. Figure 33 shows
the classical heat transfer equation for a step change in recovery temperature
and the equation derived for this study which represents a linear or ramp
temperature change. The derivation of this equation is shown in Figure 34
in terms of temperature differentials between the recovcry temperature and air-
foil ice surface temperature. The driving force for ice shedding is the
recovery temperature which varies with time as:

t, t i- W9 (9)

Where W is the warm-up rate which is a function of descent rate, temperature
lapse rate and airplane velocity.

The effects of subliation of the ice cap is felt in lower airfoil surface
temperatures as shown in Figure 32. This occurs also during the descent
phase and is accounted for emperically in the calculation procedure by
correcting the calculated surface temperature by the relationship shown in
Figure 32. The inclusion of the sublimation effect in the differential
equation shown in Figura 34 was not considered since this would result
in a non-linear differential equation difficult to solve. This is due to the
ice sublimation being a function of ambient air temperature and altitude as
well as surface temperature. This sublimation effect is small compared to
the change in airfoil-surface temperature during descent, especially near
32 F, and therefore, will not significiantly affect the ice shedding analysis.

The time constant 17- and &Test (established temperature lag) were
determined for an iced airfoil from icing tunnel data. Figure 35 is a typical
time-temperature history of an ice airfoil tested in the Boeing icing tunnel.
The temperatures of the ice cap airfoil interface follows, but lags the tunnel
air temperature. As the ice cap begins to melt, there is a leveling out of the
surface temperature (point of inflecilon). This inflection point and the time
of ice shedding are readily determined from the test data.
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IcI Tunnel Data

Figure 36 is a plot of several icing tunnel runs and illstrates .the
relationship between warm-up rate and the established temperature lag. From
these data, values for established temperature lag ( Test) equal to W/?'
and the time constant 7* can be determined. The warm-up rate in degrees F
per minute numerically equals the established lag in degrees F for three
inch ice shapes. Therefore, the time constant 1, is equal to 1.0 min. " I .
These data used in the solution to the heat transfer bquation enable the
surface temperatures to be calculated up to a point whvere melting of the ice
begins.

To determine the tLme it takes the ice to shed from the point whore it
starts melting (inflection point), icing tunel data ere plotted as warm-up
rate versus ice shedding time and inflection temperature. These data nre
also shown in Figure 36. and are used directly for determining the inflection
temperature and the ice shed times for a given flight varm-pp rate.

Calculation Procedure

As prcviously shown in Figure 32, the equation for determination of the

temperature umder the ice cap is:

- = -< (10)

This equ.,ion is valid util the ice cap begins to ii, lt. The laboratory
test data indicates that ATest is numerically equal to the warra-up rate and
the time constant 7- is equal to one. The varm-up rate, W, is the slope of
the.rccovery temperature line OR

w .trL -tyl

The results of equation (10) need to be adjustc-d for the effects of ice cap
sublimation using the equation:

AT+su+ " 2.9 LS PO(1)+++: +~ e~- e~(12)

This use of equation (12) from References 2 and 3 was checked using 737 flight
test data. It will res. t in a reduction of the surface temperature under
the ice cap by approximately 3 F during the low te-sperature cruise flight
conditions. Sublimation cooling is less than 1 F at tcperatures near the point
of ice shedding.

After the ice cap begins to relt, (at the inflection point) the laboratory
test data in Figure 36 are applicd directly to deten-ine the shedding ti,-e.

For a typicol desccnt profile, as shc:n in Fiure 37, the ambient air
temperature profile is dramn starting with the desired destination field
temperature and temr'erature lapse rate. Although the normal lapse rate is
3-1/2 F/100 fect, a cmaserVative value of 5.5 F/IbOO feet hat, been used in
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oin certification work. The total teeratuz1e and recovery temperature
profiles can iow be added based on the given airplane speed schedule.
Recovery temperature profiles are based on:

vhere 0.9 is the recovery factor for turbulent flow.

u*rface temperatures are calculated starting from the initial oint of
descent where the airfoil tenkrature under the ice cap is the recovery
temperature minus the temperature difference due to. sublimation from
equation (13). At a calculated surface temperature of 32 F or greater,
the ice will start to melt. Figure 36 must then be used to determine the
inflection point time.

It is desirable to have the ice shed at or above 1500 feet or before
final approach. Thus, the inflection temperature must be reached prior to

---- 1500 feet by the amount of the ice shed time. Various landing field temperatures,
dr plane speeds, or descent profiles may be assumed to obtain this objective.

Application

Applying these curves and equations to a 737 desccnt profile floin during

a natural icing flight test (Figure 38) shows the predicted and actual ice
shedding times. The actual flight test data notes indicate that 90 percent
of the ice was shed 30 seconds after the first ice shed. The predicted time
for all ice shedding using the method developed here was 45 zaconds after
the first ice vas observed to have shed during the natural icing flight test.
This shows the method to be conservative.

Figure 39 shows the time temperature profile resulting from application of
the above method to the descent profile of Figure 37 when utilizing a
conservative lapse rate of 5.5 F/100 feet. The resultant destination airport
temperature below which the ice accretion penalty must be applied is 44 F.

It is conceivable, with increasing traffic, that descent profiles will

be used which will result in more severe conditions than presently considered.
To ansure flexibility of de:cent profiles, as necessary, it is desirable to
consider operating procedures to be established for a.range of destination
temperatures.

The descent profile required at Johm F. Kennedy when an airplane comes in
over LaGuardia is a case in point. See Figure 110. Here the airplane must
descent from 10,000 feet to sea level in a very short distance. It is possible
that this descent profile wou1d require a descent rate of 3000 feet per minute
down to the -start of approach at 1500 feet. The required destination airport
temperature for this profile would be 59 F using the above method. If the
US Standard lapse rate of 3-1/2 F/OO0 feet vere used (which is more normal),
the required destination airport temiperature would be 45 F.

In the John F. Kennedy (JFK) case, the gross woight nialty could be
eliminated between airport temperatures of 45 F and 59 F by controlling the
descent rate, by limiting the time for descent or by using a different flap
setting which is allow:ed for long runways. At JFK, use of a higher landing
flap setting would eliminate the requirement for shedding the ice to meet
the climb gradients. This configuration would be established at the time
of dispatch into the possible iaine condition.
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If the runiwy is so short that higher landing fl~aps cannot be used, it
will be ujecossary to specify kt the time of dispatch to an airport with
temperatures between 146 and 60 F that a' minim=m deseent-rate be used below

*a given altitude. For exmiple, 1500 ft/mmn below 5000 feet. These-
operational procedures would be specified in the Flight Manual.

The procedures for determining the need for airfoil ice protection may be
stiarized as followist

1. Calculation of a rcalistic artificihl ice shape preferable usinZ test
ice accretion data.

2. Evaluation of the effects of this ice shape on airpla.ne handling
characteristics eaid perform~ance through wind tunnel and flight testing.

3. Daterinination of airplane performance penal1ties an4./or operating
procedures.

4. Determination of m~hen these penalties must be applied through calculation
of ice shedding characteristics.

-J~

If the ai rpl.ne handlinC characteristics are satisfactory and the
performance penal.ties tolerfable then the airfoil ice protection system is not .

required or con be Wlianinated.

The determninatiork of. e pecd for airfoil ice protection requires the
establirh:nt, of they oayge ace, acerations on airplane performance. The
ice accretion test progran conducted4 by Boeinr provid-s a basis for accur.ateJ,y
determining the size and. shape of these ice accretions. This has been
accomplished by correlating the measured ice cap d±iansions with theoretical/
impingenient parameters. Use of this correlation will enable the calculetion
of artiricial, ice shapes represcntative of those which would acercir-' on
the airplane during a severe icing encounter.

Boeing icing tunnel testing and analysis have show;n that iceshedding 4
characteristics can be analyti,!ally determined for a given descent profile.
Use of the procedures illustrated here will enable the deteiriination of
the time and altitude at uhich the ice will shed or what destination airport
temperature is required to assure ice shedding prior to approach.

Jq
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NMATUIM

Symbol Unit

A Ice cap cross-sectional area

-'Dimensionleu Local water catch efficiency

Feet Airfoil chord length

C BTU/OF Thermal capacitance

E" Dimensionless Total water collection efficiency

H Feet Airfoil projected height

I Icing parameter defined by Equation (7)

Dimensionless Recovery factor

S Feet Impingement distance

tamb OF Ambient air temperature

tr OF Recovery air tuperature

'tota 'OF Total air temperature
t'ro OF Initial rec6very temperature

AT OF Temperature differential between
recovery torperature and airfoil I
surface tm:iperature

ATPst OF Established temperature lag between
recovery temperature and airfoil
surface temperature

TO  OF Initial temperature lag between
recovery temperature and airfoil
surface temperature

U BU/hr oF ft 2  Overall heat transfer coefficient

V Knots Free stream velocity

O °F/min Recovery air temperature warm up rate

lbs/hr-ft2  Local vater catch rate

lbs/hr-ft. span Total V:ater catch rate

C Hours or minutes Icing time

Feet Ice thickness

Grams/cubic meter Cloud liquid ,.ater content
A Airfoil Sweep angle

lbs/ft3  Ice density

.1- Time constant = ...C
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING MR. WILDER'S PRESENTATION ON

"TECHNIQUES USED TO DETERMINE ARTIFICIAL ICE SHAPES AND ICE SHEDDING;

CHARACTERISTICS OF UNPROTECTED AIRFOIL SURFACES"

Question: Was there any evidence, in watching the formation
of an ice shape, of liquid water running between
projections?

Answer: Yes, the pinnacles would disappear, narrowing the
impinging area.

Question: What happens to the size of shapes when breaking off?

Answer: Based on tunnel test, on swept wings, ice shapes shed

and break up in flight in small chunks.

Question: When you find most critical shapes, do they effect
lift in some manner?

Answer: Yes, lift as well as drag.

Question: Was .9 factor of double horn type right? Isn't 1.0
better?

Answer: No difference based on icing tunnel tests.

(4
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ABSTRACT

Twenty-three low-cost, anti-icing materials were tested by the

Aircraft Development Service at the NASA/Lewis Rcsearch Tunnel,

Cleveland, Ohio. These materials were passive in nature and were

jof the type that can be sprayed, wiped, or otherwise added to theI
aircraft wing structure without special skills or equipment. Each

product was examined in a manner that would enable a determination

of its ice accretion characteristics and ice release properties.

No effort was made to stimulate the natural ice release characteristics

of each product, i.e., parting strips, vibration devices, etc. Ice

formed on all materials tested. There was no observed release of

ice due to aerodynamic forces, however, all of the materials evaluated

did reduce adhesion to the wing in varying degrees. The minimum value

obtained during the test program was on Dow Corning Cationic Silicons

(E-1044-32-1 and XZ-83057).

3
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4 INTRODUCTION L

These tests by the FAA of anti-icing materials have been initiated as

I a follow-up effort to the Engineering Summary of Airframe Icing

Technical Data (ADS-4) completed in 1963. The above-mentioned report

served as the vehicle for bringing together all known technical

experience in the area of airframe icing. The basic research conducted

by NACA/NASA comprising over 130 separate reports, formed the major

part of the statistical data in ADS-4 and serves as the basis for most

U.S., Canadian, and British commercial and military design criteria.

In September 1967, the Aircraft Development Service, FAA, received

two requests for R&D effort from the two major subdivisions of the

U. S. civil aviation industry, the Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Association, representing a major segment of general aviation, and

the Air Line Pilots Association safety representative for Air West

representing the air carrier segment. The Seattle Area Office, Western

Region, coordinated the operational interests of both the general

aviation and air carriers in the Pacific Northwest. The above parties

requested that the Aircraft Development Service investigate the ice

accretion characteristics and release properties of certain relatively

new developments in the field of passive materials that may offer

improvements in the release of ice from aircraft structures.

The problems faced by these parties, particularly operators of

small aircraft, are 0ie relatively high cost and weight penalties of

327
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current generation de-icing/anti-icing systems available for small

aircraft. Further, large aircraft operators have a continuing

interest in systems that will provide for easier and more complete

release of ice from aircraft structures.

The past efforts of the NACA committee on icing problems had

resolved the basiL research issues involved in large aircraft

operation in in-flight icing conditions. However, at the time (1957)

the subcommittee was disbanded, small aircraft utilization had not

increased to the point of major prominence in air-taxi, arilines, and

business use that exists today.

A number of the passive materials suggested for examination are

relatively new developments and have received considerable attention

due to their low frictional characteristics experienced in non-aviation

uses such as encountered in the food and textile industries.

The points focused upon in this investigation centered on the ice

accretion characteristics and release properties of each material

submitted for examination. Free entry to the tests was offered to

all parties which included both civil and the military services. No

restraints were placed on the participation of any interested individual.
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MATI:REAL

Requirements for test articles as established by NASA required " . .

steady state stresses shall be designed with a factor of safety of 5

relative to stresses induced by aerodynamic forces in smooth airflow at

260 knots." This requirement necessitated the complete design to

fabrication of a NASA 2412 airfoil section. The new material included

4130 steel wing ribs and spars covered with 2024-T3 sheet aluminum.

The reconstructed test article did not exhibit any unsatisfactory

aerodynamic characteristics during the test series. The twenty-three

materials tested are described below.

Teflon-S 958-211. A material that requires curing at approximately

6000F. It is brown in color and exhibits a dull surface appearance.

Teflon-S 954-101. A material that requires curing at approximately

4-50 0F. It is green in color and exhibits a dull surface appearance.

Both Teflon products were .0007" in thickness on a .003" thick aluminum

foil with an adhesive backing.

Formica UHM. An ultra-high molecular weight thermal plastic material .030"

thick in sheet form.

Xaton MSX. A proprietary chemical treatment for metal surfaces in liquid

form that requires appxoximately 1/2 hour curing time.

Xaton PRX. A proprietary chemical treatment for metal surfaces in liquid

form requiring approxin,, -ely 1/2 hour curing time.

Polyurethane - Astro-coat RN ll5pi. Four coats are required for a total

thickness of 6 mils. thickness plus a primer 1 mil. in thick ess. The

product requires approximately 4-5 days curing time in place at room

temperature.
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Polyox. A high mole.cular weight polyurethane oxide film 6 mils. thick.

This material is water soluble.

Union Carbide Y-4112. A solvent solution of reactive silicone.

Union Carbide Y-4828. A cationic silicon grease deposition.

Cab-O-Sil (Trademark) ST-D. A super-hydrophobic amorphous colloidal

silica.

Coating applicators. Teflon paint. Two different compositions were

offered for test. Their contents were proprietary in nature. A heat

lamp was required for curing.

Product Development Company 2-D-10A. A proprietary grease composition.

Dtw Corning Cationic Silicones. Two products were offered; E-1044-32-1

and XZ 83071 proprietary grease deposition.

Scientific Products Corporation. S.P.C. A proprietary irtai surface

treatment in liquid form.

Interlock. A product.with Teflon particles locked into an aluminum foil

by a patented process.

General Electric. Four products were offered: "Insulgrease" an aerosol

application of silicon grease; "Insulgrease" a silicon grease composition;

GE G-660 - G-635 both silicons.

Glidden - Glidair. A proprietary aerosol ice repellent.

A hydraulically actuated device was designed and constructed to measure

the shear forces (lb) necessary to dislodge a 10 square-inch sample of

the ice coating the leading edge of the wing. Basically, this device
fJ

consisted of a tripod, secured to the floor of the tunnel innediately
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adjacent to the leading edge of the wing. Mounted thereon was a

hydraulic actuator supporting a template of the wing leading airfoil

manufactured from heavy stock aluminum. Immediately subsequent to each

test run, the tripod was mounted adjacent to the leading edge of the wing,

the periphery of the measured ice test sample was cleared with a hot iron,

and the airfoil template was placed against the wing leading edge.

Following this, hydraulic pressure was exerted to move the template span-

wise to dislodge the measured ice test area. The resulting hydraulic

-force required was then simply divided into the size (10 square inches)

of the ice test section and the pounds per square inch noted on the record

sheet.

All test runs were followed by docurentation of the ice formation and

buildup by polaroid color film. Products that exhibited particularly

desirable characteristics were documented by color motion picture film.

All tunnel test condition calibrations and the tunnel operation were

established and run by NASA/Lewis personnel. All records of test conditions

were recorded from the established tunnel instrumentation.
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METHODOLOGY

The test environment was designed to examine each of the previously

described materials in two basic operating conditions. These were:

(1) Maximum continuous icing, and (2) Intermittent maximum icing. Both

of these condition definitions evolved from FAA Technical Report tS-4,

and are included in Appendix C, FAR 25. Further, two different airspeed

ranges were established within each of the aforementioned operating

conditions. These were, (1) 150 knots, simulating a small aircraft cruising

speed with an appropriate angle of attack, and (2) 110 knots, simulating a

holding speed, again with an angle of attack appropriate to that flight

condition. To summarize, four runs were made on each product that showed

promise of desirable release characteristics. Two under maximum continuous

icing conditions, and two under intermittent maximum icing conditions.

Each test run was initiated and terminated in accordance with a time

-period appropriate to that which one would expect to encounter in the

specific icing condition established. The determination of the time

duration of each run was made based on the statistical data described in

ADS-4.
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SHEAR TESTING

At the outset it must be stated that it was not possible for this test

group to develop a meaningful method of measuring the shear requirements

for ice release from untreated aluminum surfaces. While the project

personnel discussed this type of test with all facilities known to have

experience in such work, each suggested approach, i.e., ice cube, test

strip, pull desks, etc., retained the same undesirable characteristic.

It could not be determined whether the adhesion force of the ice to

the aluminum surface was being tested or whether the simple strength of

the ice itself was factor in its release. For example, 10 test runs

included an attempt to correlate the ice release from both the treated

and untreated aluminum surfaces. There was no case observed i~ere the

ice released cleanly from the untreated surface. In each of these

observations the ice either crushed or otherwise broke up and flaked

away leaving a rough ice coated aluminum surface. A final point, the

values related to this type of breakup exhibited considerable scatter,

ranging from 9 psi to 36 psi. For the purpose of testing ice release I

forces, the above values are considered to be highly qualitative if

not meaningless.

The shear test results of each materiel submitted for examination

were divided into two categories: (1) The total prepared ice sample wasIdislodged along or from the wing surface when the maximum ram/template
force was recorded (Table II), and (2) Portions of the t. ai ice sample

either were dislodged or tne ice failed within itself. The variety of

scatter noted in the release values of tests on aluminum make all but

the first of the above two test result categories highly suspect and

qualitat"',e in nature.
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TABLE 11

TEST RESULTS

UmILIZIlG STAWDARD TEST SERIES

CATEGORY ONE

Material Tested ane of IceRelerce Factor 3(P

Teflon-S 954-101 11

Fori rca-Polyolefin 7-14

Polyurethane 23-36

Union Carbide
Polyox 18
Y-4828 25
Y-4112 8

Cabot-Dry Overcoat 31

Coating Applicators
3889-1045 12-25
4010N 5-17

Product Dvzelopmant Company
2-B-10A 13-25 I

Ii Dow-Corning
E-1044-32-1 1.8-2.2
XZ-83071 1.8-2.2
XZ-83057 6-10

S .P.C. "Protect" 13-15

Xaton-PPrX 13

Interlock Panel

(Teflon) 7-10

General ElectriL
Insulgrease 10
G-660 5-11
G-635 3-11

Glidair 5
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!i ~RESULTS

The results of these tests can be divided into three categories. These

are:

1. Ice formed on all materials examined in the icing research tunnel.

Qualitative observations of the amount and type of ice buildup

treated versus untreated surfaces indicate little difference

between test runs other than that which would be expected from

different time durations.

2. The test group was unable to develop a meaningful test for examining

the shear force'required to release ice from an untreated aluminum

surface.

3. All materials tested did reduce the forces required to release ice

from the treated aluminum surfaces,
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CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that none of the materials examined exhibited any obvious

signs of aerodynamic release of ice. However, several points must be

kept in mind when analyzing this evidence. First, the icing research

tunnel simulates the sub-cooled liquid water droplet cloud; it does not

include examination of the effects of snow, ice particles, rain, etc.

Second, there are continuing qualitative reports of pilot's "successful"

use of passive types of materials in actual flight within reported icing

conditions. Third, marked reductions were noted in forces required to

release the ice from certain of the treated aluminum surfaces.

Based on the above, further tests are warranted to determine the

*1 real life operating environment characteristics, i.e., erosion, life time,

etc., of at least those products outlined in Table II. Further, such

flight tests would provide correlating data relating to the results

obtained in the icing research tunnel.

Additionally, experience gained in these tests indicates the need forA!
a more refined and standardized method for the measurement of ice release K

forces from all surfaces.

A final point of emphasis, the definition of the relationship of the

tests in the I. R. T. to those in the real life operating environment, is

as yet undefined.
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TABLE II

TEST RESULTS

UTILIZING STANDARD TEST SERIES

CATEGORY ONE

material Tested Range of ice Release Factor (PSI)

Teflon-S 954-101 11

Formica-Polyolefin 7-14

Polyurethane 23-36

Union Carbide
Polyox 18
Y-4828 25
Y-4112 8

Cabot-Dry Overcoat 31

I Coating Applicators
3889-1045 12-25
4010X 5-17

Product Development Company
2-B-1OA 13-25

Dow-Corning
E-1044-32-1 1.8-2.2
XZ-83071 1.8-2.2
XZ-83057 6-10

S.P.C. "Protect" 13-15

Xaton-PRX 13

Interlock Panel
(Teflon) 7-10

General Electric
Insulgrease 10
C-660 5-11
G-635 3-11

Glidair 5
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING MR. HAY'S PRESENTATION ON

"EXPERIMENTS WITH ICEPHOBIC SURFACES"

Question: How much force was necessary for removal of the ice
from the untreated surface?

Answer: From 9 to 36 PSI prior to ice failure.

Question: Did your test include the Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company adhesive backed tape?

Answer: No, Ed Merkle from Douglas has tested this.

Question: Lear Jet tried Icex, but we persuaded them not to
use it. Did you test Icex?

Answer: Yes, and we found it was an aid in causing ice
breakway from boots. A corporation aircraft with
a professional pilot has used a group of icephobic
substances. The pilot is still experimenting.
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"AIR FORCE OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

ATTRIBUTABLE TO AIRFRAME AND POWER PLANT ICING"

Presented to

THE FAA SYMPOSIUM ON \IRCRAFT ICE PROTECTION
Washington, D.C.
April 28-30, 1969

by

LT COLONEL BRUCE M. ELVIN, USAF

Air Weather Service Liaison Officer
Directorate of Aerospace Safety

Deputy Inspector General for Inspection and Safety
Norton AFB, California
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GENTLEMEN:

I'propose to discuss with you the Air Force's operational

problems attributable to airframe and power plant icing during

the period of 1965 to date.

Let me begin by stating that within this time period,

we have had no accidents, major or minor, that have had icing

as a primary cause factor, Further, those mishaps which did

involve icing were randomly spread between bombers, transports

and fighters without an obvious affinity for any one category.

"Now - down to some specific case histories.

The aircraft - F-102A Delta Dagger, built by Convair and

equipped with a J57-P-23A engine. It is a single place,

supersonic, all-weather, delta wing interceptor.

On a routine scramble from Ramstein AB, Germany, the

pilot was vectored to FL 250. Because of conflicting traffic, '"

he was held at 4000 feet for 3 to 4 minutes. Departure

weather was 1500 feet scattered, 3000 feet broken, 7000 feet

broken, with 4 miles visibility in very light snow, a very
0'

moist atmosphere\. Surface temperature was 28°F with a dew

0
point of 21 F. Light to moderate icing during climb had

been forecast.

At level off at 25,000 feet, with 320 kts indicated,
, , o~.., 5+ +;

92.5 percent power and an exhaust gas temperature of 630

.degrees, the pilot experienced a loud report to the left

rear side of the aircraft and an accompanying surge in cock-

pit pressure. When he checked the engine instruments, they

were normal. The power was then retarded to 84% with all
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engine instruments continuing to be devoid of any abnormality.

The power was advanced to approximately 89% to conti" a the

mission but the pilot reported that a roughness in the '6ngine

was noticeable. Power was then reduced to 85% for the

descent and an emergency declared. Recovery was made without

further incident.

A heavy accumulation of clear ice on the duct lips was

found after landing. The engine was inspected but no damage

was detected. A check of the duct anti-icing system verified

its adequate performance. A complete trim check of the engine

was made with no discrepancies found. A functional check

flight revealed nothing and the aircraft was subsequently

released for flight.

The investigator's conclusion was that an accumulation of

ice had built up on the intake duct during the initial phase

of the climb and a piece of this had broken loose and had

been ingested into the engine. This icing condition was

undoubtedly aggravated by the delay at 4000 feet. The flight

manual states that timely employment of the anti-icing equip-

ment will greatly reduce the probability of inlet duct icing

build up, not eliminate it entirely.

Two other F-102 incidents related to the ingestion of ice

crystals from cirrus clouds are on record. Before their

respective requests for higher elevations could be approved,

each aircraft suffered several compressor stalls and a

flameout which was fortunately followed by an early restart
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and uneventful recovery. Again, there was no detectable j
engine damage. j

The aircraft - T-37 "Tweety Bird" built by Cessna and f

powered by two J69-T-25 engines. Two pl.ce side by side

trainer.

While in descent from FL 230, over Texas, approximately

one quarter inch of ice formed on the leading edge of the

wing and canopy rim. The aircraft was clear of clouds at

14,000 feet and cancelled IkR with the field in sight. The

ice began to melt at 10,000 feet. The right engine flamed

out at 8000 feet and was immediately restarted. The left

engine quit at 6000 feet and was likewise immediately restarted. The left

Both engines were set at 80% RPM with 240 kts indicated at the.

time of the trouble. A maximum of 600 degrees exhaust gas

temperature was reached during the restarts Aircraft and

engines were ground inspected for damage with negative results.

In a similar case, a T-37 pilot encountered broken clouds

at FL 220 and light ice began to accumulate. Before a change- ,

of altitude could be affected, the icing ceased. The flight

was continued through broken clouds for a full ten minutes

before reaching the destination VOR fix. At this time a solid

cloud mass was entered and ice began to rapidly accumulate

on wings and canopy. A climb request was made and immediately

granted. When clear of the clouds, it was noted that 1 1/2

inches of ice was on the leading edge of the wings. Penetration

was iniliated early and the ice began breaking off at the cloud
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base of 12,000 feet and was completely gone at 8000 feet. The

pilot raised the speed brakes and brought power back to idle

to conserve fuel during this abnormally long penetration.

Level off was made at 7000 feet and was accompanied by the

flameout of the right engine, followed in 5 seconds by the

loss of the left engine. Restarts were accomplished but not

before the aircraft had descended below 2000 feet above the

surface. Ground inspection failed to reveal any damage to

either engine.

The aircraft - T-33A Shooting Star, built by Lockheed

and equipped with a J33-A-35 engine, two place tandem trainer.

Three T-birds were recovering at Kadena AB, Okinawa, after

fulfilling their respective roles as faker aircraft. Each

had been in subfreezing temperatures for 1 1/2 hours.

The first aircraft entered the holding pattern at FL 200

(-160 C). Rime icing, less than 1/2 inch thick, accumulated on

the wind screen and the leading edges of the wing. The pilot

noticed an RPM fluctuation but attributed it to an inadvertent

throttle moveme it due to the light turbulence he was encounter-

ing. Approximately 2 minutes later, at 200 kts indicated and

with 83% RPM, the engine flamed out. Relight was immediate

but the exhaust gas temperature went to 1000 degrees. The

pilot brought the temperature back within limits and landed

without further incident.

Number two aircraft entered the holding pattern at FL 210.

He encountered heavy precipitation, rime ice accumulation of
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1/2 to 3/4 inch thick and light turbulence. He was advised

of the previous incident.

While in descent with 80% power, in moderate to heavy

rain, his engine flamed out at 17,000 feet (-10°C). Immediate :

restart was accomplished but at 13,000 feet (-3°C), the engine

rumbled and the RPMs decreased to 65%. The throttle was

advanced and the engine recovered within 10 seconds. No

further difficulty was experienced. A

The third aircraft entered the holding pattern at FL 220 I
and encountered light to moderate turbulence, 1/2 inch

accumulation of rime ice and a mixture of frozen and liquid

precipitation. After 15 minutes of holding and having been

advised of the two previous flameouts, he began his penetration.

At 17,000 feet he encountered very heavy rain and as he

passed through 15,000 (-7°C), still in very heavy rain, the

engine compressor stalled and the RPM began to decrease. The

gang start switch was activated at 53% RPM and the engine

immediately recovered with no further difficulties.

Temperatures at the various altitudes were taken from

the most current upper air sounding. Cumulonimbus tops to

35,000 feet were possible in the area with supercooled rain

at the incident altitudes. The freezing level was 12,500 feet.

The investigator concluded that induction icing was

the most probable cause for the flameouts, affecting the main

fuel control and airflow to the engine. He also cited water

ingestion as a possible contributing cause.
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The aircraft - T-39A, Saberliner, built by North

American, a swept low wing multi-engined jet rainer. Two

side by side pilots, four passengers.

The first of two aircraft was scheduled for an early

afternoon instrument training mission. The aircraft entered

the cloud base at 14,500 feet with engine and wing anti-icing

equipment operating. Immediate formation of rime ice was

noted on the wing slats. After level off at FL 220, ice

accumulation was estimated to be 1/2 - 3/4 inches. Aircraft

remained at altitude for 5 minutes and then began penetration.

Postflight inspection revealed damage to both engines. Two

inlet guide vanes were distorted and 8 first stage rotor

blades were bent at the tips in #1 engine. In engine #2,

six inlet guide vanes were distorted, 9 first stage rotor blades
were bent at the tips, and 2 first stage stators were nicked

just above root area. Both engines required replacement.

The second Sabe'liner's pilots were briefed on the earlier

incident and their exposure time within the clouds was pur-

posely minimized. Clouds were penetrated, at 15,000 feet with

engine and wing anti-icing equipment functioning. Cloud tops

were at FL 230. Ice accumulation during initial climb was

1/4 - 1/2 inches on wing slats and windshield wipers. The ice

sublimated from wings and wipers while flying on top of the

clouds. Aircraft descent was made at 4000 feet per minute.

No appreciable ice accumolation was noted during the descent.
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Engines were closely checked upon landing. Damage was

minor and confined to the #1 engine and consisted of 5 first

stage rotor blades curled at the tips. One third stage stator

vane was nicked above the root. Damage was blendable but

inaccessible.

The ingested ice could have come from the nose or adjacent

fuselage which has no anti-icing protection. It is more

likely that the ice accumulation rate was simply in excess of

the anti-ice system's capability.

The aircraft - C-141A, Starlifter, built by Lockheed

and equipped with 4 TF33-P-7 engines. Flight crew of 6 and

154 troops.

Two aircraft were awaiting weather improvement to takeoff'

minimums at Elmendorf AFB, Alaska. The delay was in excess of

one hour for one aircraft and two hours for the other. Weather

conditions were: temperature 9 F, dew point 7°F, calm winds

with visibility restricted due to ice fog.

When the flights were cancelled an. the aircraft returned

to the ramp, the extensive icing was discovered. The accumu-

lation was not visible from the cockpit and the crew had no

warnings from their instrumentation.

The auxiliary air doors in the cowls had been frozen in

the open position. Three quarters to one int i of ice covered

the inlet guide vanes, first and second stage fans and second

stage guide vanes. All of this had occurred despite the full

employment of the anti-icing systems.
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The inlet screen for the auxiliary power unit had also

iced up and created a potential fire hazard.

Current Air Force procedures now call for the delay in

starting engines until takeoff conditions exist when ice fog

is present. Frequent visual inspection of the APU inlet

screen are made to warn of excessive ice buildups when the

equipment must be operated under these conditions.

The aircraft - WC-130B/C-130E, Hercules, built by Lockheed

and equipped with 4 T56-A-7 engines, 4 crewmembers, 92 troops.

While enroute from Mountain Home AFB, Idaho, to Eielson

AFB, Alaska, the aircraft was subjected to light rime ice

for 45 minutes. The aircraft commander watched this condition

very carefully and when the icing severity increased, he

began a descent to a cloud-free area and initiated a return to

McChord AFB, Washington.

Shortly thereafter, #4 engine flamed out and the tailpipe

inlet temperature peaked at 950 degrees. The engine was shut

down.

Engine #3 began to lose power. RPM decreased to 60%

and the crew prepared for two engines out on one side, but it

unexpectedly recovered and came back up to speed.

Ground inspection and runup of the #4 engine revealed that

it required replacement due to excessive vibration.

It is presumed that this incident was caused by the

disruption of inlet air flow due to severe inlet icing.
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The WC-130B was engaged in routine hurricane recon-

naissance. After penetrating the "eye" of the storm and

measuring the various parameters at that location, the

aircraft moved back out to the edge of the disturbance and

established a box pattern to collect peripheral data.

Although their radar did not show heavy precipitation

in the holding pattern, the aircraft encountered severe icing in

a snow shower. An immediate descent to warmer temperature

was begun.

Shortly after entering the descent, #1 engine flamed out

03
(outside air temperature 9 C) while simultaneously #4 engine

went into a stalled condition with the turbine inlet tem-
0

peratures rising to 840 C. Within seconds, the remaining

two engines started to flame out, #2 first, followed by #3.

The pilot increased the thro'ttle settings and #3 kept

running. The copilot was successful in regaining #2 by

going through the airstart procedures. An attempt to feather

#1 by the normal procedure was unsuccessful but the system

did respond to the manual override. Although #4 was still

running, it was not producing power due to the flat blade

angie so it was also feathered.

The aircraft was leveled at 11,500 feet with both inboard

engines running smoothly and all checklist items were accom-

plished.. Number 4 was then restarted but the earlier problem

in feathering #1 discouraged the aircraft commander from

stretching his luck too far. The aircraft recovered at
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Kelly AFB, Texas, where the engines were thoroughly inspected

and tested. No damage was found.

The incident was charged to severe icing which blocked

the airflow to the engines and caused the compressor stalls.

The Air Force stresses the need for a detailed weather

briefing before each extended flight and requires letter-

perfect knowledge of the limitations and capabilities of the

airplane by the crew. These requirements forewarn of the

icing potential and other hazardous conditions and permit

alternate flight profiles to be selected.

We have solved the problem by avoiding it whenever

possible. In these generally rare cases in which the equip-

ment design was unable to completely cope with the environment,

1he recovery of the aircraft must be credited to the professional

skill of the aircrews involved.
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING LT. COL. ELVIN'S PRESENTATION ON

"AIR FORCE OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

ATTRIBUTABLE TO AIRFRAME AND POWERPLANT ICING"

Question: Do you recall any Pitot tube icing accidents?

Answer: We have nothing on record. Only major and minor.
accidents are investigated. These are incidents,
so we just have incident reports which are not as
detailed.

Question: Does the Saberliner have a wing and fuselage
anti-icing system?

Answer: The portion of the aircraft in front of the engine
does. I think the icing ingestion problem results
from nose and fuselage icing breaking off and
entering engine.

Question: In the case of the loss of all four engines you
mentioned, are there any provisions for restart
in this case?

Answer: You need the APU for bleed air. Can air start,
but prefer not to.

4
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MILITARY OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
-I,

The guidelines provided by the Icing Symposium technical program notes

were rather broad in nature and at first glance, offered a limited time

frame in which to complete this presentation. I find, however, the research
and development effort of the separate military departments, federal agencies,

and private industry coupled with the "hard knock" experience gathered through

the rapid development of the aerospace art, have so reduced icing problems

within naval aviation that the time alloted presents absolutely no problem.

In order to gather information on pilot squawks, unsatisfactory reports,

etc., the fixed-wing and rotary-wing analysts from the Safety Center's

Aircraft Analysis Division were contacted. Our training analyst reports

the limited icing exposure allowed by our training command consists of an

occasional inadvertent IFR/icing encounter. Students are not flo m in

known icing conditions.

The missions flown by fighter and attack aircraft allow exposure for

only brief periods of time and, as a result, little or no icing problems

are involved in high performance aircraft.

One problem noted in the fighter/attack area seems to involve the

OV-1OA made by North American. The OV-1OA NATOPS Manual contains the

"standard" ice warning. Talks with pilots indicate icing conditions are a

terrorizing experie:ice to be avoided at all costs. It appears that the

horizontal stabilizer loads itself rapidly in an icing environment and due

to the change in "CG" the aircraft becomes somewhat unstable in pitch modes.

Appropriate cautionary notes have been issued and conferences are scheduled

in June for resolution of the problem.
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If holding pattern times for fighter/attack aircraft are limited by

good planning and expeditious haqdling the only other problem area of note

is minimized.

Patrol/antisubmarine aircraft and their associated avionics equipments

have improved at a steady pace, allowing for less exposure time at low

altitudes in favorable icing areas. The only major icing problem is with

the Sikorsky H-3 helicopter. Pilot problems and background on its icing

problem will be covered in detail during the discussion of icing reports

on turbine powered aircraft.

No particular operational problems have been encountered which relate

directly to airframe icing. Restricted operation in other than dry snow

conditions during normal training operations has been necessary in the H-3

" due to power plant damage by ice FOD.

The data storage facilities of the Naval Safety Center have been

questioned and the sanitized list of all suspected icing aircraft accidents,

ground accidents involving aircraft and aircraft incidents since 1965 is

provided in the handouts you have received. I will read the briefs of the

four possible ice caused accidents.

The first aircraft was flown by a rather lucky individual. I suspect

he was an Ensign in the Navy. While flying an A-IA he collided with trees

during a daylight emergency landing approach due to intermittent power

problems. The pilot had noted backfiring and a cylinder head temperature

of 220 degrees. He selected rich fuel mixture and observed a cylinder head

drop. Torque rose from 88.5 to 98 psi. Alternate air was selected and

carburetor air temperature rose from 5 to 32 degrees. He reselected direct

air and the carburetor air temperature returned to 5 degrees. Deciding to
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make a precautionary landing, the pilot was cleared number two behind a!

C-130 on a three mile final. This placed him three-quarters of a mile

downwind of the 180-degree position. The engine quit on base and the pilot

prepared for an emergency landing while continuing his approach. Realizing

he could not reach the runway he attempted to land in a small clearing.

The aircraft began to contact several small trees 70 to 80 feet high. At A

this time the engine started to run again, the pilot made a dramatic

recovery and landed the aircraft on the runway. The cause of this accident

was attributed to pilot failure to use alternate air when carburetor icing

induced engine power loss.

The second accident shown on your handouts involved an A-3B aircraft.

The aircraft was on a cross-country flight and had filed for his alternate

airfield due to poor weather forecast at his destination. The alternate

airfield selected was reporting 2000 feet overcast with two miler visibility

in light drizzle, snow and fog. Given immediate desc(,t on a radar vector

to GCA pickup, he complied with all instructions. On GCA final at 2000 feet

and eight miles from the runway he was given a heading change. He acknowl-

edged the Ohange, but did not initiate the turn. A keyed ;ike was noted

with heavy breathing, no voice. He was lost from radar and crashed. The

cause was considered to be aircraft stall due to wing icing during the

approach.

The next accident noted in your handouts concerns another A-3 aircraft,

which had a dual engine failtuke and subsequent loss of all generator

powered electrical components at 41,000 feet. The result was one lost A-3.

The accident itself was aggravated by many pilot factors but the loss of

both engines was attributed to compressor stall due to ice.
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The only training command accident involving icing is a TF-9J executing

a TACAN approach. On final approach the instructor reported his windshield

obscured by ice. Observers noticed the aircraft appeared low and slow as

it approached the runway. At 4000 feet from the runway threshold the air-

craft was observed to roll first 25 degrees to the rigbt, then 45 degrees

to the left, and finally into a 90-degree right bank followed by ground

contact. The cause was listed as undetermined with a possibility of pilot

induced stall aggravated by structural icing encountered during his approach.
The ground accident iports are of interer . Of 11 reported ground

accidents 8 were caused by improper towing operations.

A typical brief will read:

"Aircraft was being towed outside for servicing. The aircraft was

being turned close to a snowbank. When director saw that :he aircraft was

going to hit the snowbank he blew his stop whistle. The brake rider and

tractor driver both hit the brakes, but the aircraft skidded into a snow-

bank. Recorded as supervisory error in judgment of the director with icy

taxiway contributing."

Following a discussion with our facilities analyst on methods of icy

runway treatment, I believe that FAA Project Report 430-006-023, prepared

by Mr. Murray S. Boris, gives an excellent thumbnail sketch of current

removal equipment improvements: the ethylene glycol/sand mixture and Urea

(sodium nitrate) treatment. Currently, the Navy finds the only a~rfield

icing problems are associated with fields such as Norfolk. This is due

primarily to limited snow removal equipment. Those fields that are nor-

mally provided with severe weather are adequately outfitted with equipment

to handle the problem.
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With respect to military icing reports on turbine powered aircraft

the H-3 aircraft provides the only problem of any major proportion. Roughly

30 incidents of ice ingestion have been reported since 1964. The effort

to provide adequate H-3 engine FOD protection from ice/snow ingestion has

been under active discussion since at least 1964 and tests have been made

since 1965. The first H-3 ice deflector was developed by Sikorsky Aircraft

for the USAF as a quick fix t,, avoid engine FOD during an in-flight icing

test behind a C-130 tanker aircraft. This quick fix was necessitated by

the actual loss of engines due to ice FOD during the initial test. The FOD

deflector enabled completion of the structural icing test without further

engine FOD under conditions of extremely heavy structural icing. Successes

enjoyed by the USAF in this operation were responsible for procurement of

additional ice deflectors as general FOD deflectors on many other USAF H-3

helicopters--some presently in use in SEA. In 1965 the Canadian government

procured CHSS-2 engine inlet foreign object deflectors, known as "The FOD i"

MOD." These deflectors have remained in service ever since. Informal liaison

with the Canadian Defense Liaison Staff, Washington, D. C., discloses that "

since installation no cases of CHSS-2 in-flight FOD to engines has been

reported. Occurrences of inadvertent icing environment entry, including

some instances of heavy structural ice build-up, are reported. Performance

data available to the Canadian Department of National Defense when consider-

ing procurement of the deflectors was regarded as, "...Minimal but was

considered adequate at the time due to the urgency of a solution to the

problem of engine ice ingestion for winter operation in Canada. The expe-

rience of the USAF with a similar shield on the CH-3 was also considered."

The Canadian Department of National Defense was aware of USN reservations
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regarding installation of H-3 Airframe Change 247 (ice deflector installation),

but feels that their operational experience with FOD deflectors installed

is satisfactory evidence of deflector effectiveness and that the available

performance data is operationally adequate. This is also true of the USAF.

Additional civil H-3 series customers are reported by Sikorsky Aircraft to

have procured the engine FOD deflector and have subsequently operated with-

out FOD mishap.

Current Naval Air Test Center ice deflector tests have been concluded

and installation of ice deflectors will be completed prior to the coming

winter season. Some easing of H-3 NATOPS flight restrictions where actual

structural icing conditions do not exist, may be expected. However, con-

siderable work must be done to provide rotor blade and airframe ice

protection which can allow unrestricted all-weather operation of rotary-

wing aircraft.

Adequacy of manufacturers' instructions for operation, maintenance and

overhaul of ice protection equipment is not currently questioned by any of

our analysts. We must, therefore, assume that they are completely adequate

and that the manufacturers have kept ahead of us in this area.

The airframe which is the Navy's first good source of operational ice

detection equipment experience is the Lockheed P-3. The deicing/anti-icing

systems are considered adequate and it is a common practice to turn on

engine anti-ice whenever icing conditions are expected. The detection of

structural icing is noriially determined by visual reference to the areas

around the windshield or the leading edges of the wings. At night an aldis

lamp is utilized to check ice on the wings. The airframe ice detection

system is not usually relied on, as pilots report the system has not proven

consistent in its reliability.
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As the experience of aircraft operators increases, in-flight icing

encounters decrease. With the improvements in ice protection and detection

equipment provided by industry our operational problems should soon "melt"

away.
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING LT. COL. LUNSFORD'S PRESENTATION ON

"MILITARY OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE"

Question: Have you any incidents where air speed systems are
bothered by ice or precipitation?

Answer: Yes, but these are only incidents. Pilots have
reported water refreezing in the system. This is
no big problem.

Question: Has any work been done on air heated screens?

Answer: United Aircraft Company of Canada states these are
hard to design because they have such high air and
electrical requirements. There were incidents on

the Model A-4,where,at 20,000-30,000 feet,generators
are icing, and the proposed fix was to use a heated

screbn system. I don't know if this answered the
problel but we have not heard of its occurrence

Question: Was the inci ent on the CH-46 due to water runback
freezi'g or in et guide vane icing?

Answer: The aircraft had been left overnight in a freezing
rain. It was pre ated,but, due to a time lapse,
water froze in the\low spots of the engine inlet.
Starting the engine ruined them.

Question: Does your computer da include thunderstorm '4
incidents? j

Answer: No, but I feel that turb lence and lightning, rather
than icing, are the worst\ part of thunderstorms.

Question: P-3 operators have encount red icing during loiter
operation (two engines opezrting); how badly do the

shut-down engines ice up?

Answer: Moderate to severe icing ha been experiehced on
the inlets and the inlet guide vanes.

Question: Has this icing been severe enough to cause engine
start failure?

Answer: No, but they have damaged engines on start.
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Question: What do you do about this?
Answer: Run anti-icing on the engines or run icing protection

with the shut-down engines at idle. We haveconsidered heating from the operating engines.

Question: You mentioned that C-130 on hurricane reconnaissance
having a number of engines shut-down. We havenoticed that flying in high water concentration is
a problem.

Answer: Lockheed states that in a steady state conditionengines can consume very large amounts of water.Water input on a slug basis may extinguish an engine
with less water.
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l have been asked to review the maintenance aspects of commercial

aircraft ice protection systems. I riii try to answer the follow-

ing questions about the ice protection systems presently in use on

commercial aircraft.

1. How effective from an engineering point of view are

our current ice protection systems?

2. What types of maintenance problems do we have with

the various aircraft anti-ice systems?

3. Are the overhaul and maintenance procedures provided

by the manufacturers adequate?

Before I attempt to answer the questions that have been posed I

would like to quickly review the ice protection systems used on

our current jet transports.

Slide 1 1. The thermal (pneumatic) anti-ice system is used to .

protect the leading edge of the wing, wirn slots,

slot lower doors (DC-8), slats, leading edge flaps

(Boeing), leading edge of the horizontal stabilizer

Slide 2 (DC-8), air inlets, engine nacelle inlets, inlet

guide vanes and the engine nose bullet. ,

blde 3 2. Electrical units are used to heat pitot tubes,

static ports, drain masts, stall warning sensors,

cockpit windshields and windows.

The systems are all designed to be anti-ice systems rather than

de-icing. To be effective, they must be activated prior to the '"

formation of ice.
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There is one other system which I have not discussed yet, and that

is the ice detection system. United currently uses an ice detection

system only on the Caravelle. Our early DC-8's and 720's had ice

detection systems installed. However, experience showed that icing

.3 -of the Pt2 probe mounted in the engine nose bullet, causes fluctuation

of the Engine Pressure Ratio (EPR) gauges, and is a more sensitive

indicator of icing conditions than the ice detection system. Since

the Caravelle does not have an Engine Pressure Ratio system, an ice

detection system is used.

"How effective are the current ice protection systems?" Major

problems with anti-ice systems on jet transport aircraft are few

and far between compared to earlier piston aircraft. Considering

the millions of miles jet aircraft fly each year in all types of

weather, the number of icing problems is small. The majority of

the ice protection systems have adequate heating capacity to keep

the aircraft ice free when used properly. From a maintainability

point of viev, the ice protection systems with t~e exception of a

I few components such as the engine anti-ice valves and ducts, do not

have a high failure rate. Using Urited's jet fleet of 316 aircraft

Slide 4 as an example; in January and February 1968, the anti-ice systems

accounted 4.5% of the delays. 2% of the delays were caused by the

above mentioned engine anti-ice valves and ducts.

The next question to be answered is: "What types of maintenance

problems do we have with the various anti-ice systems?"

1. The thermal anti-ice system is relatively trouble free

between aircraft overhauls. The pneumatic system is
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a simple design and only has a few moving parts which

are the valves and telescoping ducts going to the lead-

ing edge devices. In this type of systemj it is the

valves and thermal switches which cause most of the

problems in service. A look at some typical examples

Slide 5 from our Aircraft Mechanical Irregularity Report shows

that for the first two months of 1968 there were a

total of 2299 maintenance caused delays and cancellations

on United aircraft and only 58 ( 2-5%) were caused by the

thermal anti-ice system. United aircraft flew 121,903

Slide 6 hours during these two months. A look at the 727 fleet

for February 1968 will give a general idea of the types

of maintenance problems we see. You will notice that

although many of these problems are with valves there

are 7 examples of line or duct failures. The duct

failures are caused by (1) the basic design which does

not allow enough for thermal expansion, or (2) inadequate

clearances between components which cause contact and

wear through when the engine is running. As an example

of not enough allowance for thermal expansion, the JT8D

13th stage bleed duct is basically an "L" tube. When

the tube (which carries air at up to 8500F) expands, it

does so at a different rate than the cool fan duct case.

The result is that after repeated cycles of heating and

cooling, it cracks at the flange. The Boeing 737 left

engine provides us with an example of a design which

does not provide adequate clearance between the 8th
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stage bleed duct and other nacelle hardware. In service

the coupling wears into the 8th stage bleed duct with

eventual leakage. We are currently working with Boeing

.and Pratt & Whitney and believe we have solutions to

these problems.

2. The electric anti-ice systems have two basic problems --

heating element and control unit durability. I will use

Slide 7 the Boeing 727 February 1968 experience as an example

again. The pitot system and the Ram Air Temperature

System both had a heater element failure. The windows'

and windshields' anti-ice system had heater control unit

Slide 8. problems. To put these systems into perspective, let's

look at the slide covering January and February 1968

delays and cancellations again. The electrical anti-

ice system caused 45 (2% of the total) out of a total

of 2299 maintenance caused delays or cancellations.

"Are the overhaul and maintenance procedures provided by the manu-

facturers adequate?" A direct answer is that the procedures provided

by the airframe and engine manufacturers are generally adequate.

However, as with all things, there are areas which could be improved.

We have found that in order to achieve the maximum reliability out

of some of the anti-ice systems, additional procedures were required.

As an example, on our Boeing 720 and 727 aircraft we had to further

subdivide the thermal anti-ice ducting to facilitate checking the

system for leakage at aircraft overhau), rather than checking the

system as a whole per the manual. We found that only in this way
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couEA red3eleaka we consider to be an acceptable

level., which is lower than on now aircraft. The Boeing 727 ebgine

anti-ice valve is another area where we have had to deviate from

the manufacturer's procedures in an effort to fix a problem. As

I mentioned before, the valves cause the greatest amount of non-

scheduled maintenance in the thermal anti-ice systems. The engine

and cowl anti-ice valves have the lowest reliability. The proble

is that the range of temperatures, which these valves see, makes it

difficult to get a satisfactory service life from them. The valve

as delivered from the factory is a motor operated butterfly valve.

It uses plain bearings lubricated with a sicilone based grease. To

follow the manufacturer's overhaul procedures would mean cntinuing

the same failure rate. To make the unit more durable, we are' (1)

installing a better armature bearing and (2) using a petroleum

based lubricant which has proven to be better in this app.icstion.

Slide 9 The slide shows the reduction in removals due to these modifications.

The unscheduled removals per 10,000 unit hours dropped from 2.5 to

less than 1.0. The new aircraft, such as the 747, uses all solenoid

actuated-pressure operated valves which appear to be a much more

durable valve.

So far I have only touched on the thermal system, the same type of

problems exist with the electric anti-ice devices. Most of these

devices are supplied to the aircraft company by a vendor. Many of

these vendors then do not provide the degree of product support we

as a user would like to see. For example, the durability of the

heater elements in the pitot system is not good enough so that the

system will go the eight to nine thousand hours between aircraft

overhauls, as well as some lacking adequate heating capacity to
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prevent occasional icing at high altitudes. We, of course, want the

vendors to upgrade their equipment so that it will do its Job correctly

and for the length of time we desire. The same holds true for the

'control units which give us maintenance problems. I have no answer

for black box durability. Why will one light bulb last only minutes

while another for hundreds of hours? There are many people in the

industry working on this and perhaps one day there will be an answer.

The only thing we as an airline can do is to insure that the black

box control units are properly ventilated and protected from moisture.

In order to accomplish the above requirfa frequently that we modify

the design or modify the manufacturers' maintenance procedures.

To recap the question "Are the overhaul and maintenance procedures

provided by the manufacturers adequate?" the answer is yes; but we

have revised or modified many of them in order to either reduce the

size of a problem or to extract longer intervals between overhauls

from other components. No system is perfect so that there are always

changes which could be made to improve them. At times we do not get

the action we request on the vendors' part based on our failures.

His response to our request too frequently is that: "Of the dozens

of airlines operating this equipment, why is it only United that

wants this change? Everyone else appears to be happy with thingthe

way they are."

I think I have covered the current systems well enough, but I would

like to add this to the discussion. Nothing has been said so far

about whether other areas of the aircraft require ice protection.

Two areas that United is concerned with are (1) icing on the landing
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gear and (2) lciz* on the Boeing 737 flaps. Dwing the takeoff on

slushy runways, ice and water can accumulate on the landing gear

and on the 737, the flaps. The flap assembly can be badly damaged

Slide 10 when it Is retracted with ice on it. The slide shows a typical

fovler flap extended and retracted and how Ice on the leading edge

of the various segments can Interfere with the segment ahead of it.

The ice and the vater vhich freezes on the landing gear at altitudej,

gets into the anti-skid units, up and down gear position Indicators.

This can result in blown tires on, touch-down if the anti-skid becomes

inoperative, as well as causin numerous problems with gear and doors

not indicating up and locked or down and looked. The best solution

for these problems is in the design stage. They should be designed

so that ice will not be accumulated. If this cannot be done. then

the design should be such that ice will not interfere with its

function.

In conclusion. although there are maintenance problems with the

various ice protection systems used on current jet transports, they

are not aor ones: (1) The system are dependable causing Onl

about 4-.5% of the delays and cancellations. The average time per

delay is 30 minutes. (2) The manufacturers' instructions for/the

maintenance and overhaul of ice protection equipment are adequate.
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING MR. JOHNSON'S PRESENTATION ON

"ICE PROTECTION SYSTEM, COMM4RCIAL MAINTENANCE EXPERIENCE"

question: Is heating on the patot inadequate? What about ice
on anti-skid device.0 Have you any record of blown4
tires?

Answer: We have no details on pitot icing. At high altitudes
we have had ice crystals freezing in the pitot.
Problems with the anti-skid are difficult to track
down because after an incident the ice melts, and
the evidence is gone. We have suspicions that ice
or water have caused problems.

question: Have nose gears frozen?

Answer: Yes, but rarely. We have deactivated the nose gear
brakes.

question: Icing on pitot tubes is a function of the internal
desi4gn, and ice crystals can form internally.

Aniswer: We have had problems with some aircraft, but mo,-t
of our problems are on the way to a solution.

question: Have you had problems from slush on the runway with
the Boeing 737 forward flap assembly?

Answer: Yes.

question: What type of ice detector do you have on the
Caravelle?

Answer: A pressure differential type made by Smith Instrument
Company of England. We have had difficulty with it.
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F.A.A. Sumnary of Presentation

by
Capt. Soderlind, Northwest Airlines

on
Airline Operational Experience in Icing Environment

Capt. Soderlind stated that his presentation was limited to

operational experience with jet airplanes. He remarked that

Northwest Airlines operates one type of turboprop airplane,

the Electra, and about 100 jet airplane.. They have not

experienced any icing incidents which indicate a problem with

the protection systems. Capt. Soderlind mentioned that, in

preparation for this presentation, discussions were held with his

counterparts in other airlines and other organizations. I
Three types of icing have operational significance, namely,

windshield icing, airframe icing, and engine icing. DC-3 pilots

were cited as an example of those who used the wiper-up method.

If the pilot put the windshield wipers straight up before takeoff,

it would keep a little hole about an inch and a half or two inches

in diameter during an icing encounter, through which the pilot could

see to land. According to Capt. Soderlind, many landings were

accomplished under these circumstances; however, he emphasised V

that windshield icing is not a problem today with heated windshields.

Capt. Soderlind said that a statistical study of the icing exposure

over the U.S. and on international flights indicates that the piston

airplane would experience icing once in twenty flights; the jet,

once in 100 flights; and the jet airplane would have a severe icing

encounter only once in 100,000 flights. He remarked that Northwest
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Airlines experience has been even better than this. Over

one million hours of jet experience have been accumulated by

Northwest Airlines since 1960, and not a single significant icing

problem has been experienced.

Capt. Soderlind said that the jet's susceptibility to icing is

much less, for several obvious reasons. One is the high climb

and descent rate. Jet aircraft usually spend little time in icing

environments. Also, jet aircraft operate at high altitude, where

the air is usually much dryer and the temperature is well below

freezing, so most of the moisture is frozen already. The jet

airplane has available to it a ram temperature rise to prevent

icing, or the capability to get rid of icing once you have it.

Capt. Soderlind said that there is about a 150 C. temperature

rise at 350 knots indicated airspeed at 5,000 feet. This can

be used in an emergency. It was also mentioned that excess

thrust is available, so that you can carry a lot of ice. A modern

jet transport requires, depending on the type, weight, speed, etc.,

as little as 8,000 pounds of thrust to remain airborne. Several

times this minimum thrust is usually available, according to

Capt. Soderlind.

It was noted that the most serious icing problem, under the

airframe icing category, occurs on the ground. It's far more

serious than in flight, and the answer, according to Capt. Soderlind,

is obvious; but it doesn't seem to be too simple to apply. One

recent jet transport accident was cited as an example of this

prcblem. No one was killed, but the airplane was destroyed. In
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the wreckage, there was found to be from ) to ) inch of ice on

the leading edge of the wing and tail. The ice had been

accumulated on the prior descent. In other words, the takeoff

was made with this ice on the airplane, and the airplane became

uncontrollable and rolled shortly after liftoff and was put

back on the ground.

In response tfo some comments that were made about engines

ingesting water with subsequent flameouts, Capt. Soderlind stated

that in this particular case, one engine continued to run for an

hour and a half in the wreckage. It seems that someone tried to

convince the firemen to drown out this engine. It couldn't be

shut down; the linkage was broken.

Capt. Soderlind conmented that there has been one relatively

recent fatal accident with a turboprop airplane, in which the

findings we-e that the airplane took off with snow on the wings.

He remarked that engine flameouts, due to water, slush, and snow

ingestion on takeoff, have not been rare, but on the other hand,

they haven't been common. A twin-engine jet airplane took off

in two inches of wet snow. This happens to be the limit. Both

engines dropped down to very low thrust output. Both engines

had compressor st ll. Takeoff was aborted safely. Water

ingestion was attributed to main gear slush throwback. Supposecdly,

fenders are being incorporated to prevent a recurrence.

Capt. Soderlind felt that ice, snow, and frost on the airplane

before takeoff are the most serious problems, or at least very

serious problems. The remark was made that, when you have to

stand in a line of thirty or forty or fifty airplanes fc an hour
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or two in freezing rain, there is little assurance that you will

always take off in a "clean" airplane. It was reported that many

cases of heavy frost accumulations occur on the underside of the

wing before takeoff, or as the result of descent into high-humidity

conditions with cold-soaked fuel. But it was stated that this seems

to have no adverse effect whatsoever. A few cases of the reverse

were noted, namely, cold fuel from a ground supply and a full tank

operation, resulting in frost forming on the top of the wing.

Since the real effects of this are unknown, Northwest Airlines

requires that frost on the upper wing surface be cleared off.

The Air Force ran some tests on a F-86 and a B-47 to investigate

the effects of frost on the wing. These tests concluded that

there was no significant effect on the ground roll or the lift-off

speed with an accumul tion of frost up to 3/10 inch. However, it

was stated that Northwest Airlines requires that the top of the

wing be free of frost before takeoff. In previous discussions

with Douglas and Boeing, Capt. Soderlind was advised that, when

they used flow visualizing tufts attached to the leading edge

of the wing during wind tunnel tests, the tufts and the tape

used to attach them reduce the maximum lift capability of the

wing by approximately 4 to 20 percent. The aircraft manufacturers

claimed that this is indicative of what frost can do. According

to Capt. Soderlind, this is why Northwest Airlines insists on a

clean wing, even if there's only a thin layer of frost on top.

It was reported that a few cases of pitot static systems freezing

have occurred due to loose snow, thrown up by the wheels or by

reversing prior to landing.
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it was said that engine icing in flight has not been a problem

to safety, as long as the anti-ice systems are used as they were

intended. The windshield itself, and the windshield wiper, were

mentioned as good warning devices to the pilot as to when he I.

should use the engine anti-ice, since he can't see any inlet. It

was recognized that this is not a foolproof warning at temperatures

slightly above freezing, because the ice will not form on the

airframe itself. Due to the pressure drop in the inlet, it will

form in the inlet.

The airlines prefer not to have to anti-ice PT-2 probes with

engine bleed air. The main reason is that turning on the engine

anti-ice system just to anti-ice the PT-2 probe consumes about

five percent of t'e fuel. Capt. Soderlind remarked that this

seems like a lot to pay to anti-ice the PT-2 probe alone.

Capt. Soderlind commented that a great deal of fuel goes down

the drain, so to speak, since the pilot can't be certain when

he's going to get engine ice, he turns on the engine ice protection

system just in case. It was the speaker's contention that about

95 percent of this is purely wasted. In other words, the heat

is turned on just in case. As an example of the cost of this

precautionary action, it was pointed out that Northwest Airlines,

last year, spent $48,000,000 for fuel, for just the jet fleet
1]

alone. The comment was made that probably one percent of the

time, the engine anti-ice was turned on, and, probably the largest

percent of that time, it's on "just in case."

In response to previous comments on ice detectors, Capt. Soderlind

said that the airlines are very interested in ice detectors. They
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have performed poorly. It was said, however, there appear to be

good ones on the horizon, and the airlines intend to service test

some. The comment was made that ice detectors certainly will pay

their way, if they can tell us specifically when to turn on the

engine anti-ice.

Capt. Soderlind said that a big problem, in fact about the biggest

problem in flying the jet airplane, is to make it come down when

you want it to. He claimed that when you use the engine anti-ice,

you have to maintain r.p.m. well above idle, in order to have

adequate heat. This presents a problem. For example, on one

typical contemporary jet .ransport, you have to maintain 70 percent

NI r.p.m., in moderate or greater icing, if the outside air0Itemperature is below -7° C. It was explained that you can't make

the airplane come down when it's "clean," with 70 percent N1 r.p.m.

This is more than necessary to make level flight, and you can't

pull off power enough to descend to a lower altitude. It was

explained that you could add drag; you coulu pt the gear down,

and possibly ice up the gear; or put the flaps down, and possibly

ice up the flaps, and damage the structure when they're retracted.

You could pull out the speed brakes as another alternative, to add

the drag necessary to counteract the extra power, but then the

speed brakes buffet the airplane and make it unpleasant. It was

noted that this hasn't proven to be a big safety problem, because

even though there are disadvantages with having to carry this much

thrust, you know that it's necessary and somehow manage to provide

the necessary drag.
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It was stated that by far the most potentially serious icing

problem in the jet airplane is engine icing on the ground. This

really became known in the last six months.

In one incident, it was reported that a twin-engine jet transport

- taxied out early in the morning in shallow ground fog. Ground

fog was only 30-50 feet deep. The sun was clearly visible, so

the crew didn't feel that engine anti-icing was necessary. They

left it off. The temperature was 260 F. The visibility was below

the limits for this particular takeoff, so the crew taxied up and

down the runway a couple of times to observe the actual runway

visibility. By the time they had finished their round trip up

and down the runway, the visibility was up to minimums. They i
started the takeoff. One engine accelerated poorly. As they tj

went a little further down the runway, they heard a thump, which

was a compressor stall. They aborted the takeoff without difficulty

and returned to the ramp. They shut the engines down, and they

found extremely heavy buildups of ice on the nose bullet,

lk-2 inches thick; ice on the bottom of the cowl;-and sufficient

damage to both engines to cost $100,000 to repair.

Capt. Soderlind remarked that on the evening of January 8, 1969,

the industry really came face to face with this problem. At O'Hare,

early in the evening, the conditions were 700-1,200 feet overcast,

with light freezing drizzle falling. The temperature was 260,

and the dew point was 24.0 As usual, in Chicago, in the early

evening, there were long ground holds for takeoff. At one point,

there were 40 airplanes in line, two of which happened to be

Northwest's. Takeoffs were aborted with various kinds of engine
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problems, compressor stall, slow acceleration, etc. Airplanes

waiting for takeoff reported that those ahead had sparks coming

out of the tailpipes. One 727 had a compressor stall at rotation,

and many, many, sparks coming out of the tailpipe, such that the

following airplane asked the tower to have a truck pull out on

the runway and look for metal parts before he took off.

It turned out that when the tower queried the 727 that had just

taken off, that they had no indication of any problem,except at

rotation they had one compressor stall. That was all. The

airplane continued on without , further trouble.

Another aircraft from one of the other major airlines, flight 208,

returned to the ramp at 4:30 that afternoon, on account of reported

backfiring. The compressor stalled when the pilot tried to advance

the thrust levers.

The aircraft returned to the ramp when the pilot could not obtain

over 1.2 EPR. An examination at the gate revealed a massive

buildup of ice on the inlet guide vanes and the nose domes. The

crew advised their flight operations of the seriousness of the

existing icing conditions. Flight operations of this specific

carrier ordered all of their aircraft, holding for takeoff, to

return to the gate for an engine inlet inspection, and to await

an improvement in weather conditions. Other carriers were

likewise advised of these findings.

The buildup of ice on all four engines on the aircraft which

returned to the gate (flight 208) occurred during the

evening. Pictures were taken of one of the engines and other

icing formations on the aircraft. These photos were placed on
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.] display in Dispatch, so that all crew members would view them.

All the nose domes were covered with approximately 3/4 inch

thickness of ice around their entire circumference, extending

forward to the EPR probe by 1 inch, terminating in a sharp point.

The EPR probe was visible through the clear ice. The entire inlet

guide vane assembly, at its base, was completely iced over for

a distance of 6 to 8 inches from the hub. Then a slight separation

appeared, gradually increasing, so that at the outer extremities

of the inlet guide vanes, you could just put your finger between

the buildup of ice on the vanes. The leading edges of the inlet

duct were iced up, extending around the outside of the cowl's

leading edges by approximately 3 to 4 inches. There were pieces

of ice in the bottom of the inlet cowl, caused by the engine

suri* ig. The compressor surges were sufficiently heavy to blow

the ice off the inlet guide vanes, but not strong enough to

blow them clear to the inlet duct. Trip 208 was holding in •

freezing drizzle for 37 minutes. The first two 727's examined "

upon their return were found to be free of ice in all respects;

however, the third and fourth had ice buildups on the dome and

inlet guide vanes. Both had chunks of ice in the bottom of A

the engine inlet.

Photos of these aircraft showed ice buildup on the number three

engine. This was observed during normal taxi power as torching

at the tailpipe.

A photo of a 707, which was holding for 2 hours, showed that

the upper portion of the inlet guide vane assembly was clean,

while the lower half was completely iced over, and started to
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progress outward to the extremities of the vane assembly.

As reported, all of the airplanes that were holding, with very

few exceptions, had sufficient ice, that they would almost

certainly have had a serious problem had they started takeoff.

Capt. Soderlind reported that Northwest Airlines had two airplanes

in this line of 40, and neither of them had any difficulty. This

incident and other experience showed that the engine anti-ice will

take care of almost all of these icing conditions, even at idle

or near idle power, if the anti-ice is turned on as soon as the

engines have started. According to Northwest Airlines' procedure,

as soon as the engines are started in icing conditions, the engine

heat is turned on. As reported, two of Northwest's airplanes were

in this lineup, and took off subsequent to this with no difficulty,

although they both improvised a bit, and ran up the engines

occasionally. This is now an additional part of Northwest's

procedure, because at some conditions of low outside air temperature,

idle thrust is not enough to develop enough heat to keep the engine

"clean."

All of the airlines have revised their procedures to, essentially,

this kind of thing, that is, to turn the heat on as soon as the

engines are running, if icing conditions exist.

In summary, Capt. Soderlind said that serious incidents or

accidents due to icing of the turbine airplane in commercial

service are rare. He also said that airframe ice on the ground

is potentially serious, but the answer is to take off with a

"clean" airplane. Engine icing on the ground is the airline's
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most serious problem, according to Capt. Soderlind. But he

contended that the answer is simple--Just use recommended

procedures. It was emphasized that there are to icing problems

of any significance, really, as long as the ice protection

systems are used as recomended, and that you take off with

"a clean wing."
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DISCUSSIONS FOLLOWING CAPT. SODERLIND'S PRESENTATION ON] "AIRLINE OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE IN ICING ENVIRONMENT"

Question: The frequency of icing during climb, cruise, and
holding is most prevalent during holding. What is
your opinion on present holding procedures and ATC
procedures versus the procedures in the pre-jet era?

Answer: True, the holding area is the worst for icing.
However, there is no problem if the crew uses the
proper procedures. There can be a problem if flap
hinges ice up and are then retracted.

Question: Are holding speeds adequate?

Answer: We have no problem except when using powers too low
to enable us to use de-icing equipment.

Question: Is it the airlines' policy to use reverse thrust for
fast descent?

Answer: Use of reverse thrust in flight is prohibited on
the Boeing. It is the only speed brake on the DC-8
and its use was routine during descent.

Question: Does icing on such unprotected surfaces as the tails
give any buffeting?

Answer: There is no problem, but I feel leery about it.

Other carriers have felt that the aircraft are
sluggish on final approach in the elevator control.
We have considered icing warning for two places,
engine and horizontal stabilizer.

Question: When one uses the engine run up method to check for
engine icing on the ground, is there danger of
skidding?

Answer: Yes. I once had a well planned test for this
demonstration on an icy unsanded runway. The aircraft
skidded out of control and the test was terminated.
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Question: Considering your forced landing because of icing inthe DC-3, do you feel that loss of lift or the
increase of weight was the most significant?

Answer: The ice was about six inches thick except for the
boots. They were worthless since the ice formed on
the underside of the wing, just back of the boots.
I don't think the weight was significant.
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APPENDIX I
Page 1

LIST OF ATTENDEES

GOVERNMENT

Federal Aviation Administration

Washington Regions

R. S. Sliff, FS-l V. Reinert, CE-212
H. H. Slaughter, FS-100 C. W. Dreyer, CE-216
S. H. Rolle, FS-140 R. W. Stephens, AL-210
R. J. Auburn, FS-140 G. R. Slusher, NA-542
N. N. Shapter, FS-120 L. J. Garodz, NA-543
P. D. Wilburn, FS-160 J. J. Shrager, NA-543
E. P. Burke, SS-120 R. Gambrill, SW-216
L. E. Tarbell, FS-140 G. Welsh, SW-210
R. Seaman, RD-601 P. Perrotta, EA-214
R. B. Karp, FS-300 C. H. Sweeney, EA-214
A. Gross, SS-130 F. Jenkins, WE-130
J. Koehler, FS-321 T. C. Dufour, WE-140
G. C. Hay, DS-33 C. E. Arnold, EA-216
T. Sanford, FS-109 A. Braun, EA-213
N. S. Dobi9 FS-110 K. J. Holloway, SW-214
W. E. Koneczny, FS-110 F. I. Melton, SW-214
H. Hoekstra, DS-40 G. W. Wells, CE-214
J. E. Cayot, FS-20 W. R. Haldeman, EU-100
R. A. Johnson, FS-120 F. E. McGowan, SO-210
E. R. Lambert, FS-140 C. W. Kaiser, SO-213
R. A. Peterson, FS-140 H. A. Schoech, WE-160
C. C. Schroeder, FS-108 J. R. James, SO-214

R. Borowski, FS-130 L. N. Bass, SW-213
H. H. Osborne, FS-46 C. J. Archer, CE-213
D. R. Marshall, FS-160
D. H. Draut, SS-110
J. Haddad, FS-140
P. Hallick, FS-320
M. A. Lott, FS-140
E. J. Briggs, FS-140
R. S. White, FS-140
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USAF 1002d I.G. Gp- Bruce Elvin, Lt. Col. USAF
US Navy Safety Center- William T. Lunsford, Lt. Col.

USMC
Naval Air Propulsion Test Center- J. L. Palcza
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INDUSTRY

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft- E. E. Striebel
United Aircraft of Canada Ltd.- J. P. Beauregard
Cessna-Mil. Twin Div.- Warren S. Wilson
McDonnell-Douglas- Lou Cook

L. E. Fry
General Electric Company- S. H. Davison
Boeing Company- R. W. Wilder
Allison Div., General Motors Corp.- F. M. Krentz

G. V. Bianchini
Lockheed California Company- Bernard L. Messinger
United Air Lines- R. H. Johnson
Nnrthwest Airlines- P. A. Soderlind
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